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About the project

The Institute for Foreign Afairs and Trade launched the project under the title ‘Implementation of the Belgrade-Prishtina dialogue: does policy framework match the
need of Serbian community in Kosovo?’ in September 2014 in cooperation with its
partners in order to support research on the implementation of the agreements
reached by Serbia and Kosovo and encourage exchange of experience and knowledge among scholars and professionals from Serbia and Kosovo as well as from the
Visegrad countries. The project consortium consisted of the Central European Policy
Institute (Slovakia), the Democracy for Development Institute (Kosovo), EUROPEUM
(Czech Republic), the Forum for Ethnic Relations (Serbia), and the Institute for Foreign Afairs and Trade (Hungary). The project was funded by the Visegrad+ Grant of
the International Visegrad Fund.
Within the framework of the project, state of implementation of the EU facilitated dialogue was examined while particular attention was paid to that whether
the dialogue address the challenges that Serbs face in Kosovo and how it impacts
their relations with Belgrade and Prishtina. The project also emphasized the need to
consider the whole Serbian community in Kosovo, namely both those living on both
sides of Ibar/Ibёr River. Such an approach was essential to properly address problems
that inluence the life of the minority community and are vital for the stabilization
process in Kosovo.
The project composed of three main elements: research combined with ieldwork,
an international conference with participation of civil society organizations’ representatives in Budapest and the publication of a collection of studies covering the main
results and challenges of the implementation of the agreements of the dialogue and
future prospects for the normalization of relations between Kosovo and Serbia.
After preliminary research in the beginning of the project, ieldwork started in
March 2015 that lasted until the end of the summer Fieldwork addressed various
questions ranging from general political circumstances and attitude of main political
actors of the dialogue to more area and policy speciic issues like economic impact
of the dialogue and the integration of Serbian institutional structures into Kosovo
institutions, including the judiciary and the police, and last but not least the challenge
of establishing the Association/Community of Serb majority municipalities.

*
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This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244/99 and the ICJ
Opinion on the Kosovo declaration of independence.

Fieldwork was conducted by fellows of the Democracy for Development Institute, the EUROPEUM Institute, the Forum for Ethnic Relations in Belgrade and the
Institute for Foreign Afairs and Trade. As ieldwork covered various issues, no common theoretical framework was set for the project. At the same time, experts were
encouraged to cover all relevant actors (central and local governments, international
organizations, political parties as well as civil society organizations) throughout their
activity in order to explore perceptions and expectations of all stakeholders entirely.
The dialogue is a highly politicized process in which the decisions are usually made
behind closed doors and mainly excludes the wider public. For this reason, analyses
of public perceptions are also crucial.
Agreements reached within the framework of the dialogue have been exposed
to the diferent interpretations of political actors. The latter have abused the lack of
information citizens had about the process and used media coverage to inluence
perceptions of these people about the intentions of the other party and the process
in general. Interviewing local actors working in both governmental and civil society
sectors highlighted how narrow the circle of those people is who have access to
reliable information about the process. Interviews conducted during the ieldwork
showed that these public perceptions that are impacted by highly selective and lack
of information can easily undermine the will of communities to support implementation of agreements and can boost mistrust among Serbs and Albanians as well as
against the whole process in general.
The ieldwork gave also a great opportunity to the researchers to collect data and
up to date information about the diferent aspects of the dialogue that are also introduced in this volume. The papers were prepared by research fellows of the partner
organizations and other think tank and NGOs that are closely following the dialogue
and its implementation.
The above mentioned international conference also allowed the authors as well as
other experts to exchange views about the most recent development. The conference
entitled ‘Implementation of the Belgrade-Prishtina dialogue: results, controversies and
future prospects’ took place on 24th and 25th March 2016 in the Institute for Foreign Affairs and Trade in Budapest. The two-day event generated fruitful discussions among the
panellists and the audience. On the irst day, experts analysed the state of the implementation, the international circumstances that impact the normalization process as well as
the attitudes of governments of Serbia and Kosovo and the European Union as facilitator.
On the second day of the conference, the panels focused on matters that directly
concern the life of Serbian community in Kosovo, namely the representation of Serbs
in Kosovo and the Community/Association of Serb majority municipalities, and the
integration of Serbian institutional structures, the judiciary, the police and civil protection into the institutional framework of Kosovo.

7

Though most of the indings and recommendation will be presented through the
studies in this volume, I would like to add some important thoughts about the dialogue that were raised during the event. While the participants acknowledged the results of the dialogue that have been achieved so far, they also expressed several concerns regarding the process and pointed to the limits of the current approach to the
normalization of relations between Kosovo and Serbia. They emphasized the need
for “real normalization” process instead of presenting agreements signed in order
to get beneits from the international community, particularly from the EU. Though
progress in the European integration process can temporarily cushion the frustration
of Kosovo Albanians who have expected the strengthening of state sovereignty of
Kosovo from the dialogue, the protests against the government since August 2015
highlight the weakening public support for the talks with Serbia. Relations of the two
governments did not improve at all. They even deteriorated after Kosovo applied for
UNESCO membership that Serbia strongly opposed as a move that does not respect
status neutrality. Since then the governments have shown their muscles to each other and that seriously undermine the political conditions of the dialogue. Under such
assertive circumstances, it can be hardly expected that Serbs and Albanians are going
to build conidence toward each other.
The dialogue neither managed to create a proper framework for the whole Serbian community that could enhance integration of Serbs who are still expecting the
guarantee of their future from Belgrade that plays according to its own rules and
interests. The experts also drew attention to that the both sides should learn from
the best practices applied in the ield of national minority protection to overcome
problems of the Serbian community.
As mentioned above the last accord of the project was the publication of this
volume through which we would like to disseminate the indings of our research. We
hope that it will provide a good update to the analyses of the normalization process
that seems to reach its limits in its recent form but the authors of this volume really
hope that the dialogue will gain new momentum as it is crucial for the development
of both countries.
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Introductory remarks to the book
by Anna Orosz

The EU-facilitated dialogue between Belgrade and Prishtina was launched in March
2011 with the aim to normalize their relations. The level and intensity of the talks have
never been constant as political cycles have always had a great impact on the dialogue.
2014 was a year of elections: citizens voted in Kosovo and Serbia, while EU citizens
decided about the composition of the European Parliament. The new European Commission with President Jean-Claude Juncker started its term also in autumn 2014. In
accordance with political dynamics, the dialogue between Serbia and Kosovo came
to a halt until new governments were formed, leaving revitalization of the dialogue to
the newly elected political actors. After elections Kosovo experienced a great political
crisis as political parties got into a long and diicult bargaining process on how to form
a viable new government. Finally, the two biggest parties—the Democratic Party of
Kosovo (PDK) and the Democratic League of Kosovo (LDK)—agreed to form a big coalition government in December 2014. Consequently, the negotiations could continue
only in 2015.
After the end of her term, the mediator/facilitator role of Baroness Catherine Ashton was taken over by Federica Mogherini, the new EU High Representative for Foreign
Afairs and Security Policy and Vice President of the European Commission. The last
policy brief that was published within the framework of the ‘Visegrad support for Serbia-Kosovo dialogue’ project of the Central European Policy Institute and its partners
drew attention to the need for a smart mediation by the EU VP/HR in order to give new
momentum to the negotiations.1
The ‘Implementation of the Belgrade-Prishtina dialogue: does policy framework
match the need of Serbian community in Kosovo?’ project was implemented during
the irst third of Mogherini’s term. Thus the research and analyses that were carried out
as part of the project ran side by side with the new rounds of negotiations in Brussels
as well as with other bilateral and multilateral meetings (for example Western Balkan 6
summits) that also inluenced the dynamics of the dialogue during this period of time.
This coincidence made it possible to gain up to date information about the stakeholders’ involvement and standpoints and synthesize feedbacks received from these actors.
1

Vladimir Đorđević, et. al., Mogherini’s Chance for true rapprochement between Serbia and Kosovo, Central European Policy Institute, October 17, 2014, accessed February 10, 2016, http://www.cepolicy.org/
publications/mogherinis-chance-true-rapprochement-between-serbia-and-kosovo.
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Outcomes of these talks and the way in which the results were communicated
to the public in Kosovo and Serbia, as well as in the EU have had also important implications for what can be expected in the coming years. Contributors of this book
frequently refer to these political attitudes and bias interpretation and so highlight
that how attitudes of the two governments and the EU can inluence the implementation of agreements and the normalization process in general. In the introductory
chapter, I outline the main phases of the dialogue and the main features and results
of them. Furthermore, I give an insight to the situation of Kosovo Serbs that allows
the reader to understand the complexity of the problem that dialogue should resolve.
On the other end, a full paper is dedicated to the current dynamics of the dialogue
and to the analysis of circumstances both at the level of participating actors and the
broader international level. In this paper, Leon Malazogu also points out that changes
might occur in the level of engagement and/or approach to the dialogue on the side
of Serbia and Kosovo as a consequence of lack of real commitment to normalization
process.
Another crucial element of the dialogue that was expected to be high on the
priority list was the relation of Serbs living in northern Kosovo with Kosovo’s central
authorities. In 2015 the dialogue largely focused on the implementation of the First
agreement of principles governing the normalization of relations (often mentioned as
Brussels Agreement). The latter was initialled by the two Prime Ministers on April 19,
2013 with the aim to set the conditions under which Kosovo Serbs can be integrated
into the legal and institutional framework of Kosovo and to enable the dismantlement
of structures sustained and directed by Belgrade. The Brussels Agreement covers the
following issues:
•
•
•
•
•

Association/Community of Serb majority municipalities (Points 1 to 6)
Integration of police and security structures (Point 7 to 9)
Integration of judiciary (Point 10)
Holding elections in northern municipalities in accordance with Kosovo laws
(Point 11)
Energy and Telekom issues (Point 13)

As the current project did not only aim to analyse the implementation of the dialogue in general but also intended to examine that how the dialogue and its “settings”
provides answers to challenges and problems Kosovo Serbs face and how the normalization process impacts the Serbian community on the two sides Ibar/Ibёr River, papers
in this book elaborate in details where the implementation of these elements stands.
Two of them are more sector-speciic, as they cover the integration of security and
judiciary structures. Maja Bjeloš, researcher of the Belgrade Center for Security Policy highlights achievements in the integration of security structures but also points
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out the diferent challenges in case of police and civil protection. Milan Antonijević,
the director of the Lawyers’ Committee for Human Rights contributed by analysing
the ield of judiciary that was supposed to be afected signiicantly in the time of the
research.
Other two papers touch upon the issue of representation of Kosovo Serbs, the
perception of Serb about the dialogue, and the establishment of the Association/
Community of Serb majority municipalities. Milica Andrić and Branislav Nešović (activists from northern Kosovo) introduce how the political elite representing Kosovo Serbs changed as a consequence of the dialogue and though the community is
hardly involved into the process, the Brussels Agreement made them accept the new
reality and the necessity to communicate with Kosovo authorities.
Marija Krstić and Nenad Đurđević examined the most politically debated part of
the Brussels Agreement, the establishment of the Association/Community and the
general principles of the latter that was accepted by the parties in August 2015. Adoption of the principles met strong opposition and public protests in Prishtina. Atifete
Jahjaga, the former President of Kosovo requested the opinion of the Constitutional
Court about that whether the principles were in line with the Constitution of Kosovo.
The authors take stock of the decision of the Court and the future possibility of the
implementation.
Last but not least, Lucia Klapáčová, associate fellow of the EUROPEUM Institute
gives an overview about the economic impacts of the agreements adopted within
the framework of the dialogue on the life of the citizens of Kosovo and take note of
some aspects that are particularly relevant for the Kosovo Serb community.
Though the series of topics could have been further extended as the scope
of the dialogue is much broader, these papers help to understand some crucial
problems and challenges that surrounds the normalization process and limit the
potential of the dialogue, while they also provide an important insight into the
most recent developments of the dialogue. The papers further highlight that how
the Serbian community in Kosovo is afected by the dialogue. Although the integration of Kosovo Serbs is vital for the future of Kosovo, their involvement into the
process sufers from many deiciencies. It is also unclear how they might beneit
from the process as they are trying to ind their position between Belgrade and
Prishtina.
So far the most determinant feature of the dialogue seems to be uncertainty
that surrounds the future of the implementation and that makes hard for Serbs
to see their future in Kosovo. As authors bring several examples, Serbs are stuck
in an interim phase of implementation of several agreements that hinder them
to access proper services and result in exclusion of beneits that either Kosovo
or Serbia could provide. They cannot be sure about the inal status of the C/ASM
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either, though their expectations have been fuelled signiicantly by Belgrade. The
dialogue and the speciic status of northern Kosovo also lead to some conlicts of
interests of Serbs living in diferent parts of Kosovo. This aspect is often neglected
though Serbs living out of northern Kosovo also play an important role in the stability
of Kosovo.
The authors of this book hope that this collection of studies will help the interested audience to have better understanding of the dialogue between Serbia and
Kosovo and will give an insight into that from the perspective of the Kosovo Serb
community.
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Implementation of the Belgrade-Prishtina dialogue:
results, controversies and prospects
Anna Orosz*

Abstract
The dialogue between Serbia and Kosovo was launched in March 2011 in order to
support the normalization of relations. It started as a series of technical talks but
stepped on a higher political level as a consequence of external pressure and EU
conditionality. The fact that the dialogue has been motivated by external carrots,
namely rewards in the form of progress in European integration led to controversial results and outcomes. This paper serves as an introductory chapter to this
book that covers various aspects of the dialogue. For this reason, I give an overview
about the dialogue, the main results and the controversies that are determinant for
the dialogue’s future. In addition, this paper also provides a brief introduction of
the situation of Kosovo Serbs that impacts the normalization of relations between
Belgrade and Prishtina.
Keywords: dialogue, political conditions, results, deiciencies, Kosovo Serbs
1. Introduction
On 9 September 2010 the United Nations General Assembly adopted a resolution
(A/RES/64/298) by which it acknowledged “the content of the advisory opinion of
the International Court of Justice on the “Accordance with International Law of the
Unilateral Declaration of Independence in respect of Kosovo”, and “welcomed the
readiness of the European Union to facilitate a process of dialogue between the two
parties,…’.1 The talks were inally launched in March 2011. Since then ive years have
passed but the results and outcomes are quite controversial. In order to overcome
barriers stemming from the non-recognition of Kosovo’s independence and the unwillingness to meet on high level, the dialogue was launched in the form of technical
talks.
At the same time, Kosovo and Serbia continued their path towards the EU that
inally became the most important common ground for the dialogue. Through its
sticks and carrots, the EU managed to push Belgrade and Prishtina to move forward
with negotiations. The normalization of relations has been oicially included into
* Anna Orosz, Research fellow of the Institute for Foreign Afairs and Trade. E-mail address: anna.orosz@ifat.hu
1

United Nations General Assembly Resolution (A/RES/64/298), accessed February 10, 2016, http://www.
un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/64/298.
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the conditionality of the EU under Chapter 35 that increased the price of non-compliance. However, this approach has had controversial consequences. While it
managed to bring the leaders of Kosovo and Serbia together, EU-facilitation was
insufficient to transform the concept of interests on the two sides that could
bring real normalization in their relations. Malazogu and Bieber already drew
attention to this risk in 2012. 2
While both sides are trying to demonstrate their constructiveness to the EU,
communication between the two governments are further burdened by hostile
messages and governments regularly blame each other for delaying implementation of the agreements that were signed.
This paper will give a short overview about the topics that have been covered
and steps that were taken by the parties within the framework of the dialogue. It
will also underline some important features of the dialogue that became determinant for its future. In addition, the paper will introduce some circumstances
that are related to the Serbian minority in Kosovo and that makes the implementation of the Belgrade-Prishtina dialogue socially very sensitive.
The author of this paper relied on both secondary and primary sources.
Think tanks and civil society organizations both from Serbia and Kosovo provided valuable, in-depth analyses of the dialogue and the different interpretation
of its outcomes. The author will also refer to interviews that have been carried
out as part of the research within the framework of the project. The author
approached various types of actors in order to get a better understanding of
position of the two governments, the European Union and communities living
in Kosovo. In order to get more diverse insight, interviews involved both local
government representatives as well as members of civil society organizations.
As part of the fieldwork, the author also learned about the experience of other
international organizations like the Organization of Security and Cooperation in
Europe (OSCE) and the Council of Europe.

2. From technical talks to political dialogue
As it was also mentioned above, the dialogue between Belgrade and Prishtina
started as a series of technical talks. Such an approach seemed to be sensible
in the light of initial unwillingness of politicians to get engaged in negotiations
with former warring party. On the side of Serbia, high level meetings with Kosovo government representatives would have been interpreted as recognition of
2

14

Leon Malazogu and Florian Bieber, “The Future of Interaction Between Prishtina and Belgrade,” Conidence Building Measures in Kosovo, No. 3 (Prishtina: Democracy for Development and Project on Ethnic
Relations – Kosovo, September 2012).
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Kosovo’s independence, while it was also sensitive for Albanian politicians to sit
to a table with Serbian counterparts who did not formally apologize for crimes committed during the war and who did not give up territorial claims against Kosovo.3
It was expected that through smaller steps rapprochement will be facilitated that
will gradually turn into high level negotiations that will lead to a legally binding document regarding the normalization of relations of Serbia and Kosovo.
Though it was carried out by working teams, the nine rounds of technical talks
that took place between March 2011 and February 2012 addressed questions that
were essential for both sides.
Negotiations started on the following topics in 2011.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

return of cadastres and the civil registry
free trade (membership in CEFTA, custom stamps)
electricity and telecommunication
issues related to freedom of movement (ID and travel documents, car insurance. driver’s license and license plates, air traic)
mutual recognition of diplomas
missing persons
cultural heritage
crossing points and integrated border/boundary management
regional cooperation

First agreed conclusions were adopted on the freedom of movement4 and the
civil registry books5 in July 2011. These were followed by two other agreed conclusions on the return of the cadastral registry6 and on the use of custom stamps of
Kosovo7 that were concluded in September 2011. In accordance with the latter, the
3

Ibid.

4

Agreed conclusions 2 July 2011 – Freedom of Movement, accessed April 10, 2015, http://www.kryeministri-ks.net/repository/docs/agreement_0210_freedom.pdf.

5

Agreed conclusions 2 July 2011 – Civil Registry Books, accessed April 10, 2015, http://www.kryeministri-ks.net/repository/docs/agreement_0210_civil_books.pdf.

6

Agreed conclusions 2 September 2011 – Cadastral records, accessed April 10, 2015, http://www.kryeministri-ks.net/repository/docs/agreement_0210_cadastral_records.pdf.

7

Agreed conclusions 2 September 2011 – Customs Stamp, accessed April 10, 2015, http://www.kryeministri-ks.net/repository/docs/agreement_0210_customs.pdf.
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customs stamps stating ‘Kosovo Customs’ have been accepted. This was an important step to support free trade with Kosovo that joined the Central European Free
Trade Agreement in 2007 under UNMIK.
While the implementation of conclusions on civil registry books and cadastral
records have gone pretty well as a result of inancial support of the EU and joint work
of experts from both sides and EULEX, more challenging have been the implementation of agreements that require the suspension of operation of Serbian institutional
structures. Though Serbia reported that it implemented the Agreement on Customs
Stamp in its entirety8, Kosovo government still complained about the occasional use
of other former custom stamp and violation of the agreement on customs stamp9.
Putting Kosovo’s institutional and legal practices (like registration requirements, collection of taxes) fully in place are further hindered by the operation of criminal groups
and those individuals and businesses that formerly abused opportunities given by
uncontrolled crossings of goods in northern Kosovo. The implementation also faces
various technical problems and costs stemming from diiculties because of technical problems (exchange rate costs, diiculties in bank transfers, etc.). Nevertheless,
cooperation regarding free movement of goods contributes to encourage European
standards and whitening of economic activities in the north.10 The collection of revenues from tax and custom duties into a fund that aim to support development in
northern Kosovo was also promising, though the implementation was delayed.
Facilitating freedom of movement of citizens also requires complex measures
ranging from mutual acceptance of ID and travel documents to the acceptance of
driving licences and licence plates issued by Kosovo authorities, as well as the regulation of car insurances as Kosovo is not part of the Green Card System. Though
the agreed conclusions from July 2, 2011 clearly stated that “Residents of each party
should be able to travel freely within and through the territory of the other,”11 in practice, application of the conclusions varies from time to time. Negative turns in the relation of the two governments can easily cause backsliding and occasional atrocities
8

Oice for Kosovo and Metohija of the Government of Serbia, Progress report on the dialogue between
Belgrade and Priština, Belgrade: Oice for Kosovo and Metohija of the Government of Serbia, April 2015,
15, accessed May 20, 2015, http://www.kim.gov.rs/doc/Finalni%20Izvestaj%20KKiM%20april%202015%20
engl.pdf.

9

Ministry for Dialogue of the Government of Kosovo, Brussels Agreements Implementation State of Play: a
brief report on progress and challenges (Ministry for Dialogue of the Government of Kosovo, November
25, 2015), 14, accessed January 20, 2016, www.kryeministri-ks.net/repository/docs/KOSOVO_BRIEF_REPORT_ON_BRUSSELS_AGREEMENTS_STATE_OF_PLAY_251115.pdf

10 Dušan Janjić, “Normalization Challenges: Analysis of the Negotiation Process and Implementation of the
Brussels Agreement.” Forum Policy Paper, No.1, 2015. Belgrade: Forum for Ethnic Relations, 28-30,
11 Bullet 1 of the Agreed conclusions 2 July 2011 – Freedom of Movement
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between the authorities and communities on both sides. In the irst phase of the talks,
violent reactions were also frequent, like in the case of the deployment of customs
and police oicials from Prishtina along with EULEX oicials to the northern crossing
points (Brnjak and Zubce) in September 2011 was followed by serious clashes with
Kosovo Serb protesters.12
One crucial element of the technical talks was the agreement on the Integrated
Border/Boundary Management13 on 2 December 2011 that touched upon the sensitive issue of border control between Kosovo and Serbia. The title of the agreement
that includes the abbreviation IBM implies that despite the agreement that was a
“bitter pill” for Serbia14, the parties left some space for diferent interpretations (border
– external border, boundary – internal administrative division). Adoption of necessary
regulations by Serbia started only in December 2012. The decision and the implementation was harshly opposed by Kosovo Serbs who took many attempts in order
to postpone the introduction joint presence of Serbian authorities with representative of EULEX and Kosovo on crossing points.15 Though the implementation of IBM
faced diiculties and lack of willingness of Serbian politicians to cooperate on that,
the acceptance of IBM agreed conclusion was a milestone.
Recognition of university diplomas were also on the agenda both in July and September16. Finally, it was agreed to ask “the European University Association to certify
the diplomas issued by universities of each party for use by the other in connection
with further education and/or public employment”17. Though implementation was
foreseen from 1 January 2012, the implementation started with a delay in 2012. The
agreed procedure was unable to provide real breakthrough in recognition of diplomas
by other higher education institutions and employers, as certiication does not conclude to direct acceptance of the diplomas that depends on the decision of institutions
and employers. The agreement did not solve the ambivalent situation of the public
12 Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, “Kosovo Deploys Customs Oicials To Disputed Border Crossings With
Serbia,” Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty, September 16,, 2011, accessed March 20, 2016, http://www.rferl.
org/content/kosovo_deploys_customs_oicials_to_disputed_border_crossings/24330516.html
13 Agreed conclusion 2 December 2011 – IBM Agreed conclusions, accessed April 10, 2015, http://www.
kryeministri-ks.net/repository/docs/agreement_0210_ibm.pdf.
14 Janjić, “Normalization Challenges: Analysis of the Negotiation Process and Implementation of the Brussels Agreement,” 26.
15 Ibid, 26-27.
16 ’Agreed conclusions 2 July 2011 – Acceptance of University Diplomas’ and ’Agreed conclusions 21 November 2011 – Acceptance of University Diplomas’, accessed April 10, 2015, http://www.kryeministri-ks.
net/repository/docs/agreement_0210_university_diplomas.pdf.
17 Agreed conclusions 21 November 2011 – Acceptance of University Diplomas
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university seated in Kosovska Mitrovica. The university operates within the framework
of the Serbian education system and issue diplomas accordingly. The integration of the
university into the higher education system of Kosovo remains a multiple challenge as
it could impact both the inancial situation and the number of students of the university.
Talks also started on the issues of telecommunication and energy issues but the
parties did not manage to reach any agreement. To the contrary, Kosovo and Serbia agreed on arrangements of regional representation and cooperation that made
it possible for Kosovo to speak for itself under the name ‘Kosovo ’ and by adding the
footnote that refers to the United Nations Security Council resolution no. 1244 and the
opinion of the International Court of Justice from 2010.18 The two contradictory references made the agreement acceptable for both sides while the facilitator role of the
EU meant further guarantees for the implementation. Despite this agreement, dispute
frequently appeared between Belgrade and Prishtina. While Kosovo accused Serbia for
violating the agreement by questioning the legitimacy of Kosovo’s participation, Serbia
complained that Prishtina does not respect the status-neutral approach.
While these technical talks went on, representatives of the European Union and the
United States of America agreed on to push forward more intense talks on higher level.

3. Brussels Agreement and the new phase of the dialogue
In 2012 elections took place in Serbia. The victory of the Serbian Progressive Party
and their coalition with the Socialist Party of Serbia meant the return of politicians
of Milošević-era in Serbia. Under such condition, political level meetings became
politically risky for the representatives of the Kosovo Government too who faced
sharp criticism by the domestic polity. Nevertheless, the new government realized
that they will have to comply with the demands of the Western partners (namely
Germany, United Kingdom and the US) if they want to take beneit from the European
integration process.19
Political talks started in late 2012 in order to prepare a proper agreement that
would address the question of northern Kosovo, the parallel Serbian structures operating in Kosovo.
In April 2013, Ivica Dačić, Prime Minister of Serbia and Hashim Thaçi, Prime Minister of Kosovo initialled the text of the First agreement of principles governing the
18 Agreed conclusions 24 February 2012 – Arrangements Regarding Regional Representation and Cooperation, accessed April 10, 2015, http://www.kryeministri-ks.net/repository/docs/agreement_0210_representation.pdf.
19 Malazogu and Bieber, “The Future of Interaction Between Prishtina and Belgrade”; Janjić, “Normalization
Challenges: Analysis of the Negotiation Process and Implementation of the Brussels Agreement”.
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normalization of relations (also often mentioned as Brussels Agreement). Though the
evaluation of the agreement might be diverse, it can be hardly debated that it brought
important changes into the process. The main elements of the Brussels Agreement are:
•
•
•
•
•

the Association/Community of Serb majority municipalities
Integration of police and security structures
Integration of judiciary
Holding elections in northern municipalities in accordance with Kosovo laws
Energy and telecommunication

Furthermore, the parties agreed “that neither side will block, or encourage others to
block, the other side’s progress in their respective EU paths”20.
By accepting the organization of local elections in the northern Serbian municipalities, and committing to dismantle parallel Serbian structures operating on the territory of Kosovo, a new phase in the negotiations were opened as it declined barriers
for Kosovo institutions to extend their authorities to the northern part of Kosovo and
thus strengthening internal sovereignty and territorial integrity of Kosovo. Indeed,
the Brussels Agreement gave momentum to these changes. Nonetheless, Albanians’
fears strengthened that the guarantees that Serbia built into the agreement, namely the establishment of Community/Association of Serb majority municipalities will
undermine the real integration process of Kosovo Serbs. Such a concern was further
strengthened by the campaign of the Serb List (or Srpska Lista) before elections in
Kosovo. Members of the List motivated citizens to vote for them in order to have
‘Srpska’ that could be easily understood as a reference to the Serbian entity of Bosnia
and Herzegovina whose leaders regularly question the territorial integrity of the state.
Though Serbian oicials deny such an intention by Serbia, this is still a main concern
among the Albanian decision-makers and citizens.
Despite these campaigns, holding elections in the northern municipalities in 2013
and early 2014 along the Kosovo legal order was a symbolic step, though engagement of the Kosovo Serbs remained very low. The elections were also criticized for
being non-democratic. A leading oicial from Mitrovica insisted that elections in the
northern municipalities would have probably not happened without such an external pressure.21 The elections in Kosovo gave an opportunity to Belgrade to foster
changes in the Serbian elite in Kosovo through the Serb List and to ill in positions
with Serbian politicians that are loyal to Belgrade and through whom it could directly
inluence politics and decision-making in Kosovo.
20 Bullet 14 of the Brussels Agreement.
21 Interview prepared in June 2015.
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The new elite had not met necessarily the sympathy of local Serbs who also felt
to be betrayed by Belgrade. However, the agreement forced Kosovo Serbs to accommodate to the new realities, as it is mentioned by Branislav Nešović and Milica
Andrić. This is essential for building relations among Serbian municipalities and the
Kosovo authorities.
The First agreement of principles governing the normalization of relations was
interpreted as a “landmark agreement”22 between Belgrade and Prishtina but the text
itself implied to the rocky way of implementation. Similarly to the IBM agreement
and the arrangements of regional representation and cooperation, parties agreed
in a wording that was vague enough to allow both Kosovo and Serbia to interpret
the content of the agreement diferently to their own public.23 Though this practice
seemed to be useful to overcome obstacles to sign and initial the agreements, lexibility of interpretations has become the impediment of implementation.
Debate immediately erupted about the nature and future competences of the
Community/Association Serb municipalities. The concepts of Serbia and Kosovo differ substantially which has caused serious delay in the implementation leaving Kosovo Serbs in uncertainty about their future. According to the Brussels Agreement:
“4. In accordance with the competences given by the European Charter of
Local Self Government and Kosovo law the participating municipalities shall be
entitled to cooperate in exercising their powers through the Community/Association collectively. The Association/Community will have full overview of the
areas of economic development, education, health, urban and rural planning.”24

While Serbia emphasizes that the Community should operate as new level of government that have executive powers in the ields of health, education, urban and rural
planning, and economic development, Kosovo argues that the association would not
have such competences as it would not be in line with the legal order of Kosovo.
After the meeting in Brussels in April 2013, Ivica Dačić said that “This is so far the
most favourable text for the Serbian side”25. Though the Government of Serbia was
sharply criticized by the opposition because of the agreement, the latter contributed
to the positive opinion of the European Commission about the progress reached by
Belgrade. This opened the door for Serbia to oicially start negotiations with the EU
22 EEAS, Serbia and Kosovo reach landmark deal, EEAS, April 19, 2013, accessed March 20, 2015, http://eeas.
europa.eu/top_stories/2013/190413_eu-facilitated_dialogue_en.htm.
23 Literature usually refers to this practice as ’constructive ambiguity’.
24 Point 4 of the First agreement of principles governing the normalization of relations.
25 BIRN, “Kosovo and Serbia Reach Historic Deal in Brussels,” Balkan Insight, April 19, 2013, accessed March
20, 2015, http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/kosovo-and-serbia-may-seal-eu-deal.
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in 2014. On the other hand, the way opened for Kosovo to negotiate Stabilization and
Association Agreement with the EU.
In 2013 the implementation of the First agreement of principles governing the
normalization of relations continued through technical talks. The Brussels Agreement
states that discussions on energy and telecommunications will be intensiied by the
two sides and will be completed by June 15. Though the deadline was not met, the
parties agreed on the arrangements regarding these two topics. The Arrangements
regarding energy aims to support the parties to comply with obligations from Energy
Community Treaty and EU acquis in energy policy. Furthermore, it launched cooperation between the Transmission System Operators operating in Serbia and Kosovo in
order to facilitate the operation of all operators in Kosovo according to Kosovo law.26
The Arrangements regarding Telecommunications laid down the basics for providing
Kosovo a country dial code, as well as the initial arrangements for the operation of
telecommunication companies, with particular attention the subsidiary of the Serbian
company, NewCo.27
After the irst steps of the implementation that also enabled the organization of
local elections, the dialogue came to halt as parliamentary elections were held both
in Kosovo and Serbia, as well as in the European Union. The break was prolonged by
the political crisis in Kosovo that ended in December 2014 by the formation of the
new government led by Prime Minister Isa Mustafa.
Beyond the above mentioned agreements and conclusions, this second phase
brought also some other agreements under the roof thanks to the technical dialogue. In January the Working Group on Custom agreed on the conclusions about
the collection of customs revenues and the establishment of the Development Fund.
The revenues collected will be transferred to the Fund that will serve the development of northern municipalities.28 In May after several meetings between the parties,
the liaison arrangements were concluded that foresaw the exchange of Liaison Oicers from 15 June 2013 who would be the contact point for oicial visits.29

26 Arrangements regarding energy, September 8, 2013, accessed July 5, 2015, http://www.kryeministri-ks.
net/repository/docs/Arrangements_regarding_Energy_September_8_2013.pdf
27 Arrangements regarding Telecommunications, September 8, 2013, accessed July 5, 2015, http://
www.kryeministri-ks.net/repository/docs/Arrangements_regarding_Telecommunications_September_8_2013.pdf
28 Brussels Agreement on Customs Revenue Collection, January 17, 2013, accessed April 10, 2015, http://
www.kryeministri-ks.net/repository/docs/Agreement_on_Customs_revenue_collection_of_17_January_2013.pdf
29 Conclusions of the Chair – Liaison arrangements, May 30, 2013, accessed April 10, 2015, http://www.kryeministri-ks.net/repository/docs/CONCLUSIONS_OF_THE_CHAIR_Liaison_arrangements_30_May.pdf
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4. A hectic year after the big break
The third phase of the dialogue started under challenging circumstances for the Government of Kosovo. The dispute with Serbia about the privatization of Trepča mine
and the scandal over the statement of the Serbian MP and Minister of Communities
and Returns, Aleksandar Jablanović put Prime Minister Isa Mustafa under ire from the
very beginning. The Albanian opposition accused him for representing a too soft position against Belgrade, while he faced the boycott of the work of the assembly and
the government by the Serbian members from the Serb List after PM Mustafa sacked
Minister Jablanović for his statement in February. The members of the Serb List organized meetings with the Government of Serbia and its Oice for Kosovo and Metohija
publicly and followed the instructions of Belgrade. The boycott lasted until 23 April
when PM Mustafa agreed with the Serbian Prime Minister, Aleksandar Vučić to halt
privatization in Serb majority communities30. The cooperation between the Serb List
and Belgrade increased worries among the Albanian politicians regarding the Serbian
intervention into Kosovo domestic politics. Minister Jablanović was inally replaced
by Dalibor Jevtić who once held that position already between March 2013 and the
elections in Kosovo in 2014.
Kosovo also experienced a huge wave of migration low in the irst half of the
year that put also additional burden on the government. Thousands of people
decided to give up all of their properties and leave Kosovo to ind better life in
the European Union. The sudden increase of the number of asylum-seekers from
Kosovo was a result of the accumulation of political and economic uncertainties.
Under growing pressure of migration lows, Western European countries and the
EU launched intensive negotiations with Kosovo in order to facilitate readmission
of its citizens.
The high level dialogue continued in February and March 2015 with the mediation of EU High Representative Federica Mogherini and the European Commissioner for EU Neighbourhood Policy, Johannes Hahn. Integration of the judiciary and
security forces were mainly on the agenda. While the integration of judiciary and
police was launched relatively smoothly, disbanding the Serbian Civil Protection
posed more serious challenges. (For more details please see the two papers covering these issues.) Kosovo and Serbia concluded an agreement on the dismantlement of the civil protection in March31 but the implementation started with a delay
as the parties were in disagreement about the number of personnel Kosovo would
employ.
30 BIRN, “Serbs Call of Boycott of Kosovo Parliament,” Balkan Insight, April 24, 2015, accessed June 1, 2015,
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/serb-representatives-return-to-kosovo-parliament-and-govt.
31 Agreement on the dismantlement of the so called ’Civil Protection’, March 26, 2015, accessed June 1, 2015,
http://www.kryeministri-ks.net/repository/docs/Agreement_on_CP_-_initialed_by_Kosovo_260315.pdf
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The meetings between the parties were very tense as parties claimed that the
other hindered the progress of the dialogue that negatively impacted the others’
chances to get rewards from the EU. Meanwhile the government representatives of
Kosovo were concerned with the increasing pressure from Belgrade. In March 2015,
the Western Balkans 6 summit took place in Prishtina that was also attended by the
Serbian Foreign Minister, Ivica Dačić who was the irst high level government oicial
who visited Kosovo after the conlict in Kosovo.32 The visit gained great attention but
it meant no real breakthrough in the relations of the two governments.
Meanwhile the talks continued on issues related to vehicle insurance and implementation of the First agreement of principles governing the normalization of
relations. The Memorandum of Understanding on mutual recognition of vehicle insurance were concluded on the meeting in Brussels in late June. The MoU aimed to
signiicantly lower the insurance fee for drivers of vehicles travelling between Serbia
and Kosovo. However, the MoU almost failed to get in force because of the disagreement between the parties regarding the prerequisites of the implementation of MoU.
Edita Tahiri, Minister for Dialogue warned Serbia that Kosovo will suspend high-level
talks if the MoU would not be properly implemented by Serbia. At the same time,
Serbia referred to some problems on the side of Kosovo that hindered the implementation. Finally, the MoU got into force in August.
Though the meetings and agreements concerned topics of the dialogue, the most
important moment of the year 2015 was in late August when PM Mustafa and PM
Vučić agreed on documents that aimed the implementation of the First agreement
of principles under great external pressure. The delegations reached agreements on:
•
•
•
•

the general principles/main elements of the Association/Community of
Serb majority municipalities in Kosovo,
the Telekom Action Plan
the Action Plan on energy issues
and the Bridge in Mitrovica.

The general principles regarding the A/CSM did not resolve the controversial
character of the First Agreement of principles. Though the Government of Kosovo intended to start the implementation, the adoption of the document met strong opposition in Kosovo that turned into violent actions in the parliament and on the streets
of Prishtina. The opposition movement was led by politicians of Vet vendosje that
gained support from other Albanian opposition parties too (NISMA, AAK). Vetёvendosje refuses the current framework of the dialogue. According to their views, Bel32 BIRN, “EU Ofers 1bn to Boost Balkan Infrastructure,” Balkan Insight, March 25, 2015, accessed April 15,
2015, http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/west-balkan-six-concludes-in-pristina-eu-pledges-infrastructure-funds.
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grade should recognize Kosovo irst and Prishtina should lead talks with Kosovo Serbs
directly. Furthermore, they believe that integration of Serbs should be enhanced by social and economic development instead of building structures along ethnic division.33
In 2015, the Government of Kosovo took several decisions under the pressure of
the EU and the US that raised anger in the opposition and the public. For example,
the decision of the assembly that allowed the establishment of the Special Court
that would deal with the crimes that were committed by the members of the Kosovo
Liberation Army almost failed as a consequence of veterans’ protests outside the parliament. PM Mustafa also agreed to the demarcation agreement with Montenegro in
August. The opposition called the Prime Minister for withdrawal from the agreement
that—as they argue—caused territorial loss to the country.
Pressure from the opposition lightened a bit as the EU started to “compensate” the
“constructive approach” of the Government of Kosovo by signing the Stabilization and Association Agreement between the EU and Kosovo and envisaging visa liberalization in the
near future. Despite these progress, the political situation in Kosovo remained tense. President Atifete Jahjaga requested the opinion of the Constitutional Court of Kosovo regarding
the general principles for the A/CSM. The Court found that some parts of the document
were not in line with the Constitution and accordingly, emphasized the need for correction during the decision-making process that would establish Association/Community.
In the meantime, Serbia took steps to strengthen the support of its Western partners. The circumstances were appropriate for Serbia as security and stability got high
on the foreign policy agenda of the European Union as a consequence of the Russian
expansion and the migration crisis. PM Vučić put regional stability and cooperation on
its agenda and gained the sympathy of its partners. Visits to Albania, Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well as the participation on the memorial ceremony in Srebrenica in 2015 put PM Vučić in a good light, though he refused to cross any red lines
of Serbia (like the acceptance of killings in Srebrenica as genocide). The European
Union appreciated this policy of Serbia and the European Commission gave a positive
opinion on Serbia so the irst negotiating chapters with the EU have been opened.
The International Monetary Fund also prepared a positive evaluation of reforms that
the government carried out. Last but not least, chairmanship in the OSCE also gave
an opportunity to Serbia to build a positive image in the international communityHowever, Serbia’s relation with Kosovo did not change in a positive direction.
The Head of the Oice for Kosovo and Metohija, Marko Đurić communicated the
outcomes of the meeting in August in the media as a “5-0 victory for Serbia”34. Ten33 Interview in the centre of Vetёvendosje in April 2015.
34 BETA, „Four agreements signed during Kosovo talks round,” B92, August 25, 2015, accessed August 28,
2015, http://www.b92.net/eng/news/politics.php?yyyy=2015&mm=08&dd=25&nav_id=95216.
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sion increased even further as the membership request of Kosovo to UNESCO was
taken on the agenda of the international organization. The worsening relation of
governments led to breach of agreements and warning messages about reciprocity
measures on the other side. Accordingly, the implementation of agreements slowed
down and left the situation of Kosovo Serbs unresolved.

5. The dialogue and the special perspective of Kosovo Serbs
Though in the context of the dialogue mainly the Kosovo Serbs living in the northern
municipalities are considered, the Kosovo Serbs living in other parts of Kosovo are
also afected by the normalization of relations between Serbia and Kosovo. Kosovo
Serbs belong to three main categories according to their position of residence within
Kosovo. The irst category covers those who live in the northern municipalities that
compose a more or less homogenous Serb area. Serbs living in Serb-majority municipalities in the other parts of Kosovo belong to the second category, while those
living in scattered villages and neighbourhood compose the third group.35 The total
estimated Serb population is between 143 and 146 thousands.36
Serbs who live in northern Kosovo relied exclusively on Serbian authorities and
structures until the dismantlement of the Serbian parallel structures started. Serbian
municipal oicials refused to cooperate with Kosovo authorities as it would have
been considered as the recognition of the powers of Kosovo institutions over them.
The operations of public institutions and state-owned companies as well as the salaries of public employees have been inanced from the central budget of Serbia.
In case of other Serb majority municipalities, such isolated operation was impossible so municipalities were integrated into the local government system of Kosovo
to some extent. Despite that, parallel Serbian institutions like health care and education institutions have never stopped working and they are still sustained by Belgrade.
Some municipal representatives even reported that approximately 70 per cent of the
expenditures of schools and health care institutions still came from Serbia.37 As it is
also stated in the report of BPRG without the services and institutions provided by
Serbia, Kosovo Serbs would have probably moved to Serbia. This inding particularly
applies to education and health care.38

35 Marko Prelec and Naim Rashiti, Serb Integration in Kosovo After the Brussels Agreement (Prishtina: Balkans Policy Research Group, March 19.2015), i-ii
36 Ibid, 46-48.
37 Interview with Serbian municipal oicial in Kosovo in April 2015.
38 Prelec and Rashiti, Serb Integration in Kosovo After the Brussels Agreement.
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Vast majority of Kosovo Serbs also rely on jobs that are ofered by these Serbian institutions and on the Serbian pension scheme.39 Though there is an intention by to avoid
loss of jobs and incomes as a consequence of the integration process, many Serbs
are worried that the dismantlement of Serbian parallel structures will negatively impact their socio-economic status. Labour market in Kosovo is neither really opened for
Serbs. Even in public institutions of Kosovo where a quota ensures a minimum level of
employment for minority communities, the number of Serb employees does not reach
that level.40 On the other end, there are also many examples for that Serbs working with
Serbian and Kosovo parallel institutions got double salaries. Changing such abnormal
operation of institutions will consequently contradict some individuals’ interests. In addition Serbia raised the budget to support Kosovo Serbs who decided to stay. Many of
them are likely to leave if living conditions seriously deteriorate.
Beyond economic problems, lack of security composes another important concern of Kosovo Serbs. Though it is hard to administer ethnically motivated attacks,
such crimes are still prevalent that also hinders the return of Serbs who led during
the conlicts and encourages others to leave. Particularly those, who live in southern
parts of Kosovo and in farms and smaller villages are mostly afected.41 Settlement of
disputes about property rights is also demanding that discourage returnees.42
The dialogue so far did not help too much to abolish these uncertainties. Though the
First agreement of principles foresaw the establishment of A/CSM, implementation is still
lag behind and it is still doubtful what the real function of the Association/Community
will have. Diferent positions of Belgrade and Prishtina regarding the sequence of
measures that would lead to the dismantlement of parallel structures and the establishment of A/CSM further prolong this process. Such uncertainty contributes to the
increase of mistrust and negative perception among Kosovo Serbs regarding their
future. Uncertainty also makes them be more exposed to media manipulation and
communication of politically selective information coming from Belgrade.
As Belgrade keeps the talks closely under control, and the Serb municipalities are
not directly involved into the dialogue, there are limited opportunity for Kosovo Serbs
to form their own positions. Northern municipalities even refused talk to Prishtina.
As they were unwilling to accept a municipal budget according to the Kosovo law,
they could not beneit from the state budget, but they also missed many opportuni39 Ibid.
40 Interview with Nenad Maksimović (Center for Peace and Tolerance) on 29 April 2015.
41 Interview in Minister’s Cabinet of the Ministry of Communities and Returns, June 2015; interview with
Nenad Maksimović (Center for Peace and Tolerance) on 29 April 2015.
42 Interview in Minister’s Cabinet of the Ministry of Communities and Returns, June 2015; interview with
OSCE mission representatives in Štrpce/ Shtërpca.
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ties to use funds provided by the EU Oice in Prishtina43. While Prishtina and the EU
Oice are concerned about the lack of transparency how these municipalities work
and use inancial resources,44 the municipalities raised their doubts regarding the will
of Kosovo central authorities to provide the agreed inancial contribution45. Another
source of debate is the number of residents of the municipalities that is an important
input to the calculation of municipal budgets. As Kosovo Serbs boycotted the census
in Kosovo, the budgets cannot be calculated properly.
Resolution of these types of issues is only possible if cooperation starts between
the municipalities and central authorities in Kosovo. As a consequence of the First
Agreement of principles, the Serb majority municipalities can no longer deny talks
with Kosovo central authorities. In April 2015 mayors of the norther municipalities
inally agreed to adopt new municipal budgets based on Kosovo law.
While in case of northern municipalities, the question is how to launch the integration process, in case of other Serb majority municipalities, the main issue is how
to avoid backsliding in the integration process. Albanian interviewees raised concern
that the Serb List might impact the integration of southern municipalities negatively.46
However, a bigger concern is the re-escalation of tensions between the Albanian
and Serbian communities as a consequence of the worsening inter-governmental
relations and the radicalization of domestic political dispute regarding the dialogue
in Kosovo.
By genuine will to build normal relations, the Serbian and Kosovo governments
could encourage the integration of Kosovo Serbs through the dialogue but at the
current phase, there is hardly any sign of that. Another essential precondition of the
integration is the establishment of a well-functioning state institutional system and
rule of law in Kosovo. In the absence of that, both Serbs and Albanians will sufer both
in the short and long run and will rather leave the country to ind a better place for
living. For this reason, both sides shall commit to support the development of Kosovo
in order to ensure better living conditions for the communities, and this will necessitate the reconsideration of the position of Kosovo Serbs too.

43 After the elections in northern municipalities, the EU Oice in Prishtina ofered 38.5 million euro support
to the municipalities, but it mainly remained unused – oicials from the EU Oice said during interviews
in Prishtina (March 2015).
44 Interview in the Cabinet of Minister for Dialogue of Kosovo, April 2015 and interview with EU Oice representatives in April 2015.
45 Interviews with Serb municipal oicials in April and June 2015.
46 Fisnik Korenica, analyst of the Group of Legal and Political Studies argued that the Albanian elite in Kosovo
lost an opportunity in 2008 to start cooperation with the liberal Serb politicians in Kosovo. Interview in
April 2015.
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Conclusions
As it was demonstrated through the introduction of the sequence of meetings and
agreements of the dialogue between Belgrade and Prishtina, the dynamics of the normalization process are largely dependent on the political cycles and political interests
in Kosovo and Serbia. Though it played an important to bring leaders of Kosovo and
Serbia together, the dialogue so far has not managed to reach the substantial transformation of the interests of the participating parties and results are still often interpreted
in terms of a zero-sum game.
Mediator role of the European Union in its current form seems to reach its limits.
Pressure that it could pursue through conditionality so far led mainly to carefully and
vaguely worded texts with low level of implementation. The EU will face increasing
challenge to ind the proper carrots and sticks that will ensure engagement of Kosovo and Serbia to the process. Timing is also getting a more pressing aspect as Serbia
proceeds toward the EU much faster than Kosovo can and thus dialogue brings more
beneit to it.
Not surprisingly, this led to the spread of negative perception about the dialogue
in the public in Kosovo. Expectations that the process might bring Kosovo closer to
territorial integrity and accomplishment of its sovereignty were hardly met. This causes
increasing frustration of the citizens of Kosovo. Protests against the agreements of the
dialogue and the Government of Kosovo highlighted this negative tendency that might
seriously undermine the future of the dialogue and implementation of agreements.
Meanwhile Serbia has followed a careful minimal approach that has allowed it to
comply with the requirements of the EU. Nonetheless, such an approach might cut
the process by discouraging Kosovo to remain engaged and thus might lead to costly
consequences for Serbia and worsen the situation of Kosovo Serbs too.
While the dialogue will need to ind proper answers to these challenges, it will be
inevitable to ind also the way to enhance economic development and increase of
standards of living as well as rule of law in Kosovo that can cushion economic and social tensions in the society in general and can encourage integration of Kosovo Serbs.
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Kosovo Serbs in the Brussels Agreement conundrum –
Spectators without participation
Branislav Nešović and Milica Andrić*
Abstract
The lack of transparency and inclusive participation of communities in the process
of normalization of relations between Belgrade and Prishtina has been the single
most cited issue which has afected the implementation and future successes of
the Brussels Agreement. Through critical analysis of the relevant reports and the
ield research in the Kosovo north authors assess the perceptions of the Kosovo
Serb community towards the Brussels Agreement, their major fears, objections and
misinterpretations. Authors claim that the lack of transparency and community
ownership and insight could be detrimental to the overall success of the process.
Kosovo Serb community mainly remains a spectator in the political process, while
their further political integration has been postponed because of lack of implementation of the Brussels Agreement, namely the establishment of the Community/Association of Serb majority municipalities. However, despite major distrust towards the agreement, and the absence of full integration into Kosovo institutions,
latest analysis shows changes in the perceptions and greater support of Kosovo
Serb community toward participation in political processes.
Keywords: Kosovo Serbs, Brussels Agreement, transparency, integration, ownership
1. Introduction
Following the years of troubled relations, related to failed reconciliation processes
after the war in 1999 and proclamation of independence of Kosovo in 2008, in 2011
the EU took on a task to bring together governments in Belgrade and Prishtina and
guide them through the negotiation process in order to resolve diicult and complicated issues and subsequently lead to normalization of relations between the two
sides. The primary reason for such decision was the irm stance of the EU that it did
not want to have unresolved issues among prospective member countries in the
accession process.
*
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After two years of technical negotiations, the First agreement of principles governing the normalization of relations, i.e. the Brussels Agreement was signed in
April 2013. The main objectives of the Agreement were to facilitate the process of
integration of the Kosovo Serb community, to set the stage for the continuation
of the normalization of relations and to ease the EU integration process for both
governments.
The Agreement provided the basics of peaceful integration of Kosovo Serb
(K-Serb) community into Kosovo proper through ofering provisions for protection
of collective rights; and facilitating community inclusion in Kosovo institutional life
through participation in local and parliamentary elections. However, the outcomes
of the Agreement were mixed at best, ofering just limited participation of K-Serb
community in the political, public and economic life in Kosovo. At the same time,
the entire dialogue process which resulted in the Agreement and its implementation was not transparent enough and did not involve a substantial participation of
the local communities in the north of Kosovo, nor did it provide suicient explanation of the agreements to both constituencies, K-Serbs and Kosovo Albanians
(K-Albanians). Therefore, it is not surprising that on the one hand, the vast majority
of Serbian community in the north, around 76% believes that the Brussels Agreement has negatively afected the political and socio-economic situation1, while on
the other hand, the Kosovo political system has been blocked due to the opposition
party demonstrations against the Brussels Agreement and the establishment of the
Community of Serb majority municipalities2.
Fulilments of the two other objectives of the Agreement have also been in
question. Despite the progress in negotiations, it seems that the lack of transparency of the Agreement and failure of political elites to deliver the proper explanation
on the normalization to the wider public and citizens have afected the process of
implementation and hindered a chance to ensure local ownership of the process.
Almost three years after the irst agreement was signed, the citizens in Serbia and
Kosovo are still in need of a clear understanding of the meaning of “normalization”.
The normalization of relations was the subject of high level political talks with the
participation of the political elites from the EU, Kosovo and Serbia that have diametrically opposing views over its substance, while on both sides citizens are largely left out of the normalization process itself.
1

Nikola Jović and Branislav Nešović, Views of citizens in north Kosovo: Political, economic and security
aspects (Platform for Analysis and Research 2015), accessed March 14, 2016, http://ngoaktiv.org/fajlovi/
Views%20of%20the%20citizens%20in%20north%20Kosovo.pdf.

2

Al Jazeera, “Protesting MP’s release tear gas in Kosovo parliament,” Al Jazeera, October 8, 2015, accessed
March 14, 2016, http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2015/10/protesting-mps-release-tear-gas-kosovo-parliament-151008123407983.html.
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Even though the two Prime Ministers pledged that these issues will be resolved
after additional negotiations in August 2015, particularly in regards to the establishment of the much disputed Community/Association of Serb majority municipalities
(CSM/ASM), it has not happened, and it seems that further delays can be expected
in the process. This does not only afect the dynamics of implementation, but also
the process of the EU integration which is conditioned for both sides by a successful
implementation of the signed agreements.
This paper aims to ofer an analysis of the role of K-Serbs in the Brussels Agreement, and of how the process has afected their participation in the political life and
their integration into Kosovo institutions. The paper will also provide a brief overview
of K-Serb community views about the process, their main fears, objections, and how
it has afected their everyday life.

2. Eiciency vs. long term success
The lack of transparency and inclusive participation of both communities in the
process of normalization of relations has probably been the single most cited
issue which affects the implementation and future successes of the Agreement3.
If the negotiations and the process of normalization of relations ought to be successful, they should be based on ownership and consent of those who are the
main subject to the Agreement. Short-term gains by political elites in adopting
and signing the Agreement have been largely erased by their long-term inability to present the Agreement in a more positive light to constituencies on both
sides. Instead of that, the lack of transparency has created a fertile ground for
radical groups opposing the Agreement to emerge and take centre stage in the
public debate on the Agreement.
For the purpose of expediting efficiency of the process and presenting themselves as constructive to international community, political elites on both sides
have used two tactics to keep the constituencies out in the dark in order to “detract” from negative public influence which could hamper the process. Firstly,
negotiators have used “constructive ambiguity” in order to sell the Agreement to
their constituencies. The lack of clarity allows the two governments to explain
the Agreement to their public in a partial way. The vague formulations used in
the Brussels Agreement were useful to find a point of convergence at the time
3
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the agreement was reached, but now the same vagueness is an obstacle to its
implementation because both parties tend to interpret its contents according to
their conlicting interests4.
Secondly, both governments have decided to keep the agreements out of the sight
of the public and have failed to open it to wider public deliberations. Keeping the
constituency out of the negotiation process is not unknown diplomatic tactics. Inter-ethnic relations in Kosovo have been tense for decades, and ethnic hatred has
further been pumped by constant representation of the ethnic “other” in negative
terms. Constrained in their ability to make positive concessions toward the other, as
it is threatened to be seen by the public as overly weak and permissive, the political
elites were forced to close the process from the public. The results were mixed. On
the one hand, in Prishtina radical groups such as Vetёvendosje were hijacking the
public discourse from the onset to evoke hostile narratives and symbols to gain power by riding a wave of chauvinist mobilization. The Brussels Agreement proved to be
an easy topic for political manipulation and mass mobilization. On the other hand,
the government in Belgrade has decided to keep the Kosovo Serb community and its
representatives out in the dark from the onset of the negotiations. It is to be feared
that at that time the radical political elite in the north of Kosovo might have been
detrimental to the success of the negotiations process, therefore the government
kept the process tightly under its control. Those who opposed the Agreement did not
have proper access to the media to voice out their concerns According to a recent
report by BIRODI, less than one minute in national electronic media in Serbia was devoted to those disagreeing the Brussels Agreement, leaving it mostly to government,
supporters of the Agreement and loyal analysts to present agreement to the public5.

3. Kosovo Serbs participation in political life
The Brussels Agreement has marked the beginning of the integration of Kosovo
Serbs from the north in the political life of Kosovo. Before the Agreement was signed,
Serbs from the north had largely ignored political processes and stayed committed to
non-recognition of Kosovo political authorities, mostly relying on the remaining socalled “parallel” Serbian institutions for employment and public services. North Kosovo Serbs were also defying the establishment of local municipalities as per Kosovo
Law on Local Self-government, opting to stay tied to the Serbian system of local
4

Branislav Nešović and Riccardo Celleghini, Community/Association of Serbian Municipalities – The Sum of
All Fears (Mitrovica North: NGO AKTIV, 2015), accessed March 15, 2016, http://ngoaktiv.org/fajlovi/Community%20of%20Serbian%20Municipalities%20-%20The%20Sum%20of%20All%20Fears%20-%20Eng.pdf

5

Birodi, Media coverage on the Brussels Process (Birodi, February 26, 2016), accessed March 15, 2016,
http://www.birodi.rs/monitoring-medija-na-temu-briselski-sporazum-mediji-na-srpskom-kim/
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municipalities instead. Holding local elections in November 2013 and the subsequent
establishment of four northern municipalities constituted together with the provisions on establishment of Community/Association of Serb majority municipalities a
colossal part of the Brussels Agreement.6
For the irst time since the proclamation of independence, K-Serbs from the north
participated in the local elections in November 2013. This was followed by subsequent participation in the elections for Kosovo assembly in June 2014 and inally,
participation of Srpska List in the forming of government majority together with
LDK (Democratic League of Kosovo) and PDK (Democratic Party of Kosovo). In that
regards, we can say from this distance that the Brussels Agreement was a “game
changer”, because before it, there was unforeseen to have the entire corpus of the
Serbian community in Kosovo participating in Kosovo’s political life.
Participation of Kosovo Serbs in the election processes and political life was facilitated through extreme pressure by Belgrade on the local political elite and the local
constituency. Previously, north Kosovo political elite were reluctant to follow recommendations from Belgrade to participate in Kosovo political processes and cooperate
with Kosovo authorities. In order to efectuate promises given to the international
community and Prishtina and implement crucial parts of the Brussels Agreement,
Belgrade turned the direction of its policy toward the identiication of alternative options and the imposition of the new Serbian political elite. In this process Belgrade
sacriiced the greater community support to elections process (centred around hardliners) in exchange for instalment of more controllable and cooperative political leaders on the ground by creating the Srpska List7. Thus, for the irst time after Kosovo’s
proclamation of independence, both Serbs from the north and south have participated at the joint list for local and parliamentary elections. According to our recent
research, the K-Serb community in the north remains distrustful toward local political
representatives and perceives them as being incompetent and dishonest. Only 10.3%
of north Kosovo Serbs trust political representatives in the local and central institutions. Findings show that most participants are distrustful of the political elite because
they do not think that the number of citizens who voted in November 2013 elections
and June 2014 was high enough to grant legitimacy to local and central authorities8.
While the perception of Srpska List is gloomy among its own community, it has also
6

Points 1-6 of the Brussels Agreement are related to the establishment of Community/Association of
Serb majority municipalities. Point 11 is related to holding local elections and the establishment of local
self-governments in the four northern municipalities.

7

KFOS, Progress on Mitrovica (KFOS 2014), accessed March 16, 2016, http://kfos.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/PROGRESS-ON-MITROVICA-.pdf.

8

Jović and Nešović, Views of citizens in north Kosovo
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been perceived as disloyal among the K-Albanian constituency in Prishtina. Kosovo
opposition led by Vetёvendosje was particularly successful at pushing for representation of Srpska list as an “agent” of Belgrade interest. Srpska List was criticized publicly
for being too reliant on the input from Belgrade in its decision-making, and opening
the question of their loyalty to new institutions9.
Even though such a negative picture about Srpska List is formed in public, without
their political participation we would have hardly seen any implementation of the
Brussels Agreement. Srpska List mostly played a formidably constructive role in the
process, particularly in the formation of the central government in Prishtina, voting
for the Stabilization and Association Agreement, providing quorum for the election of
Kosovo President and tactically staying out of internal Albanian political rifts between
government and opposition.
However, despite some successes, K-Serb integration into the Kosovo political
system still has mixed results. K-Serb political representatives in Prishtina mainly remain spectators in the process, and it seems that they participate only inasmuch as
they are pressured by Belgrade and the international community when it is necessary
to “tick the boxes” of the Brussels Agreement implementation process. There are
several reasons for such dynamics of Kosovo Serb participation in the political life.
Firstly, a more substantive participation of Kosovo Serbs in the political life is
curtailed by the lack of implementation of the most important part of the Brussels
Agreement process, i.e. the establishment of the Community/Association of Serb
majority municipalities. For K-Serb community further participation in Kosovo wide
political processes should depend on the establishment of the CSM/ASM, which is
expected to ease the transition from the one system to the other10. Secondly, the existence of the so-called “parallel” institutions funded by Serbia and operated through
Belgrade line ministries has greatly afected the complete functioning of local municipalities in the north, as per Kosovo Law on Local Self Government. According to
K-Serb representatives, closing of the “parallel” institutions needs to go hand in hand
with the establishment of the CSM/ASM. “Premature dismantling of these institutions
will make the Serbian community disenfranchised and even more negative toward
the process. Before their closure, a solution needs to be found for all those employees who might become redundant due to the integration, either through employment through CSM/ASM, or through some type of guaranteed pensions such as in
the case of civil protection and police.”11 Thirdly, there are structural reasons at play
9

RTK Live, “Lista Srpska is imposing Belgrade agenda,” RTK Live, January 26, 2015, accessed March 15,
2016, http://www.rtklive.com/en/?id=2&r=521.

10 Nešović and Celleghini, Community/Association of Serbian Municipalities – The Sum of All Fears
11 Ibid, 5
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which make K-Serb integration and participation in the system diicult. Kosovo laws on
the integration of minority populations look good on paper, but in reality, there are serious
obstacles to their implementation. Kosovo government has been reluctant to uphold the
provision of employing at least 7% of K-Serb in Kosovo public institutions. Subsequently,
the disagreement on the acceptance and recognition of diplomas issued by the University
of Mitrovica, which the majority of K-Serbs possess, has been one of the issues of concern,
and it still has to be resolved in the agreement process. Moreover, the respect of language
rights in Kosovo public institutions has largely been ignored; this has created obstacles and
diiculties for the Kosovo Serb community to practice their constitutional rights.
Although, the K-Serb community has initially been deiant to support provisions
of the Brussels Agreement and participate in political and social life in Kosovo, almost
three years after the agreement was signed, we can notice important changes in their
perception of political participation and acceptance of new realities. This shows that
the initial emotional reactions to the Brussels Agreement have been mitigated with
more rational perspectives. It has become clear that the Brussels Agreement is here
to stay, and that the community has to adapt to new realities. In the focus groups
that we conducted in Kosovo north in July last year, the majority of the participants
agreed that K-Serbs have to participate in the work of the public institutions, stating
that it is the only possibility to protect community rights. There is also an expectation
that the community will turn out in larger numbers to vote in future elections in order
to avoid mistakes made in the past when public representatives were hand-picked by
Belgrade in the questionable election processes in 2013 and 201412. The recent report published by Platform for Analysis and Research shows that 52% of Kosovo north
citizens support participation of Kosovo Serbs in institutions. “Respondents from all
age groups provided answers that are similar, 52% of the youngest respondents support the participation of Serbs in Kosovo institutions, and 61.7% respondents aged 30
to 45 support the political participation.”13 This shows that in spite of the distrust, the
local community has taken steps towards the dialogue with Prishtina, and majority of
citizens intuitively realize the political reality and necessity of political participation of
Serbian representatives in Kosovo institutions.

4. Kosovo Serbs’ role in the negotiation process
The Brussels Agreement came out of the blue for the Serbian community in Kosovo
as it did not expect such a step from the government of the Socialist Party of Serbia and Serbian Progressive Party, both ex-nationalists and reformed radicals. The
12 Focus groups conducted by the Platform for Analysis and Research, held in the four northern municipalities, June-July 2015.
13 Jović and Nešović, Views of citizens in north Kosovo
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agreement was presented as a diicult but rational and obligatory concession for
the country’s EU path. In order to keep the process as tightly controlled as possible,
Belgrade largely kept K-Serbs out in the dark, ofering for some of the representatives only consultative role in the process for certain negotiation topics. For K-Serbs
negotiations were a purely technocratic process lacking human dimension, meaning
that it was brought to them by political elites from Belgrade and Prishtina, and technocrats from Brussels. One of the representatives of Serbian civil society in Kosovo
stated in an interview that K-Serbs were “not at the table, but rather on the table”14,
being unrepresented in the negotiation which has been deciding their faith.
In order to mask the fact that the entire negotiations are run from Belgrade without the involvement of representatives from the ground, the Management Team
tasked to facilitate the establishment of Community/Association of Serb majority
municipalities formed by the representatives of K-Serbs from four northern municipalities. It was the irst attempt at institutionalizing the role of Kosovo Serbs in the
implementation of the points of the Brussels Agreement. However, even three years
since its establishment, the Management Team did not come out with the draft statute for the CSM/ASM in public. The existence of one version of the statute has been
conirmed by the coordinator of the Management Team, Minister Ljubomir Marić, but
no details of it are illuminated to the public. It is only known that the international
community is dissatisied with it and sees the space for its improvement, so that it can
fully relect the August 2015 Agreement. The Management Team was efectively sidelined in the process by both Belgrade and Prishtina. Belgrade failed to present the
Management Team with clear tasks and deadlines, whereas Prishtina suspended the
Agreement and after the Constitutional Court Ruling, Prishtina decided it should be
the author of the Statute. In addition to the Management Team, Belgrade’s Oice for
Kosovo and Metohija has its own Implementation Team, which is tasked to execute
the provisions of the Brussels Agreement on the ground. To the best of this paper’s
authors knowledge, K-Serbs are not represented in that team.
Even though K-Serbs are not institutionally represented in the negotiations process, there was some sporadic representation at diferent rounds of the negotiations
in Brussels. Technical groups, which negotiated the implementation of the agreements on integration of Kosovo Serbs into Kosovo Police; integration of Civil Protection and the agreement on judiciary, have been stafed with representatives from the
north of Kosovo. However, it is important to note that they mostly played a consultative role without much impact on the decisions made.
The lack of participation of the K-Serbs in the negotiations and implementation
process has been arguably the most controversial issue of the Brussels Agreement.
It efectively undermines the trust of the local community in the contents of the
14 Interview with the representative of civil society from the north of Kosovo, conducted in February 2016.
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Agreement and in the Belgrade and Prishtina authorities. In this tango for two between Belgrade and Prishtina, a crucial player is forgotten, as the key for the successful implementation and ownership of the Agreement lays in the hands of Kosovo
Serbs who should be brought into the play. The K-Serbs’ nascent political elite will
not be able to play a constructive role in the process or defend its legitimate interest
in Kosovo while it is remotely controlled from Belgrade. It will continue to lack the
necessary capacity to represent itself in central institutions and successfully argue for
the protection of community rights and legitimate interests in the negotiations unless
it is granted necessary powers in the process.

5. Kosovo Serbs integration into Kosovo institutions
The Brussels Agreement and its implementation plan provided provisional dates,
steps and actions to be taken in order to facilitate the establishment of new municipalities and closure of Serbian parallel institutions, namely municipal councils.
Additionally, the agreement stipulated the integration of police, Civil Protection and
judiciary into Kosovo’s security and legal system.
However, only the integration of police and establishment of new municipalities
ran relatively smoothly and according to the timetable, while the remaining institutions were either integrated much later than initially envisaged, such as the Civil Protection force, or they are in the process of integration, such as the judiciary.
Integration of provisional municipal bodies and health and education institutions is
still pending on the establishment of the Community/Association of Serb majority
municipalities.
Out of all of these processes, Kosovo Serbs played a major role only in the establishment of new municipalities in North Kosovo. By deciding to enter the 2013
general electoral race under Kosovo Laws, Srpska List broke a major mental barrier
and alleviated the emotional, economic and social concerns the Kosovo Serbs had
over the integration into Kosovo institutions. This move by Srpska List was considered a point of no return and it made any opposition to the integration pointless.
Even though local municipalities were established in the given timetable, they are
still not fully functional, and are lacking some major departments necessary for an
undisturbed work. This is pending on the inal integration of the remaining municipal
workers, currently employed under the provisional municipal councils run by Serbian
line ministries. However, with the establishment of the local assemblies, one of its
major functions, creation and adoption of the budget, started in 2015. Unfortunately,
the process of the adoption of the budgets becomes more diicult year by year, as
both Prishtina and the local assembly in the north keep politicizing the process. Local
assemblies go on requesting budgets which are above average in Kosovo, whereas
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Prishtina requests that the budgets predicts salaries for healthcare and education
which are nowhere on the Brussels integration agenda. For example, the municipality of North Mitrovica “lost” 1.2 million of 2015 budget because it refused to pay out
salaries to the educational workers paid by both Prishtina and Belgrade.
As per the agreement on police integration, 28715 former members of Serbian Police were integrated into Kosovo Police, whereas 48316 Civil Protection members were
integrated into 22 diferent ministries and agencies. However, these agreements
were implemented with minimal involvement of the integrated employees of Serbian institutions, which resulted in an irrational distribution of the available human
resources. The integration process of both institutions were delayed and used as
leverage in political games, but when it came to execution things were sped up for
having results to be shown. As a consequence, according to integratees’ testimonies17, both KP and CP human potentials were squandered because jobs were not
distributed in accordance with qualiications of the staf. Some were promoted,
and some demoted, and all of them attended only a few days of training to prepare
them for their new jobs. This speaks volumes not just about how Kosovo regards
its own institutions, but also how the negotiation process is all about implementation and political leverage, and little about true normalization of Serb-Albanian
relations. In spite of the integration of the security institutions, K-Serbs perception
of security is far from rosy. 76% of respondents of our latest survey stated that they
feel very insecure after the integration of security structures. A majority of respondents claimed that the integration of the Serbian police into Kosovo Police has not
brought any major changes, except that a larger number of oicers can be seen
patrolling the streets. Tension, fear and mistrust are still the main terms used in
connection to the security situation. Almost 40% of respondents marked interethnic confrontation as the biggest threat to peace18.
The next ones to try their luck in the process of implementation of the Brussels
Agreement are the judiciary. According to Kosovo Government’s last report on the
implementation19, 34 out of 48 Serbian judges, and 9 out of 15 Serbian prosecutors
15 Ministry for Dialogue of the Government of Kosovo, Brussels Agreements Implementation State of Play:
a brief report on progress and challenges (Ministry for Dialogue of the Government of Kosovo, November 25, 2015), accessed March 15, 2016, www.kryeministri-ks.net/repository/docs/KOSOVO_BRIEF_REPORT_ON_BRUSSELS_AGREEMENTS_STATE_OF_PLAY_251115.pdf
16 BIRN Kosovo, Big Deal – Split Asunder (BIRN Kosovo, December 2015), accessed March 16, 2016, http://
birn.eu.com/en/ile/show/ENG-publikim-BIGDEAL-3-FINAL.pdf
17 Interview with the integrated member of Civil Protection, conducted in February 2016.
18 Jović and Nešović, Views of citizens in north Kosovo
19 Ministry for Dialogue of the Government of Kosovo, Brussels Agreements Implementation State of Play
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have been selected to ill the vacancies in Kosovo judiciary, but the unsatisfactory infrastructure still remains a problem to be resolved. The former president
of Serbian High Court in Kosovska Mitrovica and future President of the Basic
Court in North Mitrovica (the establishment of which is the subject of point 10 of
the Brussels Agreement and additional agreement on the judiciary from February
2015) and a prosecutor of Serbian High Court in Kosovska Mitrovica were directly
involved in the process of negotiations. Unfortunately, both took a leaf out of
Serbia Government’s book and they kept the information for themselves.
All of these problems of the K-Serbs who have started participating in and
accepting Kosovo institutions since 2013 are perpetuating fears in the Serbian
community, particularly among those who are still waiting for the integration.
General lack of information about the process and the fact that for more than
three years they have still being held on thin ice about the formation of the CSM/
ASM have caused fear, uncertainties, dissatisfaction and distrust among the Serbian community, threatening to undermine the entire process. A lot of room is
left for various interpretations of the Brussels Agreement and as one of respondents in a focus group conducted in June 2015 stated: “endless possibilities create endless fears.20” In such circumstances when there are a lot of uncertainties
and half-solutions, the process taking place in Brussels is losing credibility among
the two communities.

Conclusion
With the upkeep of the veil of secrecy around the processes taking place in Brussels and by excluding the “primary beneiciaries” from the room where normalization is deined and quantiied (never qualiied), the participants of this process are
condoning the expression of old archetypes through modern myths. As Belgrade
and Prishtina are normalizing their relations, Serbian and Albanian communities are
held captive by their fears, growing further apart in the institutional unity they once
so dreaded. Opinion prevails in the Serbian community that the instability in Kosovo
is in the interest of high-level political elites and the meddling of the international
community is not only seen as an imposition, but as a disincentive of the interethnic
relations. Overall, it can be said that years of contradictory interpretations and relentless bickering between Belgrade and Prishtina have worn the citizens down. It has
become common to hear citizens expressing boredom and resignation towards the
agreements and criticizing political elites.

20 Focus groups conducted by the Platform for Analysis and Research, held in the four northern municipalities,
June-July 2015.
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In such a state of play, it is not politically feasible to keep communities out of the
process of negotiations and implementation of the Brussels Agreements. K-Serb
community cannot only be the object of the negotiations, while its political representatives should cease to be mere spectators in the process, serving only as pawns
in the greater game of Belgrade, Prishtina and Brussels. What was once achieved
with the Brussels Agreement and presented as a great success of the European diplomacy, can be easily undone by the lack of suicient involvement of participating
communities. Latest political deadlock in Prishtina is the greatest example of what
the lack of transparency and community involvement can bring to the process.
K-Serb community seems calm on the surface, but fears and uncertainties, further
perpetuated by the lack of proper involvement in the process could lead to negative efects.
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The integration of Serbian police oicers and civil protection
in North Kosovo
Maja Bjeloš*

Abstract:
Dialogue between Belgrade and Prishtina led to signing of numerous technical
agreements including the First Agreement of Principles Governing Normalization of
Relations well-known as Brussels Agreement. This paper provides an overview of
the progress in implementation of security aspects of the Brussels Agreement, the
integration of Serbian civil protection and police in the Kosovo institutional and legal
system. It also outlines how integration of police and civil protection impacts the
situation of Serbs in Kosovo. The article inds that there is still a great gap between
the expressed policy intent of integrating all Serbian police oicers and civil protection personnel living in Kosovo, and putting it into practice. There is also lack of a
comprehensive and long-term approach to both integration processes, followed by
exclusion of ordinary citizens and civil society from Serbia and Kosovo. Therefore,
paper gives recommendations for inclusion of civil society in the whole process, full
integration of police oicers and civil protection personnel including addressing remaining challenges.
Keywords: civil protection, police, integration

1. Introduction
After several failed attempts to reconcile relations between Belgrade and Prishtina after
the war in 1999 and the proclamation of independence of Kosovo, in 2011, the EU has
taken a facilitator role to bring together governments of Serbia and Kosovo in order
to resolve diicult and complicated issues and subsequently lead to normalization of
relations between the two sides. After two years of negotiations, the First Agreement of
Principles Governing Normalization of Relations [hereinafter: the Brussels Agreement]
was signed in April 2013. The Agreement has provided the basics for peaceful integration of four northern Kosovo municipalities with a Serb majority (North Mitrovica/
Mitrovicë, Zvečan/Zveçan, Leposavić/Leposaviq and Zubin Potok/Zubin Potoku) into
Kosovo legal and institutional framework. This was considered a historic leap forward,
since North Kosovo until recently remained legally and politically separate from the rest
*
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of Kosovo, while Kosovo Serbs living south of the Ibar/Ibёr River have been gradually
integrated into Kosovo’s structures. Among other provisions, the Brussels Agreement
ended the functioning of the Ministry of Interior of the Republic of Serbia, i.e. police
and other security structures in North Kosovo.
In spite of media reports showing that the integration process was initially conducted in a very positive and optimistic atmosphere, this step was not widely accepted
by all stakeholders and citizens in Serbia and Kosovo. Kosovo Serbs had the strong
impression that politicians in Belgrade gave up on the Serbian community in Kosovo
but did not have the courage to say so, and information was given to citizens in North
Kosovo in a piecemeal manner1. Moreover, Kosovo Serbs living in the rest of Kosovo
felt discriminated because they were left out from the negotiation talks. Likewise, the
Agreement was harshly criticized by many Kosovo Albanians, including opposition political parties, on account of its perceived undermining Kosovo’s territorial integrity and
the granting of autonomy to Kosovo Serbs2. The context in which the Agreement is
being implemented was additionally burdened by inlammatory nationalistic rhetoric
of both Albanian and Serbian oicials that heightened mistrust and tension among
people. Politicians were also responsible for ofering dissimilar interpretations of the
Agreement to their constituencies which led to diferent expectations of the impact the
Brussels Agreement would have.
Therefore, it is not surprising that on the one hand, the vast majority of Serbs believes that the Brussels Agreement has negatively afected political and socio-economic situation, while on the other hand, Kosovo political system has been blocked
due to the opposition party demonstration against the Brussels Agreement and the
establishment of the Community of Serbian Municipalities. Even though the two Prime
Ministers pledged the resolution of this issue by the beginning of 2016, it has not happened, and it seems that further delays in the process can be expected. This does not
only afect the dynamics of implementation of the Brussels Agreement, but also the
process of the EU integration, which is conditioned for both sides with the successful
implementation of the signed agreements. The implementation of the Brussels Agreement was perceived as a litmus test for the oicial start of Serbia’s EU accession negotiations in January 2014. Besides, EU path for Serbia will closely follow the negotiation
process between Belgrade and Prishtina, since not only opening, but also closing of all
negotiation chapters for Serbia is conditioned by Chapter 35, i.e. the Kosovo issue. At
the same time, negotiations between the EU and Kosovo on a Stabilization and Acces1

Isidora Stakić and Maja Bjeloš, The Future of Civil Protection in North Kosovo (Belgrade, Prishtina: BCSP
& KCSS, 2015),14, accessed March 10, 2015, www.bezbednost.org/All-publications /5789/The-Future-of-Civil-Protection-inNorth-Kosovo.shtml

2

Maja Bjeloš and Elek Bojan, Police Integration in North Kosovo: Progress and Remaining Challenges in
Implementation of the Brussels Agreement (Belgrade: BSCP, 2014), 5, accessed March 10, 2015, http://
www.bezbednost.org/upload/document/police_integration_nk_[web].pdf
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sion Agreement (SAA) depended on the implementation of the Brussels Agreement. Although Kosovo has recently signed SAA, a strong opposition to the Brussels Agreement
can push EU perspective far away for its citizens.
This paper provides an overview of the progress in the implementation of security aspects of the Brussels Agreement, the integration of Serbian civil protection and
police in the Kosovo institutional and legal system, including remaining challenges. It
also outlines how the integration of police and civil protection impacts the situation of
Serbs in Kosovo. The paper is primarily based on qualitative research on police and the
integration of civil protection conducted by the Belgrade Centre for Security Policy in
the period of February/March 2014 and 2015, as well as monitoring reports published
by a group of civil society organizations and media from Serbia and Kosovo. In addition
to these sources, this paper includes results of public opinion surveys that aford valuable insights on how the implementation of the Brussels Agreement afects everyday
lives of ordinary citizens in Kosovo. Apart from researches conducted by independent
think thanks, the paper also comprises a review of political and legal documents, oicial reports compiled by international and local organisations and articles in the media.

2. Police Integration
After the conlict in 1999, the Kosovo Police (KP) came under the supervision of the
United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK) and the Organization
for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), which undertook a number of ongoing
and successful initiatives to improve relations between the KP and minority communities3. Several years after the conlict the most challenging and sensitive issue was the
integration of the Serbian ethnic community in Kosovo’s security institutions. However,
with the international support Kosovo Police managed to recruit and employ Kosovo
Serb police oicers that were appointed at police stations located in minority communities4. The biggest drop out of Serb police oicers in KP occurred after Kosovo’s
2008 declaration of independence when the majority of Serb police oicers, following
demands from Serbian government oicials, left their positions and refused to perform their daily tasks5. The situation was resolved by conditioning Serb police oicers
to return to work by June 2009 or else their positions would be re-advertised and

3

OSCE Mission in Kosovo, Assessment of the Situation of Ethnic Minorities in Kosovo, (Prishtina: OSCE
Mission in Kosovo, 2001), 27

4

Ibid.

5

International Crisis Group. “Serb integration into Kosovo: Taking the Plunge,” Europe Report No. 200, May
2009,14
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new police oicers recruited6. This strategy, initiated by the Government of Kosovo, in
collaboration with EULEX and other international structures in Kosovo was successful,
with most Serb oicials returning to their previous positions7. It has been reported that
307 out of 325 Serb police oicers returned to their previous positions. Since 2009,
the representation of the Serb ethnic community in KP structures has been increasing
steadily.8 According to statistics, KP is considered a “champion” among Kosovo institutions in regard to Serb ethnic minority representation. More precisely, by the end of
2013, around 11.49% of KP staf was Serbs, including both uniformed and civilian staf.9
When it comes to the Serb ethnic representation in KP in North Kosovo, the situation
was completely diferent. Serbian armed forces oicially withdrew from Kosovo in 1999
creating a security vacuum that was illed by security providers, such as KFOR, UNMIK,
OSCE, KP and later on EULEX. However, the Serbian so-called parallel institutions like police, intelligence, and civil protection continued to be present in North Kosovo throughout the period. This created a parallelism in which the police station in the municipality
of Mitrovica and the police commander in the region of Mitrovica were the only security
structures not yet integrated into Kosovo Police structures, while Serb police oicers
continued to receive their salaries from Belgrade, and faced tremendous pressure from
the community to remain distant from KP structures.10 The biggest shift in this regard
happened after the signing of the Brussels Agreement. The Article 7 of the Agreement
explicitly sets out the legal guarantees for creating “one police force in Kosovo called
the Kosovo Police. All police in northern Kosovo shall be integrated in the Kosovo Police
framework.”11 In order to facilitate the integration of former MUP police oicers into
the security structures in North Kosovo, the Agreement (Art. 9) speciically stipulates the
appointment of a Police Regional Command for the four northern Serb-majority municipalities. According to the same article the regional police commander will be a Kosovo
Serb nominated by the Serbian Ministry of Interior (MUP) on the basis of recommendations from the mayors of the four northern Serbian majority municipalities, while his
deputy will be Kosovo Albanian. There will also be another regional commander for the
municipalities of South Mitrovica, Srbica and Vucitrn. This had immense implications for
6

Donika Emini, Inclusion or Exclusion? Miniorites in the Security Sector in Post-Indepedence Kosovo
(Prishtina: Kosovar Center for Security Studies, 2013),14
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International Crisis Group. “Serb integration into Kosovo: Taking the Plunge,” 14.
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Bjeloš and Elek, Police Integration in North Kosovo: Progress and Remaining Challenges in Implementation of the Brussels Agreement, 7.
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Emini, Inclusion or Exclusion? Miniorites in the Security Sector in Post-Indepedence Kosovo, 15.

10 Bjeloš and Elek, Police Integration in North Kosovo: Progress and Remaining Challenges in Implementation of the Brussels Agreement, 8.
11 Brussels Agreement, 2013, Art. 7
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the existing legal framework and required additional adjustments of the regulations for
Kosovo Police since Regional Command North was not originally foreseen in the Law
on the KP.12 The Brussels Agreement was complemented by an Implementation Plan,
adopted in late May 2013, specifying concrete milestones and a timeframe for achieving
them.

2.1. The progress in implementation of the Brussels Agreement
The initial steps in the integration process were taken during the Brussels talks when a list
of 337 MUP oicers who were supposed to be integrated was delivered to the Prishtina
authorities by the Serbian Government in December 2013. After receiving the list, the
Kosovo Government forwarded it to the Ministry of Internal Afairs (MoIA), i.e. KP Agency
for Civil Register and EULEX who jointly conducted veriication and background checks
in order to grant security clearance to the police oicers. The vetting was completed in
an accelerated procedure, covering only identity checks and past records of criminal
activities that were not included under the Law on Amnesty.13 After the veriication, 285
police oicers were invited to join the integration process and sign the contracts with KP,
while 52 former MUP oicers were omitted. These 52 included some who did not want
to join the KP, some who had applied but did not meet all the requirements and some
who had not received security clearance.14 Before being appointed to the police stations
a short one-week introduction training was organised by KP and EULEX at the Kosovo
Academy for Public Safety in Vucitrn, between mid-December 2013 and the beginning
of February 2014, so to familiarize police oicers with the Kosovo legal system and to
introduce them the standard operating procedures and equipment. By May 2014, 287
Serb police oicers15 had started to perform their duties in places of residence or other
parts of Kosovo when necessary. This more than doubled the number of KP oicers in
northern Kosovo’s four Serbian-majority municipalities to 53016. Through the inclusion of
new Serbian police oicers, representation of the Serbian minority in the Kosovo police
has increased to around 12.6% of the total number of KP employees.
12 LKP 03/L-076, Art. 40
13 Bjeloš and Elek, Police Integration in North Kosovo: Progress and Remaining Challenges in Implementation of the Brussels Agreement, 9.
14 Ibid, 5.
15 Two police oicers joined KP in the meantime.
16 BIRN Kosovo, Internews Kosova and Advocacy Center for Democratic Culture, Big Deal Report: Split
Asunder (Prishtina: BIRN Kosovo, Internews Kosova and Advocacy Center for Democratic Culture, 2016),
45, accessed March 11, 2016, http://prishtinainsight.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/ENG-publikim-BIGDEAL-3-FINAL.pdf
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Chart 1: Integration of MUP oicers into Kosovo Police

Source: Bjeloš and Elek, Police Integration in North Kosovo: Progress and Remaining
Challenges in Implementation of the Brussels Agreement

The police oicers were temporarily assigned to perform police patrol duties, because their diplomas and ranks had to be veriied prior to being assigned to new positions. As a consequence, they accepted temporary demotion by one or two ranks
from the ranks they had previously held as MUP oicers, pending completion of
background checks on education and work experience.17 After veriication of diplomas and ranks was completed, police oicers sought new career opportunities within Kosovo Police. Because of the increased number of police staf, the North Mitrovica police station was granted with a higher category under the KP categorisation
that allowed the creation of new units, such as a traic unit, an investigative unit and/
or an intervention unit.
2.2. Remaining challenges for police integration
The implementation of the agreement on police is considered as the major success
of the dialogue having in mind that other parts of the agreement were partially implemented or are still pending. However, this process has been followed by many challenges out of which some have remained unresolved.

17 Bjeloš and Elek, Police Integration in North Kosovo: Progress and Remaining Challenges in Implementation of the Brussels Agreement, 11.
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Since the EU-mediated dialogue between Belgrade and Prishtina has been
primarily focused on North Kosovo and has aimed to find modalities for its
integration into Kosovo’s structures, it left the rest of Kosovo Serbs outside
of the talks. According to Serbian Government decree adopted in December
2013 18, around 1,200 former Serbian Ministry for Internal Affairs (MUP) employees located in Kosovo and Metohija were forced into early retirement in
December 2013; granted with temporary pensions and banned to leave the
territory of Kosovo and Metohija. 19 While those from the North were included
in the integration process (with the exception of administrative police staff),
approximately 800 former MUP officers living south of Ibar/Ibёr River were
retired and left with no work opportunities, even though some of them had
for example two years of professional service. This caused huge dissatisfaction
among these police officers who filed official complaints and started administrative procedures with the Serbian courts, claiming that their retirement was
in violation of the Serbian Police Law and the Law on Pensions and Disability
Insurance. 20 They also pressured Serbian Government to adopt a lex specialis
so to improve their position and lift the bans on their employment. In order to
address their concerns, the Serbian MoI created a working group for drafting
a lex specialis on the retirement of police officers from Kosovo and Metohija. However, the elaboration and adoption of such a legal document was
postponed after the elections and the establishment of the new government
in Serbia in April 2014, but at the end it was never finalized and adopted. Up
to date, their situation has not been resolved nor the Government of Serbia
or Kosovo Government has provided specifically designed programmes that
would facilitate their transition to civilian, i.e. private sector. This is why many
of these police officers accompanied by the administrative staff from North
Kosovo have been protesting ever since.
Apart from retirement and re-employment issues, there are some concerns
about the vetting process. Because the vetting procedure was done in a hasty
manner certain issues remained unresolved and new ones arose in the meanwhile. For example, some of the police oicers that were not granted securi18 Government of the Republic of Serbia. Uredba o uslovima za ostvarenje prava na posebnu penziju zaposlenih u Ministarstvu unutrašnjih poslova na teritoriji AP Kosovo i Metohija, Oicial Gazette of the RS, No.
55/05, 71/05, Government of the Republic of Serbia 2013.
19 As per the decree, Serbia will continue to pay 60% of their inal salary to all retired MUP oicers as a
pension. Government of the Republic of Serbia, 2013, Uredba o uslovima za ostvarenje prava na posebnu
penziju zaposlenih u Ministarstvu unutrašnjih poslova na teritoriji AP Kosovo i Metohija, Oicial Gazette of
the RS, Nos. 55/05, 71/05
20 Bjeloš and Elek, Police Integration in North Kosovo: Progress and Remaining Challenges in Implementation of the Brussels Agreement, 12.
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ty clearances and integrated in KP were labelled as extremists and terrorists by
Kosovo authorities, but have never been prosecuted or sanctioned. On the other
hand, few integrated police officers were later accused for committing serious
crime, such as murder and got arrested. The arrests raise questions about the
level of vetting each officer underwent due to the short time period available for
integration21.
3. The integration of Civil Protection
Civil Protection (CP) in North Kosovo operated outside of Kosovo’s legal framework for more than a decade. CP units in North Kosovo were established in their
present form in 2006 on the basis of the Law on Local-Self Governance of the
Republic of Serbia, which allowed municipalities to establish bodies and services
in charge of organising protection from natural and other disasters. At that time
in Serbia protection and rescue were poorly regulated in Serbia under the overlapping and competing jurisdiction of the Ministry of Defence and the Ministry
of Interior.22 When the new Law on Emergency Situations was finally adopted
in 2009, the function of CP was transferred from the Ministry of Defence to
the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Interior and explicitly handed over the Ministry
of Interior’s Sector for Emergency Management responsibility for the formation
and oversight of the specialised units, while municipalities were given a mandate
to form general purpose units.23 Although the characteristics of the CP units in
the North Kosovo municipalities corresponds to those of specialised units24 established in Serbia on the basis of the aforementioned law, neither these units
were under the jurisdiction of Serbian MoI nor the Law on Emergency Situation
regulated their work. They remained under municipal responsibility operating in
some legal limbo.
The issue of civil protection was put on the political agenda in 2013 and had
been the subject of political negotiations between Belgrade Prishtina until the
final agreement on dismantling CP and the integration of these units into Kosovo’s legal and institutional system was reached on 26 March 2015. The biggest
21 BIRN Kosovo, Internews Kosova and CRTA (2015), Big Deal Report: Lost in Stagnation (Prishtina: BIRN
Kosovo, Internews Kosova and CRTA, 2015),35, accessed March 11, 2015,
http://prishtinainsight.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/BIG-DEAL-2-ENG.pdf
22 Stakić and Bjeloš, The Future of Civil Protection in North Kosovo, 9.
23 Ibid, 10.
24 According to Law on Emergency Situations, specialised units are composed of full-time employees who
are expected to be organised, equipped and trained to carry out complex tasks related to protection and
rescue.
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obstacles for reaching the agreement on CP were the vagueness of the text of
the Brussels Agreement and the conlicting perceptions of Serbs and Albanians
regarding mandate, activities, inancing, size and membership of civil protection
units. The Article 8 of the Agreement envisages dissolution of all parallel security
structures in North Kosovo without specifying the CP units which led to difering
interpretations, misunderstandings and diiculties in agreeing on speciic matters.
Moreover, conlicting perceptions of CP and lack of willingness to compromise
on both sides was the major stumbling block to reaching a settlement and illing in the blanks in the agreement. According to the Government of Serbia, Civil
Protection in North Kosovo was established by local self-governments for the
purpose of protecting and rescuing population from natural disasters caused by
meteorological and geological conditions as well as from technical and technological accidents and other hazards to human life, property and the environment25. It has been operating in complex political and security circumstances
in Kosovo and Metohija and remained outside of the security structures.26 This
mandate was also conirmed by the political representatives of the northern municipalities that stated that CP units are continuously engaged in observation and
alert, ire-ighting, search and rescue operations, clearing snowdrifts during winter and other activities that fall under the concept of CP27. Nevertheless, in some
cases CP performed community services outside of emergency situations, such
as road maintenance, clearing the Ibar/Ibёr River bed, bridge repairs, securing
buildings, etc. There are also some indications that CP units were not only involved in civilian tasks, but also performed some policing duties and intelligence
gathering, thus being a political factor in North Kosovo. This is one of the main
reasons why the existence of these units in North Kosovo has been a very sensitive issue for Prishtina oicials. CP is perceived by Kosovo’s government to be an
illegal parallel security structure, the “extended arm of Belgrade in Kosovo”, foot
soldiers of political protests in the north and perpetrators of political violence, a
paramilitary formation, an NGO, the successor to the so-called ‘Bridgewatchers’28
25 Government of Serbia, Oice for Kosovo and Metohija, Progress Report on the Dialogue between Belgrade and Prishtina (The Oice for Kosovo and Metohija, April 2015), 23.
26 Ibid.
27 Stakić and Bjeloš, The Future of Civil Protection in North Kosovo, 11.
28 The ‘Bridgewatchers’ group was founded after the Kosovo war, and consisted of young men who considered the group to be a security structure with three functions: to prevent Albanians from entering North
Mitrovica, to gather information on KFOR and UNMIK and to gather information on Albanians living in
North Mitrovica. As a result of UNMIK’s limited capacities to take over law enforcement in North Kosovo,
the ‘Bridgewatchers’ performed some police functions (e.g. arresting people) alongside the Serbian police
(Ibid.). However, later on they were perceived as also being involved in criminal activities such as racketeering, intimidation of local people who cooperated with UNMIK, smuggling, prostitution, etc. In: Stakic
and Bjelos, The Future of Civil Protection in North Kosovo
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etc.29 Despite plenty of speculation, there were no investigation and no CP employee has so far been prosecuted and small arms and light weapons have not
been found in their possession.

3.1. The progress in the implementation of the Agreement on Civil Protection
After two years of constructive ambiguity, Belgrade and Prishtina agreed within the framework of the EU-facilitated dialogue on the model of CP integration
into Kosovo legal and institutional framework. The agreement on Civil Protection
provides 483 jobs within Kosovo’s institutions for CP personnel, as well as 50
positions to be paid from Contingency Funds30, meaning that these individuals
will receive salaries but their inal workplaces in the public sector will be determined within three years31. Only 125 of the 483 positions in North Kosovo are
speciied in the agreement – 80 in the Emergency Management Agency, 25 in the
Kosovo Correctional Services and 20 positions related to religious and cultural
heritage.32 This formulation leaves the question of which Kosovo institution will
accommodate the remaining 358 CP personnel unanswered33. The integration
of CP personnel into the KSF was another option for the Kosovo government,
but the Serbian government and local leaders were reluctant to accept this idea.
Serbian leaders were afraid of potential discrimination and revenge against CP
members having in mind that part of Kosovo Liberation Army members (OVK/
UCK) were later integrated into KSF. The number of CP personnel to be integrated
is smaller than the number on the oicial list of 751 CP that Serbian authorities
submitted to Kosovo authorities during Brussels talks. Also, it is less than promised in the Kosovo government’s progress report to the EU published before the
agreement was reached. The plan promised 550 positions in total.34 These two
things represent an indicator that Kosovo institutions do not have the capacity to
absorb all former CP members and 218 current CP personnel will remain without
employment and income.

29 Stakić and Bjeloš, The Future of Civil Protection in North Kosovo, 13.
30 A Contingency Fund will be created for the purpose of integrating CP units into Kosovo’s institutions. The
plan is to raise 10 million euros over a period of three years.
31 Art. 1 of Agreement on Civil Protection
32 Stakić and Bjeloš, The Future of Civil Protection in North Kosovo, 17.
33 Ibid.
34 Ibid, 16.
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Chart 2: Integration of CP personnel

Source: Stakić and Bjeloš, The Future of Civil Protection in North Kosovo, p. 16

The agreement provides speciic criteria for integration, such as creation of a
four-member panel (with two representatives of Kosovo’s institutions, one representative of the former Civil Protection and one from the EU) responsible for selecting individual candidates for speciic positions in accordance with their education and professional experience35. Only those CP personnel who are in possession
of a valid Kosovo ID will be eligible for integration36, while a security check of CP
personnel will be performed by the Kosovo Police and EULEX37.
The process of integration of CP was not similar to police integration. While Serbian police oicers continued to perform police jobs, the majority of CP personnel
will be transferred to positions that are not related to protection and rescue, which
will require prequaliication and additional training. The irst essential element of
the Kosovo government’s plan is that CP units will be integrated into Kosovo’s
central level institutions, while the second is that their personnel will be dispersed
35 Art. 5 of Agreement on Civil Protection
36 Art. 3 of Agreement on Civil Protection
37 Art. 13 of Agreement on Civil Protection
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across a number of governmental bodies and agencies38. There are two reasons
behind this logic. According to Kosovo government representatives, the integration
of the personnel of Serbia’s parallel structures into central institutions is crucial for
the integration of the whole Serbian community into Kosovo’s society – by having
representatives at the central level, Kosovo Serbs will more easily accept Kosovo’s
government institutions as their own.39 If CP units remain under the exclusive jurisdiction of municipalities, segregation will be deepened and the potential for future
conlicts will increase. As CP units in North Kosovo are seen by Prishtina as paramilitary organisations and as a security threat, it is crucial for the Kosovo government
that they are not integrated as a unit, but are deployed across various institutions.40
The agreement also provides the removal and handing over of CP resources
to Kosovo authorities: observation points, premises, warehouses, equipment etc.41
and legal adjustments within Serbia to end the existence of CP as a legal entity in
Kosovo. In addition to legal adjustments, Serbia was obliged to stop inancing CP
units and report to the EU on the achieved progress.
There has been little progress made in the implementation of this part of the agreement up to date. So far only 80 former CP signed the contracts on 1 July 2015 and
started to work in the Emergency Management Agency, and another 25 in the Kosovo
Correctional Service. The Kosovo government plan to integrate all CP members by 1
September 2015 has shown to be very ambitious and the process of inding positions for
all employees will take longer than expected. Equipment and three observation points
from Merdare to Jarinje were handed over to Kosovo institutions after several months of
delay. According to the Kosovo government, Serbia informed the EU facilitator in writing
that the CP in Kosovo would no longer exist within the Serbian system from 1 September
2015 and CP members no longer would receive salaries from Serbia.

3.2. Remaining challenges
It seems that the Brussels Agreement and Kosovo government’s plan do not provide
permanent and sustainable employment to all CP personnel, but only transitional
solutions42. The Kosovo government shall ensure sustainable inancing for CP per38 Stakić and Bjeloš, The Future of Civil Protection in North Kosovo, 17.
39 Ibid.
40 Ibid.
41 Art. 12-18 of Agreement on Civil Protection
42 Stakić and Bjeloš, The Future of Civil Protection in North Kosovo, 17.
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sonnel as the current budget does not envisage the cost of the integration of CP into
Kosovo’s structures. This will require the revision of current Kosovo budget, but new
sources of funding might be also needed. If some CP personnel are left out of the
system, new problems may arise, such as increased potential for social and political
unrest in North Kosovo.43 According to the plan, 50 of them will receive salaries in the
next three years, but will not have permanent jobs, while more than 300 of CP personnel will wait for a job position in the government institutions. It is also important
to enable CP personnel to be actively involved in Kosovo’s institutions, and not only
granting them salaries. If they are merely paid salaries, it will solve the socio-economic dimension of the problem. However, if they are not given real jobs, they will be
left out of both Kosovo and Serbian institutional and legal system and being pushed
into illegality and precarity. It should be borne in mind that CP also operates south
of the Ibar/Ibёr River, and that more than 200 CP personnel were omitted from the
integration process. It is important to ensure that these CP personnel are ofered
support to obtain meaningful employment with a regular income, which will enable
them to maintain themselves and their families.44 Therefore, the process of dissolving
CP units should be followed by an additional retirement plan and/or re-employment
programme, similarly to the programme developed for demobilisation of former employees of the Kosovo Protection Corps (KPC) or the Serbian Armed Forces.45

4. The impact on everyday lives of Serbian citizens
The process of normalization of relations has been perceived as a technocratic process without human face. This is because civil society in Serbia and Kosovo strongly
believe that all the agreements resulting from the Belgrade-Prishtina dialogue represent only the vision of political elites from EU, Kosovo and Serbia, while citizens on
both sides are largely left out of the normalization process itself. Due to the lack of
inclusiveness, the perspective of the ordinary citizens on normalization of relations is
not suiciently represented in the discussions at high political level and consequently
not included in the agreements. This hindered a chance to ensure local ownership of
the process. Civil society in the North Kosovo has the strong impression that everything that is happening or should happen in the North will happen irst in Brussels or

43 Ibid.
44 Ibid, 18.
45 Re-employment programme for KPC was project was implemented by UNDP Kosovo between 2009 and
2011. Around 1300 former KPC employees were included in this re-employment programme. Similar,
PRISMA programme was developed for military oicers of Serbian Ministry of Defence and Armed Forces
in order to support their future career in the business sector.
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Belgrade and Prishtina46. They strongly believe this is the case because the community leaders lost the legitimacy to represent the interests of Serbian community and
decision-making about their future have been delegated to ‘Belgrade’. This is why it
is not surprising that Kosovo Serbs from the North strongly oppose the diplomatic
dialogue between Kosovo and Serbia and consequently the Brussels Agreement.47
Despite the progress in negotiations and implementation, additional confusion
was created due to the lack of transparency of the Agreement and failure of political
elites to deliver the proper explanation of the normalization and the beneits of the
implementation of the Agreement to the wider public. According to public opinion
polls, Kosovo Serbs in the North are extremely pessimistic, while Kosovo Serbs in
the south are moderately pessimistic on the expected impact of the Agreement, and
have low conidence that they will personally beneit from the implementation of
the Agreement.48 The majority of ordinary Serbs living in the north of Kosovo (56%)
believe that there have been no signiicant changes in their everyday lives since the
signing of the Brussels Agreement, while one third of them (36%) think that their lives
have become worse.49 Pessimism in the North likely stems from a widespread fear
that the Brussels Agreement will bring job loss.50 This is why political elites agreed
that Serbia should dissolve not only police and security structures in the North Kosovo, but also educational, health care and social system. Besides the fear of losing
jobs, the Brussels Agreement represents the sum of other fears as well. Kosovo Serbs
fear of being discriminated and dominated, fear of their future physical existence
in Kosovo, fear that provision of security and other services by Kosovo authorities
will be deteriorated, etc. On the other side, Kosovo Albanians and the international
community are afraid that that the integration of the Serb community in Kosovo legal and institutional framework will lead to the creation of a new Republika Srpska,
i.e. to a dysfunctional system and centrifugal tendencies. Ruling “politicians fear of
46 Stakić and Bjeloš, The Future of Civil Protection in North Kosovo, 14.
47 National Democratic Institute, Kosovar Attitudes on the 2013 Brussels Agreement between Kosovo and
Serbia Public Opinion Research, NDI, February 2014, 2, accessed March 11, 2015, https://www.ndi.org/
iles/NDI-Kosovo-Feb-2014-Public-Opinion-Research-on-Brussels-Agreement.pdf; Branislav Nešović
and Nikola Jović, Views of the citizens in north Kosovo (Mitrovica: NGO Aktiv and Center for Peace and
Tolerance, 2015), 17, accessed March 11, 2015, http://ngoaktiv.org/fajlovi/Views%20of%20the%20citizens%20in%20north%20Kosovo.pdf
48 National Democratic Institute, Kosovar Attitudes on the 2013 Brussels Agreement between Kosovo and
Serbia Public Opinion Research, 3.
49 KFOS, Opinions of Serbs in Northern Kosovo? Mosaic of hope, challenges and expectation (Prishtina: KFOS, August 2014), 28, accessed March 11, 2015, http://kfos.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/
Reconecting-Mitrovica-Eng_FINAL_FINAL.pdf
50 National Democratic Institute, Kosovar Attitudes on the 2013 Brussels Agreement between Kosovo and
Serbia Public Opinion Research, 3.
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being perceived as weak by their constituencies, fear of making a mistake...”.51 All
these fears shape the current lives of Serbs living throughout Kosovo and neither
side in the process has tried to understand or address the legitimate concerns of the
Serbian community. These concerns are not fully voiced because public discussion
on many burning issues falling under the Brussels Agreement umbrella is missing.
Although civil society segments of both communities are trying to make a room for
enabling mutual dialogue, some researches showed that people were reluctant to
talk about the Brussels Agreement and other related topics because of fear. There is a
widespread fear of citizens that all resistance to integration will be crushed by Serbian
Government and ‘installed’ local politicians in North Kosovo.52
The implementation of Brussels Agreement inluenced the perception of personal
safety of the ordinary citizens and level of trust in security institutions. First of all, it
should be emphasised that various public opinion surveys conducted in relation to
the Brussels Agreement show diferent results. In February 2014 the lowest level of
personal safety in the North was perceived by Kosovo Serbs, followed by Kosovo
Serbs in the South.53 Kosovo Serbs in the North believe insecurity stems from the lack
of adequate policing, while Kosovo Serbs in the South identify unemployment and
potential inter-ethnic violence as sources of insecurity.54 Other survey conducted
in August 2014 conirmed indings of previous research showing that citizens feel
more insecure due to negative trends in the area of security and rule of law (46%),
followed by economy (35%), and negative efects of administrative changes (35%).55
However, according to a public opinion survey conducted in September 2015, the
perception of security in North Kosovo and citizens’ personal safety has not changed
dramatically after the integration of police oicers into KP. The citizens claim that
the integration of the Serbian police into Kosovo Police has not brought any major
changes, except that a larger number of oicers can be seen patrolling the streets.56
When it comes to personal safety of citizens, results show that the majority of citizens

51 Branislav Nešović and Riccardo Celeghini, Community/Association of Serbian Municipalities (Mitrovica:
NGO Aktiv, 2015), 1, accessed March 11, 2015, http://ngoaktiv.org/documents/Community%20of%20
Serbian%20Municipalities%20-%20The%20Sum%20of%20All%20Fears%20-%20Eng.pdf
52 Stakić and Bjeloš, The Future of Civil Protection in North Kosovo, 14.
53 National Democratic Institute, Kosovar Attitudes on the 2013 Brussels Agreement between Kosovo and
Serbia Public Opinion Research, 4.
54 Ibid.
55 KFOS, Opinions of Serbs in Northern Kosovo? Mosaic of hope, challenges and expectation, 28.
56 Nešović and Jović, Views of the citizens in north Kosovo, 27.
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(59%) feel the same as before the integration of police57. Moreover, the expectations
of the citizens about their safety and safety of their families are positive, because
87.2% of respondents believe their safety will not be jeopardized in the near future.
Participants of the focus group stated that KP could potentially be the institutiothat will improve the security situation, but in order to achieve this, its oicers must
be subject to additional training.58 Survey also shows that citizens have the greatest
trust in Civil Protection, KFOR and KP among all other institutions. It is too early to
assess how citizens feel after the integration of CP into Kosovo institution, because
the process is still ongoing. Nevertheless, researches show that local political leaders
can have impact on perception of personal safety. Signiicant percentage of respondents (38.8%) thinks that most political statements can contribute to the increase of
general insecurity.59 Therefore, the politicians in both communities should abstain
from inlammatory speeches that can lead to unwanted mobilisation of the citizens.
Survey respondents identiied Albanian movement “Self-determination” as a potential factor of instability and insecurity emphasising that their aggressive rhetoric and
opposition towards the implementation of the Brussels Agreement do not contribute
to stabilisation and understanding between communities. On the contrary, regular
communication between Mayors of South and North Mitrovica and their avoidance
of radical rhetoric is valuated as being positive and beneicial to the protection of
fragile stability.60

Similarities of integration processes and concluding remarks
The Brussels Agreement is the result of a political compromise that sets out the legal framework for the integration of Serbian state structures into Kosovo’s institutions, the dissolution of the illegal Serbian structures, which have been functioning
in Kosovo since 1999 and continuing European integration for both countries. The
security-related provisions of the Brussels Agreement were eventually implemented,
albeit not within the agreed timeframe. The whole process lagged behind the oicially agreed schedule, and the EU pressure was exerted on both Serbia and Kosovo
to show some concrete results. Even though it was undoubtedly a step forward in
the relations between Belgrade and Prishtina, the Brussels Agreement caused great
dissatisfaction among various stakeholders in both Serbia and Kosovo, particularly
among Serbs living south of the Ibar/Ibёr River, who were left out of the process.
57 Ibid, 32.
58 Ibid.
59 Ibid, 34.
60 Ibid.
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At the beginning of the integration process all parties in the dialogue were rather
sceptical about the implementation. Since this is a highly sensitive political issue, the
implementation of the Agreement was kept out of public scrutiny. Both Serbian and
Albanian oicials who were directly involved in the negotiations made statements,
which ofered difering and often contradictory interpretations of the Agreement,
which additionally confused the general public as well as politicians, Members of
Parliament and other stakeholders. The lack of transparency and precise information created an environment conducive to misinterpretations of the Agreement, also
leaving room for the securitization of former MUP oicers and civil protection members as the biggest threat to Kosovo’s national security interests. Many questions and
doubts about the proile of the former MUP oicers and CP personnel who were
to be integrated, their residence status and citizenship, professional experience and
educational background, including doubts about their loyalty were raised. Those directly afected by the Agreement also lacked access to information about the process
and what was expected from them. Because of this, police oicers and CP employees have developed their own interpretations and rumours based on fear and the lack
of information and were reluctant to integrate into Kosovo institutions. Many of them
stated that they felt extremely insecure about their future prospects and inancial
well-being. The process of integrating MUP was regarded by the majority of stakeholders as a “technical” process which was deemed completed when the last group
of oicers was assigned to their new duties. This is why this aspect of the Agreement
was presented to a wider public as a major success.
There have been, however, many uncertainties regarding the police integration
questioning the success of the implementation of the Agreement. One of the weaknesses of the integration process is that it was carried out in a hasty manner, leaving unresolved issues such as the vetting process, the integration of the administrative police
staf, pensions, the matter of forced retirement, sustainable funding for retired police
oicers etc. Having in mind that all processes are elite driven, the pace of the implementation and its outcome will largely depend on the political will of the governments
of Serbia and Kosovo, as well as on the political pressure from the EU. Nevertheless, the
fact that Serbian police oicers have been integrated into the KP gives some hope that
the CP will be fully integrated too. While Serbian police oicers remained in the police
job, the majority of CP personnel will be transferred to positions that are not related
to protection and rescue. This will require that they undergo additional training or prequaliication, which is time-consuming and might require additional funds and human
resources. There is an obvious lack of a more comprehensive and long-term approach
to both integration processes, which should, in the forthcoming period put more focus on developing conidence building measures both internally and externally, i.e.
the public’s perception of police performance, acceptance by community members,
organizing additional training, etc. In the process of dissolving police and other security
structures from North Kosovo and reintegrating their personnel, it is also crucial to take
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into account human security concerns in the four northern Kosovo municipalities and
ensure that enough resources – human, inancial and material – are allocated to the
function of protection and rescue in emergency situations. Last but not least, a re-employment programme should be agreed upon and supported as a matter of priority for
all police oicers and CP personnel from both south and north of the Ibar/Ibёr River
who were left jobless after the dissolution of their previous institutions.

Recommendations
1)

As Kosovo’s current budget does not cover the cost of CP integration and
of the wider engagement of the EMA in North Kosovo, the government
should conduct a revision of the budget and provide sustainable inancing
for emergency response units, aside from their currently available funds.

2)

The Kosovo government, in cooperation with the four North Kosovo municipalities, should develop a re-employment plan that can facilitate the transition to civilian life of those police oicers and CP personnel who are not
integrated. It is important to ensure that CP personnel who do not beneit
from employment in public institutions are provided with alternatives in the
private sector, in order to obtain meaningful employment and a regular income. In this context, provision by the Kosovo government of training and
loans for developing start-ups for small businesses, in cooperation with the
business sector and especially international donors, would be highly relevant for those who are not integrated into Kosovo’s institutions.

3)

The Serbian government should make legal adjustments and adopt special
government regulations for the retirement of MUP and CP staf, which are
not discriminatory in terms of limiting freedom of movement, pension inheritance or other criteria for retirement (such as age, years of service etc.)

4)

In order for the Agreement to be successfully implemented, integration of
MUP oicers and CP must be supported by political leaders in both communities, and accepted by the citizens of Serbia and Kosovo. Thus, both
governments must refrain from inlammatory and nationalistic rhetoric and
should provide citizens with accurate and objective information on the speciic stages of the implementation process.

5)

The process of dialogue between Belgrade and Prishtina should be participatory and include civil society and ordinary citizens from both communities in a dialogue on the normalization of relations. In addition, both
governments should include citizens’ concerns and perspective into future
decision-making.
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Judicial institutions in the area of northern Kosovo:
Integration of Serbian judiciary institutions in Kosovo and
impact that such process will have on the position of Serbs in
Kosovo
Milan Antonijević*
Abstract
Describing the small part dealing with judiciary of the First Agreement of Principles Governing the Normalization of Relations (Brussels Agreement) signed between authorities from Serbia and Kosovo in Brussels in 2013 under heavy inluence of EU diplomacy
is a starting point for this analysis. Presentation of further successes in talks between
Belgrade and Prishtina1 in 2015 is followed by description of impediments for its full
implementation under paragraph “Judiciary in Practice”. The work also comprises of
the current2 steps that both Serbia and Kosovo are undertaking, leaving population on
Northern Kosovo in legal vacuum, with impunity and low level of legal certainty and
without access to justice. Conclusion and recommendations given as a result of the research are putting an additional light on obligations of the two negotiating sides, giving
a new aspect of cooperation between the two judiciaries and institutions in Serbia and
Kosovo that could unblock the process and show good will on both sides.
Keywords: Kosovo-Serbia relations, parallel structures, integration, judiciary
1. Brussels agreement – irst baby steps
“I want to congratulate them for their determination over these months and for the
courage that they have”, Catherine Ashton said after the signature of the document
made by the Kosovo and Serbian prime ministers in April 20133. This was the beginning, if we undermine steps made in previous years, such as forming of the negotiating teams and many smaller steps that made this process possible.
∗

Director of Lawyers’ Committee for Human Rights, E-mail: m.antonijevic@yucom.org.rs

1

Often negotiation between Kosovo and Serbia are described as talks between Belgrade and Prishtina, as
two capitals, thus avoiding the mentioning the states.

2

April 2016

3

Statement by Catherine ASHTON, EU High Representative for Foreign Afairs and Security Policy, following
the Belgrade-Pristina Dialogue on 19 April 2013, in Brussels., accessed March 16, 2016, http://tvnewsroom.consilium.europa.eu/event/belgrade-pristina-dialogue/statement-by-eu-hr-ashton21
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What we could add to this sentence is that it was made after the First Agreement
of Principles Governing the Normalization of Relations (Brussels agreement)4, as one
of the irst and, for sure, major breakthrough in Belgrade - Prishtina talks5. Secondly,
this statement of Ms. Ashton was given in 2013 and to the months mentioned by the
head of EU diplomacy, we have to add those years of trials and errors in its implementation and broadening it to the more concrete steps.
The two Prime ministers, Ivica Dačić from Serbia and Hashim Thaçi from Kosovo,
together with their large teams put the last dot on the document regulating the initial
steps of normalization in Brussels. Following the signature by the prime ministers of
Serbia and Kosovo on April 19, 2013, the agreement was adopted at the session of the
Government of Serbia on April 22, 2013, while the Government of Kosovo adopted
it on May 26, 2013.
Beside other issues equally important to citizens, such as integration of police
units and Association of Serbian Municipalities, the initial Brussels agreement has two
points ‒ namely articles 10 and 11 ‒ out of 15 with speciic focus on the judiciary.
These points where negotiators have reached an agreement are as follows:
“10. The judicial authorities will be integrated and operate within the Kosovo legal
framework. The Appellate Court in Pristina will establish a panel composed of a majority of K/S6 judges to deal with all Kosovo Serb majority municipalities.
11. A division of this Appellate Court, composed both by administrative staf and judges will sit permanently in northern Mitrovica (Mitrovica District Court). Each panel of the
above division will be composed by a majority of K/S judges. Appropriate judges will sit
dependent on the nature of the case involved.”7
Last point of this agreement announced the establishment of the “implementation committee consisting of the two sides” (Kosovo and Serbian), “with the facilitation of the EU”.
On judiciary and justice issues, the Brussels Agreement (Article 10 and 11) and the
Implementation Plan call for dismantling of the Serbian parallel courts and prosecu4

Full agreement available at: http://kim.gov.rs/eng/p03.php

5

To get the full picture on the situation on Kosovo, one should bear on mind that since the end of the Kosovo conlict in the late 1999/2000, northern Kosovo has been beyond the Pristina government’s efective
control, while Serbia has continued to inance local security, judicial, health and educational institutions.
In that division of authorities, judiciary on northern Kosovo remained in limbo, deeply politicized and
inefective thus inluencing uncertainty of Serbian population. Judiciary was funded from Serbian budget,
thus sometimes not even having the courtrooms to act.

6

Term K/S used within the document stands for Kosovo Serbs

7

Full agreement available at: http://kim.gov.rs/eng/p03.php
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torial oices and integration of Serb judicial staf into the Kosovo judiciary institutions.
Furthermore, it stipulates usage of legal provisions from Kosovo laws and regulations.
In accordance with the detailed implementation plan agreed between parties (enshrined in the EU conclusions of 31 May 2013), the deadline for dismantling and integration in the area of justice was 1 September 2013.
In order to present the situation on the ground, when it comes to the implementation
of these provisions, we are presenting the oicial document produced by the Government of Kosovo:
“To date, there has been limited progress in implementation. For the most part, implementation has progressed in terms of plans for integration and dismantling rather
than in practice. Practical implementation has taken place with regard to the stay of
new cases, given that Serbian parallel courts in Kosovo are no longer accepting new
criminal cases and as of 1 September, they stopped adjudicating those cases. However, parallel court and prosecutorial oices are not yet closed and salary payments
have not yet been terminated by Serbia”8.

Integration of Serb judicial staf in the Kosovo judicial institutions has not yet
commenced, while this process is closely related to the detailed agreement on both
substantial and technical issues, such as the structure of the courts, premises and
required number of the judicial staf to be integrated. “Critical progress has been
made on the issue of the structure of courts, with Brussels Agreement stating that
the Kosovo Judiciary will continue to operate as an integrated judiciary with one
Supreme Court, one Appellate Court, one Basic Court and one Basic Prosecution
Oice for the Mitrovica region. The ethnic logic of courts that Serbia is advocating
has hampered further progress.”9
The Brussels Agreement reached in 2013 had its limits. It did set concrete deadlines for some of the steps, but it is not giving any ground for actions if measures
from the agreement are not implemented. The integration of Serbian judiciary of
northern Kosovo into Kosovo judicial system needed more concrete and deined actions, and therefore additional pressure was exercised by the EU oicials to reach the
agreement on speciic issues of judiciary, operationalizing the points from the initial
document of Brussels Agreement.
8

Government of Kosovo, State of Play in Implementation of the Brussels Agreements (Prishtina: Government of
Kosovo, January 16, 2014), 12, accessed February 16, 2016, http://www.kryeministri-ks.net/repository/docs/
Kosovo_Report_on_implementation_state_of_play_of_the_Brussels_Agreements_160114-signed.pdf

9

Ibid, 12.
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2. Agreement on judiciary – step two
More concrete and implementable provisions on the judiciary of Kosovo covering
parts of the territory populated by Serbs were set in the agreement reached on judiciary on February 2015 after a long preparatory process and hard negotiations.
Perceptions on the agreement reached are important in order to understand differences and future impediments. Statements of the current politicians in Kosovo and
Serbia left space for diferent interpretations of the agreement and were targeting
mainly their domestic audiences. Serbian Prime Minister Aleksandar Vucic said that
“the parity of Serb and Albanian judges in southern (Kosovska) Mitrovica was 14:11 in
favor of Albanians”10 while the president of the court in the northern part of the town
would be a Serb, “and that is a better solution than what is given in the ethnic structure
of the Mitrovica region.”11 Vucic added that the court would have an equal number of
Serb and Albanian prosecutors, “that is, nine each.”12 He announced that the Kosovska
Mitrovica court will have branches in Zubin Potok and Leposavic, “on which the Serbian
side insisted.”13 Similar statements, more towards the prevalence of Kosovo interests
were made by Kosovo authorities, leaving the citizens in a limbo.
In order to go deeper into the details of the agreement, one should consult the
whole document analysing the main points, their clarity and possibility for their fast
implementation.
Points of the agreement reached in 2015 are as follows:

•

•

There will be one Basic court and one basic prosecution oice for the Mitrovica region, which includes the four northern municipalities and the predominantly Albanian and more populous Skenderaj and Vushtrn. The one
Basic court will have two premises14 (North and South Mitrovica) and four
branches of the court: Zubin Potok, Leposavic, Skenderaj and Vushtrn.
The court premises in South Mitrovica will have the department for minors
for the entire region. It will adjudicate civil matters, uncontested claims, and
minor ofences for Mitrovica north and south and Zvecan.

10 Tanjug, “Agreement on judiciary reached in Brussels,” B92, February 10, 2015, accessed on March 11, 2016,
http://www.b92.net/eng/news/politics.php?yyyy=2015&mm=02&dd=10&nav_id=93130
11 Ibid.
12 Ibid.
13 Ibid.
14 Oicial translation uses the term – premises, although the sense, according to the author should be ofices or separate premises.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

The president of the court will be a Kosovo Serb from northern Kosovo.
The chief prosecutor will be a Kosovo Albanian, with oices in the Mitrovica
North Administrative Oice in the Bosniak Mahala.
Allocation of cases to prosecutors is based on expertise, specialization, and personal background knowledge. (This seems set to assure both parties that their
cases will most likely be prosecuted by members of the same ethnic group.)
The basic court will have 14 Albanian and 10 Serb judges in the building located in Southern Mitrovica, and 14 Serb and 10 Albanian judges in the North
Mitrovica premises.
The prosecutor’s oice will have 9 Serbs and 9 Albanians with 24 support staf each.
There will be 79 Serb and 79 Albanian support staf to the basic courts, though
the branches in Zubin Potok and Leposavic will each have seven Serb staf.
The court in North Mitrovica will have an appeals division with ive Kosovo
Serb judges and two Kosovo Albanian judges. It will also house the serious
crimes division for the entire region, which will be composed of four Kosovo Serb judges and four Kosovo Albanian judges. It will also adjudicate over
criminal ofences for Mitrovica north and south and Zvecan. A Kosovo Serb
will be appointed vice president of the court of appeals in Prishtina.

Agreement reached in February 2015 still leaves certain details opened, such as
the location of the chief prosecutor’s oice, the ethnicity of the court clerks and the
number and ethnicities of support and administrative staf.
Some of the research conducted by NGOs put a light on implementation of the agreement, as well as points that will be an impediment for further integration of Serb judges
and prosecutors to the system. In that sense, we could consult BIRODI report that stipulates:
“According to the respondents’ opinion, the post-Brussels period is featured by a decrease
in rule of law which is relected by the incomplete process of establishment of courts according
to the Kosovo system in Serb municipalities, as well as a decreased scope of work of courts in
the North. Respondents from the ranks of attorneys have highlighted the problem of criteria for
electing judges in the newly-established courts according to the Kosovo system, as well as the
undereducated court staf and judges, violation of presumption of innocence in many cases,
treatment of detainees and violation of procedures and norms pertaining to protection of detainees’ rights, and procedural laws in civil and criminal procedures.“15
15 Zoran Gavrilović and Pavle Dimitrijević, Report on the Implementation of the Brussels Agreement (by
the Republic of Serbia)Period June – December 2014 (Belgrade: BIRODI), 12, accessed March 8, 2016,
http://www.birodi.rs/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Report-on-Implementation-of-the-Brussels-Agreement-ENG-summary-BIRODI.pdf
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3. Judiciary in practice
Serbian judicial institutions in northern part of Kosovo were more or less shut down
in mid-2013, in accordance with the Brussels agreement. They are still partially operational and handle only minor civil cases like divorce and dissolution of property and
parental issues. On the other side, when it comes to criminal charges and trials EULEX
is in place to deal with these activities, though its mandate is set to end in June 2016.
Additional problem is that it only conducts high proile cases for war crimes, organized
crime, or high corruption cases, thus leaving large areas of criminal acts uncovered.
The situation described in the research conducted by BIRODI relects the complexity of the judicial challenges that Kosovo judiciary is facing.

•
•
•

•

“Citizens of Northern Kosovo are using the court of the Republic of Serbia for certiication of contracts, transcripts and other documents of importance for everyday life;
Citizens of Northern Kosovo are using the Kosovo Mitrovica Court (relocated to
Vucitrn) when it comes to traic violations and other kinds of misdemeanours,
as well as trials for certain types of criminal ofenses;
Citizens of Northern Kosovo are unfamiliar with how to fulil/protect their rights,
which particularly pertains to the Kosovo Mitrovica Court in Vucitrn (unavailability of information in Serbian language; security-related aspects of movement;
extremely subpar working conditions and insuicient number of judges and
staf; piled-up cases and unfair trials; and especially the treatment of detainees);
Citizens of Northern Kosovo have no trust in the existing court instances and
expect the solving of this issue through further Brussels negotiations to bring
about an improvement of the situation.”16

Description from this report in 2014, still stands in 2016, thus giving us the reason to
open the discussion of access to justice of Serbian population on Kosovo and impunity.
Initial call for submitting candidacies for judges and prosecutors on Kosovo, according to the agreement on judiciary was published by the Kosovo Ministry of Justice on 25th of March 201517. Conditions were set by the Judicial Council of Kosovo
and the Prosecutorial Council of Kosovo, while the inal decision is in the hands of EU
mission to Kosovo – EULEX.

16 Ibid, 13.
17 Tanjug, “Kući: U sredu konkurs za srpske sudije na severu Kosova i Metohije,” Novosti, March 21, 2015,
accessed March 12, 2016,
http://www.novosti.rs/vesti/naslovna/drustvo/aktuelno.290.html:539608-Kuci-U-sredu-konkurs-zasrpske-sudije-na-severu-Kosova-i-Metohije
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According to the statement of the President of the Judicial Council of Kosovo
Enver Peci18 after the deadline set in the call, 84 judges and prosecutors from the
national minorities sent their applications. Out of that number, 58 were judges from
the Serbian judicial system operating on Kosovo, as well as 12 prosecutors from the
same system. Besides that, some of the candidates were not previously in the parallel
judicial structures.
In order to make comparison between what is agreed and what is implemented, we
could single out several details, as well as the progress made during the writing of this report:
•

The agreement envisions the integration of judges, prosecutors and administrative staf in the judicial system in Prishtina. In accordance with the Agreement,
it was agreed that members of the Serbian community will have 48 positions
for judges (29 in North Kosovo and 19 in the South), 15 places for prosecutors
(9 North Kosovo and 6 in the South) and 118 places for administrative staf (94
in the courts and 24 in prosecutors’ oices). On the other hand, the Republic of
Serbia took the obligation to terminate the funding after the end of the integration
process. This process will be done through adopting appropriate legislation in
the Serbian Parliament that would regulate the termination of funding of judges,
prosecutors and other staf integrated into Kosovo judicial system.

•

In addition, the Agreement determines that both parties provide certain facilities
adapted for the needs of courts and prosecutors’ oices19.

•

After reaching agreement, Serbian side was not satisied with the agreed number
of administrative personnel that will be integrated, because a much larger number of people was involved in the courts and prosecution oices in Kosovo, while
they were under Serbian Ministry of Justice (26720).

•

For this reason, Serbia raised this problem in order to increase the number of
administrative staf that will be integrated, and the remaining staf to go to retirement. Following this complaint, it was agreed that the total number of administrative staf to be integrated into Kosovo judicial system mounts to 149 (115 in the
courts and 34 in prosecutors’ oices), with the provision that this number does
not include court associates (13) which will be able to apply for posts of prosecutors and judges.

18 Blic, “Kosovo: 84 candidates for judges and prosecutors coming from minorities,”Blic, May 26, 2015.
19 Within the jurisdiction of Belgrade is the adaptation of buildings in North Mitrovica and Leposavic , while
under the jurisdiction of Prishtina is renovation of buildings in South Mitrovica, Zubin Potok , Novo Brdo
and Gračanica.
20 According to the Oice for Kosovo and Metohija, Serbian Government
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•

It was agreed that the implementation of the Agreement will commence in March
2015, and the whole process of integration and adaptation of buildings for courts
and prosecutors’ oices will be completed by September 1, 2015. However, these
deadlines were not met, because of the numerous problems, primarily because
of Prishtina delaying the implementation of the Agreement and internal problems,
such as strong opposition to the process and protests on the streets of Prishtina.

•

Prishtina in March 2015 announced a competition for the positions of judges and
prosecutors as described above. The competition ended with the selection of 34
candidates for judges and 9 candidates for prosecutors. Although the process
was completed in July 2015, the candidates who passed the competition have
not yet been assigned to their posts by the date of the writing of this article21.

•

If one reads the agreement on judiciary between Kosovo and Serbia, it becomes
clear that upon completion of the competition certain positions remained uncovered by new judges and prosecutors. More precisely 14 positions for judges and
6 prosecutors. The main obstacle to the successful implementation of the competition was the insuicient number of applicants, as well as certain conditions of
employment, which were set in the call for candidates.

•

In order to ill in all the positions reserved for Serbs, the Serbian side insisted that
the qualiied staf that did not meet other criteria to be also allowed to apply for
positions of judges and prosecutors and to that end to re-announce the call for
candidates.

•

When it comes to the administrative staf, vacancies have not been published yet
and it delays the whole process of forming an efective court system in northern
Kosovo. The main obstacle in this regard was the question of managerial positions in the courts and prosecutors’ oices, as there is no clear agreement on
who will be posted to the position of the Court Secretary, Deputy Secretary and
Head of the court clerk’s oice. This question was solved in November, when the
two sides inally reached the agreement on the issue of management positions.
The Serbian side accepted that Albanians should take the corresponding position
of the Secretary and the Chief Clerk of the court in the South and Serbs to get the
positions of deputy secretary and chief administrative oice in the North, but with
the condition that there are repeated competition for judges and prosecutors, in
order to ill the vacancies and to enable professional associates to apply for these
positions.

•

Then, in late November Prishtina presented a draft of the competition for the administrative staf, as well as the repeated competition for judges and prosecutors.

21 March 15, 2016
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•

The Serbian side had a number of objections to the draft of the competition.
The most important objections of the Serbian side are the requirement that all
candidates should have guaranteed employment for indeinite period of time
and that, as a condition for the candidates for judges and prosecutors, Kosovo
authorities should not require the Kosovo citizenship and a law degree and bar
examination should be recognized by the Kosovo institutions. In addition to
these demands, objections were also to the distribution of administrative posts
within courts and prosecutor’s oices in the South, as well as the conditions that
are required for some of these jobs.

•

Representatives of the EU have sent the new text on the competition for judges,
prosecutors and administrative staf to the Serbian authorities on March 2, 2016,
although all issues and disputes had been already solved earlier, nearly three
months before that date.

•

Given that the main demand of Serbian authorities have not been solved in the
new draft of the competition (dated on March 2, 2016), the authorities delivered their remarks. Repeated requests were concerning the employment for an
indeinite period and requirement of Kosovo citizenship for some of the posts.
Remarks were also highlighting new issues, which, although of lesser importance are important for the integration process.

•

If the agreement is reached on the inal texts, it is expected that Prishtina advertises all agreed jobs as soon as possible and thus the implementation of the
Agreement continues, which has been stagnating for a long time.

Aside of the slow pace of implementation of the agreement, we could anticipate future problems that will arise when the court system starts functioning. This
anticipation will be visible in few directions. On irst place, the backlog of cases
that is visible on the whole territory of Kosovo is especially visible in the northern
part. Some of the statements of CSO activists monitoring judiciary could be seen
as an early warning on the problems arising: “When the police conduct a criminal
investigation, the evidence is taken to Vushtrri/Vucitrn and kept there, pending until
the court becomes fully functional. It is estimated that some 500 suspects from
northern Kosovo - very roughly one percent of its population - will be taken in for
questioning as soon as the prosecution becomes operational”. 22 As a result of this
policy in the northern part of Kosovo we have nearly full impunity for criminal acts.
Additionally, starting from January 2012, the Government of Kosovo had
reached the decision to ban attorneys who are members of the Bar Association
22 BIRN Kosovo, Internews Kosova and Advocacy Center for Democratic Culture, Big Deal Report: Split Asunder. Prishtina: BIRN Kosovo, Internews Kosova and Advocacy Center for Democratic Culture, December
2015, 49, accessed March 9, 2016, http://birn.eu.com/en/ile/show/ENG-publikim-BIGDEAL-3-FINAL.pdf.
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of Serbia from representation and accessing courts on the territory of Kosovo. As
a result, only a few attorneys from the Serb national community, registered in the
Kosovo Bar Association, were able to continue representing citizens and parties
before the Kosovo court system.
Also, Kosovo Judiciary Integrated System – the electronic database of all
court cases – still exists only in Albanian language, so judges that have no knowledge of Albanian language cannot utilize it. This makes the job for future Serbian
judges and prosecutors harder, with additional diiculty of usage of Kosovo laws
and regulations that are translated in Serbian with quite poor and not trustworthy
quality.

4. New perspective to the relations between Serbia and Kosovo
New events and radicalization of parts of the political scene in Prishtina, with strong
opposition to the implementation of the Brussels Agreement23, leave a narrow area
for positive and successful implementation of the points agreed on. Implementation
asks for more focused and strong steps from both sides, as well as strong actions by
the EU as the facilitator of the dialogue.
Conclusions and recommendations
Firstly, a thing that an author writing on the implementation of the Brussels agreement related to judiciary has to bear in mind is that there is very limited research
conducted, as well as limited data available. Thus, the facts and conclusions to a large
extent rely on the perceptions of the interviewed and the researcher.
In the line with the Brussels Agreement and notion that further funding of parallel institutions in Kosovo by Serbian government24 will not be permissible, judiciary
is one of the key elements that will make the normalization process efective and
visible. Visibility is needed not only for the international community that oversee the
process, but also much more to the citizens living in northern Kosovo.
In that line, further steps are needed, concrete ones, with full support both from
Belgrade and Prishtina.

23 With radical incidents from March 2016 where Serbian trucks were rolled from the road on Kosovo, and
teargas in the Kosovo Parliament.
24 For more details on Serbian budgetary spending on Kosovo parallel institutions you may con-

sult the portal: http://kolikokostakosovo.info
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Beside the cooperation of relevant ministries and judicial and prosecutorial bodies, cooperation that could have positive efect on the process of integration of Serb
judicial institution is the one between the Judicial Academy of Serbia and the Kosovo
Judicial Institute25, with special focus on training of judges.
In addition, translation of Kosovo laws and regulations to Serbian has to be improved, making the ground for legal certainty and equality.
Between legally binding documents and politics lies the solution to the judicial
institution in the northern parts of Kosovo populated by ethnic Serbs. The EU has a
strong voice, however so far there is no solution found for the slow pace of implementation of the agreed points.
Concluding, the paper on judiciary in Kosovo leaves a reader puzzled by all measures that are still not implemented. This leaves the space for a legal vacuum and
strongly questions citizens’ access to justice and right to a fair trial, as well as a trial in
reasonable time, as a highly respected standard in European Court of Human Rights.
After solving these issues, election of all judges and prosecutors in the North,
as well as providing them with adequate assets and condition for their work, focus
should be transferred to the independence of judiciary as high standard requirement.
As stated previously, only full implementation of the agreement on judiciary could
visibly improve current legal uncertainty of Serbian population in the northern part of
Kosovo, thus guiding the society toward rule of law.

25 See: https://igjk.rks-gov.net/en/home
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Impact of the High Level Dialogue for the normalisation of
relations between Belgrade and Prishtina on the economy of
Kosovo
Lucia Klapáčová

Abstract
The provided analysis is looking at the issue of economic impact of the chosen
agreements reached within the High Level Dialogue for the normalisation of relations between Belgrade and Prishtina on the economy of Kosovo as well as on the
inhabitants of Kosovo including the Serbian community, both in the South and in the
North from the Ibar/Ibёr River. The analysis also argues that there have been some
positive economic and inancial efects in the area of free trade, free movement, Integrated Border/Boundary Management (hereafter: IBM) or customs. However, the
dialogue also impacted the economy of Kosovo negatively as it so far has been failing to provide real political normalization of relations between Serbia and Kosovo,
thus creating obstacles to true economic development and investment.
Keywords: dialogue, trade, economic relations, Serbia and Kosovo

1. Introduction
Economy and politics are interlinked categories. In a well-operating state one cannot
fully function without another.
The aim of this analysis is to explore the economic potential of political agreements closed between representatives of Prishtina and Belgrade during the rounds of
the so called High Level Dialogue for the normalisation of relations between Belgrade
and Prishtina1 in years from 2011 to 2016.
Even the least probable political decisions may – and usually have - economic
and inancial consequences. This analysis does not aspire to provide for an in-depth
thorough look at all economic consequences of the Brussels Agreements – for the
lack of the space, lack of data and lack of time span necessary for evaluation of impacts of the agreements – at least those parts of them, which were implemented. All
those remain to be seen. This study is rather focusing on evaluating certain trends of
tangible impact of the agreements on everyday life of Kosovo citizens.
1
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From methodological point of view, this study uses primary sources such as direct
interviews and primary documents (agreements and statements), secondary sources
(analyses, political programs, reports and media outcomes) as well as direct ield experience of the author.

2. Background of the dialogue
The so called High Level Dialogue for the normalisation of relations between Belgrade and Prishtina started in 2011, following the adoption of the UN General Assembly Resolution 64/298.The oicial aim of the dialogue is to “promote cooperation between the two sides, help them achieve progress on the path to Europe and improve
the lives of the people”2.
Up to time when this analysis was written, there had been up to two dozen rounds
of talks, with the last one taking place in Brussels on January 27th, 20163. Amidst the
extensive protests taking place in Kosovo against some of the results of the dialogue,
most notably the agreement on the Association of Serbian majority municipalities in
Kosovo, the post-negotiation statement of the EU High Representative for Foreign
Afairs and Security Policy/Vice-President of the European Commission, Federica
Mogherini declares that “The talks were held in a very good atmosphere”, and that
“I want to thank the Prime Ministers of Serbia and Kosovo for their continued commitment to further normalise their relations within the framework of the Dialogue”4.
The talks themselves proved to be diicult, with some issues being negotiated for
several years. Yet, the most problematic and most criticized part of the whole process was the implementation, which mostly did not follow the agreements. Basis for
non-implementability of some of the agreements lay in the foundation of the talks
2

EU facilitated dialogue for the normalisation of relations between Belgrade and Pristina, European External Action Service, accessed February 25, 2016, http://www.eeas.europa.eu/dialogue-pristina-belgrade/
index_en.htm.

3

As the result of talks held between March 2011 and January 2016, 14 “Agreements of the Technical Dialogue” between Belgrade and Prishtina were concluded, as well as several other so called “Agreements
of Dialogue of Normalization”. The documents are of diferent categories. Some have nature of “agreements”, some are rather “conclusions” from the talk held. Some are more elaborated than the others. With
some exceptions, agreements usually do not contain any signature of parties involved. Some conclusions
contain also simple implementation plan, but often also not. The plan is in some cases worked out by the
consequent working group (author).

4

Statement by High Representative/Vice-President Federica Mogherini following the meeting of the EU-facilitated dialogue(Brussels, 27/01/2016, 160127_02_en STATEMENT), accessed February 16, 2016, http://
www.eeas.europa.eu/statements-eeas/2016/160127_02_en.htm
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themselves: as the principle of “constructive ambiguity”5 was applied, both parties
– Kosovo and Serbia – were supposed to have a space for rather free interpretation
of the agreements for their domestic audience and voters, thus allowing them to
keep support for the dialogue. Result was that the same agreement was interpreted
very diferently in Serbia, and diferently in Kosovo.6 The problems occurred in the
moment when passing the legislation was necessary, mostly on the side of Kosovo,
as at that moment it was not suicient to vocally interpret the agreement, but a
particular step was supposed to be taken. In case of Kosovo, for implementation
of some agreements, in particularly on the Association of Serbian municipalities,
constitutional change seemed to be necessary as some points of the agreement
were declared as not in accordance with the constitution of Kosovo by the Kosovo
Constitutional Court7. As Belgrade’s Liaison Oicer to Prishtina conirmed, some
of the agreements were not implementable at all, and that was obvious from the
very beginning of the talks (e.g. in the area of telecommunication or energy). Talks
continued despite of both sides being aware of this fact.
In September 2012, year and half after the start of the dialogue, D4D Institute from
Kosovo provided a report called “The Future of Interaction between Prishtina and
Belgrade”. In the report, they evaluated the implementation of the agreements from
the irst nine rounds of the dialogue. They identiied the results of the talks as “fully
agreed and partially implemented” and “disputable interpretation and largely unimplemented”8. Into the irst group or category the authors put free trade, university
diplomas and cadastre. Into the second group they put freedom of movement, IBM,
civil registry and regional representation and participation.9 Authors say that “Despite
5

This term generally credited to Henry Kissinger, introduced as the principle by the EEAS diplomats in
charge of the dialogue, on which talks between Belgrade and Prishtina are held and which allows each
side to interpret conclusions for domestic use as they wish. In: Dušan Reljić, “EU Facilitated Dialogue:
Another exercise in constructive ambiguity,” CEPS Commentary, August 2015, Belgrade, accessed February 16, 2016, https://www.ceps.eu/system/iles/CEPS%20Commentary%20Dusan%20Reljic%20EU%20
Facilitated%20Dialogue.pdf

6

For all see e.g. Agreement on Association of Serbian Communities, where Serbian version uses word
„community“, whereas Kosovo uses version „association“, both words having very diferent meaning and
diferent possible connotations and impact. For more see e.g. Reljić, “EU Facilitated Dialogue: Another
exercise in constructive ambiguity”

7

BIRN, “Kosovo Court Approves Serbian Municipal Association,” Balkan Insight, December 24, 2015, accessed February 18, 2016, http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/kosovo-constitutional-court-approves-the-association-agreement-with-serbia-12-24-2015.

8

Leon Malazogu and Florian Bieber, “The Future of Interaction between Prishtina and Belgrade,” Conidence Building Measures in Kosovo, No. 3 (Prishtina: Democracy for Development and Project on Ethnic
Relations – Kosovo, September 2012), 11-12.

9

Ibid, 11-23.
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of its laws, the dialogue was the most successful mediation between Prishtina and
Belgrade in two decades. All previous attempts had not led to outcomes that were
accepted by both sides”10. The report, however, also stated that “Talks have not been
an unconditional success. Attempts to implement the agreements highlighted different interpretations of the two sides. Contrary to expectations, the dialogue so far
may have damaged conidence building. Almost every meeting was followed by the
escalation of rhetoric and tension on the ground”11.
Three years later, in 2015, these sentences seem to be still true. Some of the
conclusions of the dialogue rounds have been implemented, often with diiculties.
Some of the conclusions that were agreed still back in 2011 and which the report put
in the irst, more favourable category, have not been implemented yet, for example
the recognition of university diplomas or cadastre, but also free trade. Yet, what held
to be true, is the resentment on the ground, mostly in Kosovo, against the outcomes
of the talks, which led even to violence in the street and parliament of Kosovo.

3. The Agreements - Evaluation of the Implementation by the Kosovo Government
The latest report of Kosovo Government provided to the European Union on the state
of play of the implementation of Brussels Agreements from November 2015states
that agreements between Belgrade and Prishtina facilitated by Brussels can be channelled into three clusters. First are the agreements on bilateral cooperation between
the two states – those agreements are more of practical and economic impact, such
as the agreements on regional cooperation, IBM, freedom of movement. Second are
the agreements on normalization of situation in northern Kosovo, and third are the
agreements on war reparations.
Kosovo evaluation report says that agreements belonging to the irst and third
groups have been marking much better progress than those ones belonging to the
second cluster. According to the report, mostly the agreements from the second
group “have been typical in not marking the real progress”12. Report attributes blame
for that mostly to the Serbian side, claiming that Serbia either fails to implement
them, or delays or violates the agreements. The most notably those are the agreements concerning Kosovo North, but not exclusively.
10 Ibid, 7.
11 Ibid, 8.
12 Ministry for Dialogue of the Government of Kosovo, Brussels Agreements Implementation State of Play: a
brief report on progress and challenges (Ministry for Dialogue of the Government of Kosovo, November
25, 2015), 2, accessed February 16, 2016,www.kryeministri-ks.net/repository/docs/KOSOVO_BRIEF_REPORT_ON_BRUSSELS_AGREEMENTS_STATE_OF_PLAY_251115.pdf
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4. Agreements with impact on the economy of Kosovo
For the purposes of this study the author decided to focus more on the agreements
with direct or indirect economic impact, and then to compare the data in the given
areas, to see if any tangible change has been reached since the dialogue has started.
Those areas would be: 1. freedom of movement; 2. free trade; 3. IBM and customs; 4.
regional cooperation and cooperation with EU (Stabilization and Association Agreement); 5. technical issues (Telecom, Energy).
1.1. Freedom of movement
Freedom of movement was one of the irst negotiated issues. Conclusions from July
2nd, 2011 state besides others that residents of Kosovo and Serbia should be able
to travel freely to one another, for which an ID card system should be established;
the parties will work on the settlement of the questions of car insurance, the use of
driving licenses and car plates13. The agreement came to force in December 201114.
The Kosovo government repeatedly reported that the implementation in this area
was “fairly well”15. However, in its report published in November 2015 it blames Serbia for not allowing third country nationals’ entry into Serbia from Kosovo; for not
removing the need for entry/exit documents, which continue to be a burden to the
freedom of movement; as well as for blocking the border crossings from political
reasons sometimes. The report further expresses complaints against Serbia for not
implementing the agreement on license plates (as the illegal license plates are still in
use in northern part of Kosovo), namely for applying discriminatory measures on RKS
registration plates (by altering them with probation plates) while refusing reciprocity
by Kosovo side. Regarding car plates, the transition to Kosovo plates was supposed
to take place since 2015. The report declares that most of the Serbs in southern parts
did replace their plates, whereas Serbs in the North did not do so based on the instruction from Serbia16. In case Serbia does not implement agreements in this area,
13 Agreed Conclusions 2 July 2011 – Freedom of movement, website of Prime Minister’s Oice, Kosovo Government, accessed February 20, 2016,http://www.kryeministri-ks.net/repository/docs/agreement_0210_freedom.pdf
14 BIRN, “Kosovo, Serbia Freedom of Movement Deal in Force,” Balkan Insight, December 26, 2011, accessed January 21, 2016, http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/kosovo-serbia-freedom-of-movement-deal-in-force
15 Government of Kosovo, State of Play in Implementation of the Brussels Agreements (Prishtina: Government of Kosovo, January 16, 2014), accessed January 21, 2016, http://www.kryeministri-ks.
net/repository/docs/Kosovo_Report_on_implementation_state_of_play_of_the_Brussels_Agreements_160114-signed.pdf
16 Ministry for Dialogue of the Government of Kosovo, Brussels Agreements Implementation State of Play,
November 2015
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Kosovo declares its readiness to establish reciprocal measures. So for example if
Serbia continues to apply need for “proba” RKS plates, Kosovo will start to require
the same from the RS cars entering Kosovo. Thus free movement would not be
facilitated, but in the opposite, hindered17. Remaining issues to be addressed by
Kosovo administration are the unregistered cars issue as well as removal of the
illegal plates (KM, GL, PR etc.) from the traic18.
In the area of economic impact, data on how many people started to move from
Kosovo to Serbia and back were not available for this analysis, so the comparison
cannot be made. The sole fact that citizens of Kosovo were granted the right to enter
Serbia using their IDs is beneicial for developing both personal and commercial ties.
However, it is still doubtful how many would actually use this opportunity, unless real
normalization of relations between the countries would take place. Kosovo Albanian
businessmen still do not consider Serbia as a safe country to travel for business meetings, even if they are directly invited19.
Regarding car registration, the number of cars registered in Kosovo has been gradually increasing since 201120, however there are no data available on how many of
those cars belong to Kosovo Serbs, and thus it is diicult to assess the impact of this
measurement on normalization of the relations between Serbs in the North and the
rest of Kosovo. Increased number of registered cars owned by Kosovo Serbs could be
perceived as the act of accepting Kosovo rules and normalization of relations. It would
allow more of Kosovo Serbs from North to travel Kosovo south of Ibar/Ibёr River for
economic, cultural or educational activities, but that is rather speculation now as
proper data are currently not available.
17 Based on the Brussels agreement, Kosovo oicials claim that Serbia had agreed to grant entry to vehicles
from Kosovo with license plates labelled with “RKS”, meaning Republic of Kosovo. But Serbian oicials insisted
that allowing in RKS license plates potentially meant recognition of Kosovo’s independence, proclaimed in 2008,
which Serbia resists. Until now, the problem has been resolved by owners of cars with RKS license plates obtaining
temporary plates at border crossings with Serbia, which allow them to drive in Serbia. The other obstacle to the
implementation of the agreement is the status of former Yugoslav license plates which carry Kosovo city initials,
“KM” for KosovskaMitrovica, for example. The Kosovo government said it interpreted the vehicle agreement as
meaning that such plates were prohibited on its territory, and announced it would seize any vehicles which have
them. Serbian oicials said this was unacceptable for Kosovo Serbs and was never agreed as part of the deal. In:
BIRN, “Kosovo-Serbia Car Insurance Deal Starts”, Balkan Insight, August 12, 2015, accessed March 1, 2016, http://
www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/kosovo-serbia-cross-border-car-agreement-starts-today-08-11-2015.
18 Ministry for Dialogue of the Government of Kosovo, Brussels Agreements Implementation State of Play,
November 2015.
19 Lucia Klapacova and EliskaSlavikova, “Integrating Kosovo Through Trade Cooperation,” MESA10, 2014.
Unpublished analysis as part of the project of US Embassy to Slovakia N.SLO10013GR081.
20 Kosovo Agency of Statistics, Transport and telecommunications statisticsQ4 – 2015, accessed February
12, 2016, http://ask.rks-gov.net/ENG/transport/publications
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Where the success was reached, is the application of the insurance for cars. The
deal was signed and entered into force in August 2015, and it cut the insurance costs
for drivers approximately by half, thus making travel between Kosovo and Serbia
cheaper. The deal means that drivers with Serbian license plates in Kosovo will only
need an insurance policy that applies in Serbia, while drivers of vehicles registered in
Kosovo will be able to cross into Serbia with third-party liability insurance. Previously, drivers of vehicles registered in Kosovo had to pay around 120 EUR upon entry
to Serbia - plus a daily fee of ive euros for a 15-day stay that included the use of
temporary license plates. Drivers of cars registered in Serbia meanwhile paid 20 EUR
for a week of driving in Kosovo21, still making it more expensive for Kosovo drivers
to Serbia, however. This measure had a direct economic impact on the price of the
insurance for the cars lowering by 50% of the previous amount.
1.2. Free trade
Free trade falls under two other categories of the agreements. One part is connected to
agreements about customs, in particularly about the use of the custom stamp that mostly
afects bilateral trade between Kosovo and Serbia. These agreements are also part of the
agreements on Integrated Border/Boundary Management (IBM). Another aspect of the
agreements about free trade falls under the agreements about the regional cooperation.
Most of the Kosovo free trade has been taking place based on two key agreements. One was the “Framework Agreement” signed between the EU and the
European Investment Bank22. This agreement among other things created the
possibility of duty free export from Kosovo to EU member countries. However,
this has not been used much due to the limited production capacity of Kosovo. The Framework Agreement was replaced by the Stabilization and Association Agreement, which Kosovo Parliament ratiied on November 2nd, 2015, and
which regulates trade relations between the EU and Kosovo now. Another, even
more crucial free trade framework for Kosovo is the Central European Free Trade
Agreement (hereafter: CEFTA), of which Kosovo became part in 2007. With some
exceptions for some goods, membership of Kosovo in CEFTA meant that Kosovo
could export and import products to and from the other CEFTA countries duty-free23, although Kosovo faced sporadic limitations from some of them for po21 BIRN, ”Kosovo-Serbia Car Insurance Deal Starts,” Balkan Insight, August 12, 2015, accessed March 1,
2016, http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/kosovo-serbia-cross-border-car-agreement-starts-today-08-11-2015
22 For more: European Commission, “European Investment Bank and Kosovo* sign Framework Agreement,“
Press Release, June 7, 2013,accessed April 30, 2014, http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-13-518_
en.htm,
23 Other CEFTA signature countries are: Serbia, Albania, Macedonia, Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
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litical (non-recognition) or practical (lack of suicient own production) reasons.
Before the declaration of independence, UNMIK was a signatory of CEFTA on behalf of Kosovo. Kosovo goods used “UNMIK Customs” stamp. After the declaration
of independence, Kosovo started to use “Kosovo Customs” stamp, which however
was not recognized by Serbia, although Serbia remained a key trade partner for
Kosovo. This question was on the agenda of the dialogue, however no success
was achieved until July 2011 when Kosovo declared that it intended to implement
reciprocal measures towards goods from Serbia24. A deal was inally reached in
September 2011 that enabled free trade between Kosovo and Serbia again. With
this agreement, a three year embargo by Serbia of Kosovo goods was removed25.
This particular agreement has probably the most signiicant economic impact
on Kosovo – or rather on both Kosovo and Serbia, with Serbia having more to lose
in the absence of this agreement, as the following data will show.
The most important trading partners of Kosovo are the members of CEFTA
(35.4% for export and 24.6% for import in January 2016), and the EU (20.0%) for
export and (43.0%) for import comparing with the same period26.
Regarding the EU, as Table 1 shows, trade between Kosovo and the EU has
been gradually increasing since 2006. The balance is negative for Kosovo, as substantially more goods were imported from the EU to Kosovo than vice-versa.
Import from Kosovo to the EU increased visibly in 2010, as in 2009 it amounted to
71,273,682EUR and in 2010 it reached already 131,810, 852 EUR. There was a fear
that the removal of UNMIK custom stamp may hinder the trade with the countries, which did not recognize Kosovo and are not part of the CEFTA27, or/and are
not part of the EU agreement. This fear, however, proved not to be substantiated, as the trade with the EU including non-recognizing member states is constantly
growing.

Moldova and Kosovo. In: www.cefta.org, web page accessed on June 2014
24 Malazogu and Bieber, “The Future of Interaction between Prishtina and Belgrade,” 12.
25 “Since the beginning the agreement was implemented fully only at four border crossings between two
states, because of the existence of roadblocks preventing the low of goods at two of the other border crossings, located on the northern border between Kosovo and Serbia (gates 1 and 31). Free trade
gradually normalized at these two border crossings thanks to the IBM agreement and the Agreement on
customs revenue collection that started on 14 December 2013”. In: Government of Kosovo, State of Play
in Implementation of the Brussels Agreements, January 2014
26 Kosovo Statistical Oice 2015.
27 Malazogu and Bieber, “The Future of Interaction between Prishtina and Belgrade,” 13.
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Table 1: Kosovo: Trade Balance with EU Countries
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However, when we break down these numbers to countries, it is visible that in
terms of import to Kosovo, Serbia remains the key trading partner for Kosovo, before
Germany, Turkey, Italy and China (Table 2.). However, when it comes toexport, which
is a more important parameter for economic growth of the country, Serbia is falling
behind other CEFTA partners, Albania and Macedonia, although the tendency of export also to Serbia grew constantly between 2011 and2014 (Table 3).
Table 2: Top 5 Import Partners of Kosovo

Source: Kosovo Statistical Oice, 2015.
Table 3: Top 5 Export partners of Kosovo

Source: Kosovo Statistical Oice, 2015.
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As Table 4 shows, trade between Kosovo and Serbia constantly grew from 2007
till 2014. However, there was a steep decline in export from Kosovo to Serbia in 2008,
2009, 2011 and 2012 – due to the non-acceptance of Kosovo custom stamp by
Serbia. Export from Kosovo to Serbia picked up once the above mentioned deal on
customs was agreed (although after Kosovo threatened Serbia to introduce reciprocal measures on the Serbian custom stamps).
Table 4: Import, Export - Kosovo with Serbia (in 000´ Euro)

Source: Kosovo Statistical Oice, 2015.
Economic data show that political agreements play an important part in trade,
and thus they have a direct impact on the economy of the country. For Kosovo,
free trade agreements with CEFFA and the EU are crucial. However, even before the
start of the dialogue, trade between Serbia and Kosovo was substantial, and Kosovo has become part of CEFTA and had trade with EU as well. Although trade with
Serbia fell for some period of time to 50% of previous values due to the blockage
on Kosovar goods going to Serbia, it remains to be a question if the dialogue was
substantial in reaching the agreement, or the threat of establishment of reciprocal
measures by Kosovo was a key, as from the economic point of view losing Kosovo
was not a win situation for Serbia. On the other side, there is a clear trend from
Kosovo’s side in seeking new export markets other than the Serbian one, preferably
in countries that maintain more favourable political relations with Kosovo. This is
clearly stated also e.g. in governmental program of Kosovo 2015 – 2018, speciically in relation to Albania. 28
1.3. Agreements on IBM and customs
Agreement on IBM was concluded in December 2011. It stated that both parties are supposed to gradually harmonize their legislation with EU acquis, and apply the principle of
IBM, which means to set up joint integrated posts at all their common crossing points, in28 Government of Kosovo, Governmental Program of Kosovo 2015 – 2018. (Part: Competitive trade policy
and improvement of the business environment), accessed February 28, 2016, http://www.kryeministri-ks.
net/repository/docs/Government_Programme_2015-2018_eng_10_mars.pdf.
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cluding presence of services such as customs and police29. The most important economic
efect of this agreement was in the area of customs, but crucial efect of IBM lies in the fact
that it is one of the main criteria of the European Union in the process of visa liberalisation
dialogue30, which is one of the key area for Kosovo government in relation to the EU.
Regarding the IBM, the report of Kosovo Government published in November 2015
declares that Serbia has not yet started the implementation of the agreement on the IBM
permanent facilities (an agreement that was signed in September 2014 and funded by the
EU). Also implementation of the Mutual Legal Assistance (MLA) is delayed from the Serbian
side, and the fulilment of Systematic Exchange of Electronic Data’s on Customs (SEED) has
only started in November 201531. The report of the European Commission from December
2015 on progress of Kosovo in fulilling the requirements of the visa liberalization roadmap
says that in the area of border and migration management Kosovo is currently fulilling 14
out of 15 points. According to the report, the only point that needs to be inalized is related
to a common IBM crossing point in Merdare/Merdarё. Nevertheless, the work is in progress there and the recommendation for further action did not even concern relations with
Serbia. Kosovo rather faces problems because of the border agreement with Montenegro.
Kosovo was encouraged to ratify the border delineation agreement with Montenegro before visa-free status would be granted to Kosovo citizens32.
This agreement on IBM may have no overall immediate economic impact with the
exception of Kosovo budget regarding the costs of IBM, but it has a direct impact on
the visa liberalization process for Kosovo citizens, which has important consequences in
regards to their quality of life.
In the area of customs, Kosovo assesses the fulilment of the agreements as rather
satisfactory, although it seems that Serbia still maintains the parallel custom system and
uses the parallel custom stamps “Carina Pristina &Kosovska Mitrovica”, which Kosovo sees
rather as a provocation of political nature33.
29 Agreed conclusions 2 December 2011 – IBM Agreed Conclusions, website of Prime Minister’s Oice,
Kosovo Government, accessed February 20, 2016, http://www.kryeministri-ks.net/repository/docs/
agreement_0210_ibm.pdf
30 Forum for Security, Integrated border management in Kosovo, (Prishtina: Forum for Security, 2010),accessed February 28, 2016, http://www.qkss.org/repository/docs/Integrated_border_management_in_
Kosovo_625591.pdf; and European Commission, Visa liberalization with Kosovo. Roadmap, December
2015, accessed February 28, 2016, http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/kosovo/documents/eu_travel/
visa_liberalisation_with_kosovo_roadmap.pdf
31 Ministry for Dialogue of the Government of Kosovo, Brussels Agreements Implementation State of Play,
November 2015, 14-15
32 European Commission, Visa liberalization with Kosovo. Roadmap, December 2015.
33 Ministry for Dialogue of the Government of Kosovo, Brussels Agreements Implementation State of Play, November 2015
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The customs revenue collection in the northern border crossing points (Jarinje/
Jarinjë and Brnjak/ Bërnjaku) on the whole is assessed very positively by the Kosovo
side. The agreement was reached on January 17th, 2013. The deal on the customs is
supposed to be in line with the agreement on IBM, and also with the CEFTA regulations, the Lisbon Treaty, and relevant EU legislation. It means that applicable custom duties and excise duties as well as VAT (value added taxes) are collected at the
northern border crossings since 14 December 2013. Funds alleviated are going to the
Development Fund for the North34.
The Development Fund has been established with the aim to promote the socio-economic development, and to beneit the local population of the northern part
of Kosovo. The revenues collected at the joint border crossing points in the North
in the IBM common zone from the companies operating and on the goods destined
to local population in the northern municipalities will be transferred to the Development Fund. The Development Fund can be increased by the addition of other contributions by donors, in accordance with Kosovo legislation35. In November 2015 the
Development Fund had about 8 million EUR. The Board of the Fund has approved so
far four projects for North Mitrovica Municipality. The total amount of funds allocated
so far for the irst three projects is 1,407,900 EUR36.
Table 5 shows what revenues Kosovo budget received from taxes and from border
taxes (customs) from 2008 till 2015. The implementation of the custom agreement
started in 2013, therefore the numbers do not show signiicant changes that year,
nor the following years yet. Thus Development Fund remains to be the most tangible result of the agreement on the customs.
Table 5: Kosovo state budget revenues (in millions of Euro)

Source: Kosovo Statistical Oice, 2015.
34 Government of Kosovo, State of Play in Implementation of the Brussels Agreements, January 2014
35 Ibid.
36 Ministry for Dialogue of the Government of Kosovo, Brussels Agreements Implementation State of Play,
November 2015
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1.4. Regional cooperation
The political interest of Kosovar leadership to engage in regional cooperation remains
high mainly due to the ambitions of a new state to get recognition and become a
partner in regional initiatives, thus overcoming isolation. According to the Kosovar
Institute for Policy Research and Development (KIPRED), participation of Kosovo in
regional organizations and initiatives could be divided into two sequences. First is
the regional participation under UNMIK administration, so before the independence,
and then the regional participation after independence. Before independence, it was
UNMIK, which was signing the international agreements on behalf of Kosovo37. After
independence Kosovo started to sign agreements for itself, but it has been facing
signiicant blockade from the side of Serbia in its eforts to do so – also thanks to
disunity of EU on recognition of Kosovo38. Under the dialogue, in February 201239, the
agreement on Arrangements Regarding Regional Representation and Cooperation
(ARRRC) was reached, based on which “Kosovo would participate on its own account
and speak for itself”40 at all intergovernmental regional meetings as an equal partner
with all other participating States.
Regular reports of Kosovo government about the implementation of subsequent
agreements reached in Brussels keep evaluating agreement on regional cooperation as “partially progressing” mostly because – in their interpretations – Serbia has
not stopped obstructing its implementation as it is still trying to prevent Kosovo’s
membership in new organizations (the most recent was the case of campaign of
Serbia against the acceptance of Kosovo to UNESCO, in which Serbia succeeded and
Kosovo was not admitted as new UNESCO member). However, as the KIPRED report
continues “Kosovo’s future regional participation signiicantly depends on overall
relations between Kosovo and Serbia, international recognition and integration of
Kosovo, and institutional capacity of Kosovo institutions”41.
37 E.g. Energy Community Treaty, European Common Aviation Area Agreement, South East Europe Transport
Observatory, CEFTA, Regional Cooperation Council. In: KIPRED, “Kosovo’s Participation in Regional Organizations and Initiatives,” Policy Papers No. 5/14 (Prishtina: KIPRED,2014), 4, accessed on February 29,
2016,
http://www.kipred.org/repository/docs/Kosovo’s_Participation_in_Regional_Organizations_and_Initiatives_359638.pdf
38 Ibid.
39 Agreed conclusions 24 February 2012 - Arrangements Regarding Regional Representation and Cooperation, website of Prime Minister’s Oice, Kosovo Government, accessed February 29, 2016, http://www.
kryeministri-ks.net/repository/docs/agreement_0210_representation.pdf
40 Ibid.
41 KIPRED, “Kosovo’s Participation in Regional Organizations and Initiatives”
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1.5. Technical issues (telecom, energy, transport)
Other areas, with economic impact on Kosovo are agreements in areas of telecommunication, energy and transport.
In the ield of energy, the parties reached agreements on new operators in Kosovo
in August 2015, after almost three years of negotiations aiming to facilitate the implementation of general agreement on energy that was reached on 8 September 2013.
According to the agreement from August 2015, both sides should have their own
supplier and vendor of energy, which should be a newly formed daughter company
of Serbia’s state owned Electric Power Industry, EPS. However, due to the legislative
situation and the energy ownership structure, ability to realistically implement these
agreements remains questionable. As Serbian oicials charged with relations with
Kosovo marked during the interview with the author of this analysis42, negotiators on
both sides in the time of making this particular agreement knew its implementation is
almost impossible due to the realities on the ground43. The deal in the ield of energy
would have direct impact on the energy prices, and thus also the economic impact,
mostly for the customers in the North, who currently do not pay for the electricity.
The consumption in the North is subsidized by the customers in the South, which is
an unfair arrangement.
In the area of the telecommunication, as a direct result of the negotiations Kosovo is due to receive the country code +383 from 1st March 2016. The agreement on
this particular issue was reached in 201344. However, Serbia states that it will obstruct
the process, as “Kosovo had not honoured all the agreements reached with Serbia,
it should not obtain its own telephone code”45. The Government of Kosovo sees the
introduction of its own telephone code important for the economy, security and the
status of the country, stating that not having an individual code is costly for both the
government and the citizens46. Thus receiving one should have an immediate positive impact on Kosovo and its citizens. Another part of this agreement is that Serbia’s
state owned company, Telekom Srbija will obtain legal permission to work in Koso42 Interview was carried out for the purposes of this analysis under Chatham House rules. For more details
contact the author of this analysis (author).
43 Interview with Serbian government oicials , in Belgrade, April 2, 2015
44 Ministry for Dialogue of the Government of Kosovo, Brussels Agreements Implementation State of Play,
November 2015
45 BIRN, “Kosovo Expects Own Telephone Code in March,” Balkan Insight, January 6, 2016, accessed February 15, 2016,
http://www.balkaninsight.com/en/article/austria-applies-for-kosovo-s-dedicated-telephonecode-01-06-2016
46 Ibid.
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vo. Kosovo Serbs will also be able to call Serbia and vice versa with no new special
charges and no new area codes. However, the deals are yet to be implemented.
Transport was not much in the focus of the talks yet. In January 2016 both sides agreed
to start discussions on direct air and rail connections between Kosovo and Serbia47.
4. Impact of the dialogue on the Serb Community in Kosovo
From economic point of view the Serbian community in Kosovo would beneit
from the implementation of the dialogue, similarly than the rest of the Kosovars,
if there were one Serbian community. In reality there are two communities, the
one living in the South and the other living in the North from the Ibar/Ibёr River.
The dialogue brings a diference not only politically inside the community, but
also economically.
The most visible would probably be the Development Fund, which is to be used
for the socio-economic development of the northern part of Kosovo, to beneit the
population there. There certainly is a high need for development of Kosovo North,
but this also brings up the questions of unequal treatment of diferent Serbian communities in Kosovo (in particularly communities in the North vs. communities in the
South). Fairer treatment would probably have been brought by the energy deal, as
currently energy to the population in the North is provided free of charge, but the
Serbs in the South do not have that privilege. Agreements regarding car insurance
and use of IDs concern more the Serbs from the South, as they are more integrated
within the Kosovo system, consequently using oicial Kosovo documents and car
plates. IBM implementation on the borders of Kosovo North brought more control
over until then uncontrolled both legal and illegal trade running through the territory
of Kosovo North. However, in short term implementation of this agreement temporarily even decreased the quality of life of Serbs in the North as the roadblocks established in the North in 2013 as a reaction to the implementation of the agreement
prevented free movements of goods and people (cut the bus line to Belgrade and
pushing for more uncontrolled movement of goods by alternative roads).
Concluding remarks
This study focused on the economic impact of implementation of chosen agreements between Belgrade and Prishtina reached within the framework of the High
Level Dialogue for the normalisation of relations between Belgrade and Prishtina
47 Statement by High Representative/Vice-President Federica Mogherini following the meeting of the EU-facilitated dialogue (Brussels, 27/01/2016, 160127_02_en STATEMENT), accessed March 1, 2016, http://
www.eeas.europa.eu/statements-eeas/2016/160127_02_en.htm.
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from 2011 to 2016. Some of the agreements had direct inancial impact on citizens
(such as the agreement on car insurance), some had an impact on trade (such as the
agreement on custom stamps), some on the quality of the life of citizens (e.g. the
agreement on free movement of people or the IBM agreement linked to the visa liberalization regime). The study shows that there is an undeniable practical impact of the
Brussels agreements on either economy or practical life of citizens in Kosovo, although
thorough analysis of exact data and inancial impact must yet to be carried out.
Yet, as the irst sentence of this analysis says, economy and politics are interlinked categories, which in a well-operating state cannot fully function one without the other. So if we examine the beneits of the agreements, we should also
have a look on their costs. Coming back to the statement of D4D from Kosovo
that „Dialogue so far may have damaged conidence building. Almost every meeting was followed by the escalation of rhetoric and tension on the ground”48 from
2012, in 2016 the situation is not much diferent. What difers is the intensity of
the escalation of tensions on the ground. From burnt border crossings and built
barricades, to demonstrations, civic unrest, eggs and tear gas in the Assembly
of Kosovo, politicians in jail and in court; from violations of the constitution in
Kosovo to overturned Serbian trucks with goods at the Merdare/Merdarё border
crossing - all that has been accompanying the process of the dialogue from its
beginning until nowadays. As we speak, people are camping on the main square
of Prishtina in the protest against the outcomes of the dialogue, as well as their
own political leaders active in this process.
Thus, agreements of the dialogue, which have also economic consequences are:
1. Increasing overall mistrust between Kosovo Albanians and Serbs, between
Serbs in the North and the South and deepening division of Kosovo society.
As Kosovo society is rather divided than connected and mistrust is being built,
the consequence of the dialogue is also a decreased level of interactions between
the inhabitants of the North and the inhabitants of the South. Lack of hope for
immediate improvement of the political situation doesn’t give to citizens of the
North other option than seeking jobs and self-realization either in Serbia, or in the
wider EU space49. Despite of the option to travel to Serbia now, low trust of Koso48 Malazogu and Bieber, “The Future of Interaction between Prishtina and Belgrade,” 5-8.
49 “Today, the relations between Kosovo and Serbia are tense, with a degree of antagonism not seen since
the end of the war in 1999. Furthermore, the division within the country between the Albanian majority
and the Serbian minority has deepened, but also the Serbian minority itself is not ‘united’ in this regard: the
antagonisms between Serbs in the North and Serb communities in the rest of the country are also heightened.” In: Agon Hamza, “Crisis and Consent in Kosovo Politics,” Mariborchan, 25 February 2016, accessed
March 1, 2016, http://mariborchan.si/text/articles/agon-hamza/crisis-and-consent-in-kosovo-politics/.
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vo Albanians into Serbia and the lack of real normalization of relations between the
two countries prevent citizens from exploring and realizing new options. In opposite,
Kosovo on the human level as well oicially and economically seeks strengthening
relations with neighbours and countries other than Serbia, e.g. with Albania. That
might not have been a primary choice for the majority of population, but as the
consequence of mistrust to Serbia, closer relations with Albania are becoming a fact.
2.

Political unrest leading to the deepening of the image of an „unstable“ Kosovo, thus directly efecting its economic prospects e.g. in the area of trade
and foreign direct investment.

The World Bank Group published a report titled „Kosovo country snapshot
April 2015“. The report among others says, that Kosovo’s non-membership in the
United Nations (UN) remains a key obstacle to political integration and socioeconomic development. Progress has been made in the normalization of relations with Serbia, but the EU-facilitated bilateral agreement has proven diicult
to implement. Kosovo’s economic growth has been steady and generally at rates
above those in neighbouring countries. Kosovo’s current growth model is unsustainable over the longer term. Exports have not reached the level required to
transform the economy, as foreign direct investment (FDI) has not reached the
level needed to finance the current account deficit. For the most part, companies are not yet in a position to compete successfully in local, regional, and
international markets”50.
Table 6 shows the trend of the FDI inlow to Kosovo. It shows that FDI to Kosovo
since 2008 till 2015 has been decreasing, with crisis year 2014, due to political instability in the country.
Table 6: Foreign direct investment in Kosovo (in millions of Euro)

Source: Kosovo Statistical Oice, 2015.
The report of European Commission called “Economic Reform Programmes
2015” declares the following: “Kosovo’s economy likely slowed in 2014. Delayed
50 World Bank Group in Kosovo, Country snapshot, April 2015, accessed February 24, 2016, 2-5, http://www.
worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/document/eca/Kosovo-Snapshot.pdf
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public investments, lower than expected FDI inflows and the cancellation of the
Post and Telecom of Kosovo (PTK) privatisation, as well as political insecurity in
the context of the general elections, put a break on growth” 51.
Facts presented above show that although some of the agreements reached
between Belgrade and Prishtina have had positive impacts on the economy of
Kosovo as well as on the everyday life of its citizens, the balance of outcomes of
the dialogue is more negative. The dialogue has so far led rather to deepening of
tensions between the Serbian and Albanian communities in Kosovo and citizens
of Serbia and Kosovo, thus in the longer term creating obstacles to genuine economic development. As it seems and as the relevant economic organizations and
investors also prove, as long as real political normalization of relations between
Serbia and Kosovo does not take place, economic development will always be a
victim of political reality.

51 European Union, “2015 Economic Reform Programmes (Part I) of Albania, The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, Turkey, Bosnia and Herzegovina and Kosovo*: The Commission’s
overview and country assessments,” Occasional Papers 229 , June 2015, 85, accessed February 15, 2016,
http://ec.europa.eu/economy_inance/publications/occasional_paper/2015/pdf/ocp229_en.pdf
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Implementation of Brussels Agreement: challenges and
perspectives
Marija Krstić and Nenad Đurđević
Abstract
After declaration of Kosovo independence in 2008, the Serb community in the
North Kosovo started to cope with even greater pressure to fully engage with the
Kosovo authorities and to integrate before long into the political and institutional
system of Kosovo. Therefore, the integration of the North Kosovo has become the
focus of the process of normalization of relations between Belgrade and Prishtina
within the EU-mediated Brussels Dialogue which has been conducted since March
2013 and it is still ongoing.
In this paper, three topics will be discussed so to clarify diferent aspects of and
diferent positions on the Brussels Dialogue: controversy around the First Agreement of Principles Governing the Normalization of Relations, the issue of establishment of the Association of Serb-majority Municipalities, and the decision of the
Constitutional Court of Kosovo on the principles of forming of the Association of
Serb-majority Municipalities. The discussion will comprise the views of both conlicting parties – Serbian and Albanian, including the oicial positions of the Serbian and Kosovo Governments, interpretations of Kosovo Albanian opposition as
well as of Kosovo Serbs, particularly those living in the North Kosovo.
Keywords: Kosovo, Brussels Dialogue, relations between Belgrade and Prishtina

1. Introduction
After the declaration of Kosovo independence in 2008, the status of the Serb community and its institutions across Kosovo, and in the North Kosovo in particular, were
facing serious challenges in the newly created political and social reality. The position
of the Serb community after Kosovo declared independence has become even more
complicated and challenging given that the Serb community who, being a minority
in territory of Kosovo, reluctantly goes through the process of the institutional separation from the Republic of Serbia while facing uncertainty in maintaining the level of
the institutional protection and services established by Serbia. On the other hand, the
pressure of the international community on the Serb community has become ever
greater and it was manifested through open demands to the political representatives
of Kosovo Serbs to integrate into the political and institutional system of Kosovo.
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In the course of 2010–2012 the integration of the North Kosovo into the legal and
institutional framework of Kosovo became an issue which sparked again political tensions between Serbs and Albanians in Kosovo, and so became the focus of the process of
normalization of relations between Belgrade and Prishtina. The normalization has never
been oicially deined by either parties, but it mainly refers inter alia to promotion of the
Serbian-Albanian co-operation as a prerequisite to the establishment of peace, security
and stability in the Western Balkans; the process that should lead to the EU accession,
and the improvement of socio-economic living conditions for the peoples in Serbia and
Kosovo and for the Western Balkans as a whole. However, besides the relations of the
Serbs and Albanians, the key issue is the status of the Serb community in Kosovo. Therefore, the normalization of relations is in the centre of the EU-mediated Brussels Dialogue
and has become an integral part of the EU Negotiation Framework and Chapter 35.
The hitherto trend of the Brussels Dialogue has been satisfactory, however, the ultimate success is still not guaranteed. The process of normalization is very complex and
there are numerous risks which could jeopardize it. The success of the Brussels Dialogue
and therefore the process of normalization will depend on the political will of both Serbian and Kosovo governments as well as on their capacity to discern such risks and to
manage them efectively. The issue of integration in ethnically divided societies is very
sensitive: it rests on gradual building of trust between the communities, and even the
slightest misunderstanding between the two sides may result in increased tensions. For
successful policy planning that could bring about positive political trend in Kosovo and
between Kosovo and Serbia, it is necessary to take into consideration many issues such
as the grim economic and social situation in Kosovo which afects both Albanians and
Serbs as well as other communities living in Kosovo; instability of political life in Kosovo
which could intensify as the dialogue progresses; the rise of radicalism and extremism
both in Kosovo and Serbia as well as in the EU; resistance to change of the status-quo
mounted by political and interest groups who so far beneited from the current situation;
risks stemming from strengthening of organized crime, religious extremism, but also terrorism; lack of trust among Serbs, especially those from the North Kosovo in Kosovo
institutions and the international community; the perception of the Kosovo Government
about “unlawful interference of Serbian authorities in Kosovo afairs”, and so forth.
Throughout 2015, there was a series of meetings at the highest level between Belgrade and Prishtina delegations led by the Prime Ministers Aleksandar Vučić and Isa Mustafa respectively, which were mediated by the new EU High Representative for Foreign
Afairs and Security Policy, Federica Mogherini. During those meetings, several agreements were prepared: on the opening of additional border crossing points for Kosovo citizens, dismantling of the civic protection, agreement on car insurance taxes at
the administrative crossings, on energy, telecommunications and the Association of
Serb-majority Municipalities.
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However, during 2015, there was an intensiication of the political and social conlict in Kosovo primarily directed against the Brussels Dialogue process, whereas in
Serbia, politicians and the media politicized Kosovo’s candidacy for membership in international bodies and organizations, such as the UN and UNESCO. This unfavourable
tightening of the relations in the course of 2015 conirms that “European future” in itself
is not a suicient motivation for establishing normalization of relations between Belgrade and Prishtina. Thus, this requires a shift from the hitherto politics, which implies
that problems in relations between Belgrade and Prishtina should be solved primarily
for the sake of Serbia and Kosovo, and not because this is demanded by the EU or the
United States, or because they were going to “reward” those eforts, as it has been so
far presented to the public by the political leadership of both Serbia and Kosovo.
In this paper, three topics will be discussed: controversy around the First Agreement
of Principles Governing the Normalization of Relations (hereinafter referred to also as
the Brussels Agreement or simply the Agreement), the issue of the establishment of the
Association/Community of Serb-majority Municipalities (hereinafter: the Association),
and the decision of the Constitutional Court of Kosovo on the principles of forming of
the Association of Serb-majority Municipalities. The discussion will comprise the views
of both conlicting parties – Serbian and Albanian – including the oicial positions of
the Serbian and Kosovo Governments, interpretations of Kosovo Albanian opposition
as well as of Kosovo Serbs, particularly those living in the North Kosovo.
2. Principles of the Brussels Agreement: The Main Controversial Points1
The Brussels Agreement is the result of a series of rounds of technical dialogue
in 2011 and 2012 between Belgrade and Prishtina. The Agreement was signed
on 19 April 2013 in Brussels between the Serbian Prime Minister, Ivica Dačić and
the Kosovo Prime Minister, Hashim Thaҫi under the patronage of the European Union that is the EU High Representative of for Foreign Affairs and Security
Policy, Catherine Ashton. The Brussels Agreement represents a set of twenty
seven (27) agreements on different areas. The Agreement has foreseen inter alia
the establishment of the Association of Serb-majority Municipalities, resolving
the issue of Kosovo police, the integration of judiciary, holding of municipal
elections in the North in 2013 as well as the intensification of talks on telecommunications and energy. According to the Agreement, the two parties will
neither block one another, nor urge the others to block the progress of either
1

Attitudes of Kosovo Serb representatives obtained through focus groups conducted in Lesak and North
Mitrovica as part of the project “Challenges of the Serb community in the North Kosovo” (January – December 2015) funded by Kosovo Foundation for Open Society.
Attitudes of representative of the main Kosovo Albanian political parties obtained through in-depth interviews conducted as part of the project “Visegrad plus: Belgrade – Prishtina dialogue” (March 2015) funded
by the Institute for Foreign Afairs and Trade, Budapest.
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of the parties on its European path. Reaching the Agreement and its adoption
(the document has been ratified by Kosovo Parliament while the Serbian Parliament voted for the report on negotiations with Prishtina that the Government
submitted, annexed to whom was the Agreement as integral part of the report)
was of the utmost importance for the representatives of the Serbian and Kosovo
Governments for clear political reasons. For Serbia, the signing of this agreement and the progress in its implementation were among the most important
conditions for opening chapter in the EU accession negotiations. For Kosovo,
this agreement paved the way for creating further conditions for completion of
building of the independent state, but also conditions for advancing towards the
Euro-Atlantic integration.
An objective assessment of the implementation of the First Agreement of
Principles is that during the 16-month period (April–December 2013 and February–25 August 2015) a lot has been achieved up to now, and by signing the last
four agreements (Telecommunications, Energy, “Peace Park” and the Association
of Serb-majority Municipalities) on 25 August 2015, the main prerequisites for
successful implementation have been fulfilled.
Nevertheless, the Agreement has provoked diverse reactions on both Serbian
and Albanian sides –from characterizing the signatories of the Agreement as
traitors to the interpretation of this Agreement as a historical step towards improvement of Serbian-Albanian relations.
Serbia’s and Kosovo’s interpretations of the Brussels Agreement are quite
different which complicates the implementation of the agreed. Both sides represent the Agreement as a kind of victory over another one. For Kosovo, the
Brussels Agreement guarantees the implementation of Kosovo’s full control over
the territory in the North and places Serbia in the position to face the inevitable
recognition of the Kosovo’s independence2, whereas for Serbia it brings up an
opportunity to establish a sort of autonomy for Kosovo Serbs through the Association of Serb-majority Municipalities.
EditaTahiri, the Minister for Dialogue of the Government of the Republic of
Kosovo, stated that “the agreements contribute to peace, good neighbouring
and regional stability, thus ending Serbia’s interference in Kosovo through dismantling Serbia’s parallel structure in the northern Kosovo and removal of ob-

2

Dušan Janjić, “Solving the issue of Northern Kosovo and Regional Co-operation”, in Civic and Uncivic
Values in Kosovo. History, Politics and Value Transformation, eds. Rameta S.P., Simkus A., and Listhaug
(Budapest – New York: CEU Press 2014), 224.
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stacles for integration of Serbs into Kosovo’s state system”.3 Also, she utters that
“through this agreement, Kosovo will strengthen its sovereignty as a unitary state
in accordance with its Constitution.”4
Representatives of the ruling political party, the Democratic League of Kosovo (LDK)5,
deem that the signing of the Brussels Agreement represents a major step ahead in the
improvement of the Serbian-Albanian relations and in solving of several concrete problems, such as freedom of movement, free trade, diploma recognition issue, and potential
regional and municipal co-operation. However, they claim as a downside the fact that
implementation of the Agreement triggered the issue of regionalization – providing for
the ten Serb-majority municipalities status of the middle level of governance (region) and
turning Kosovo into a regional state, which is unconstitutional according to them. They
have stressed that the political system of Kosovo has been designed in such a way that
municipalities have great level of independence in their work in order to avoid regionalization. Still, the status and integration of the four municipalities in the North Kosovo
into Kosovo system will represent the biggest challenge to the implementation of the
Agreement.
For LDK, the greatest threat to the implementation of the Agreement is the fact that
it did not ensue from consensus, but from the pressure of the international community
on Belgrade and Prishtina. According to LDK, the international community has exerted
strong pressure on Kosovo, so too many concessions had to be made. For instance,
Kosovo authorities had to change laws during the implementation of the Agreement,
whereas Belgrade did not change a single law.
The negotiation team from Prishtina advocates the same position as LDK – the key
issue in the process of normalization is to implement all agreed principles. Otherwise,
the Agreement would have been pointless. According to their assessment, the greatest
progress has been made regarding the free trade and freedom of movement.
According to the negotiation team, there are unsolved issues in the following individual
agreements: recognition of diplomas, agreement on telecommunications, agreement on
energy, border crossings and procedures, agreement on judiciary, agreement on cadastre
and the establishment of the Association/Community of Serb-majority Municipalities.
3

EditaTahiri, “Brief Summary of the Brussels Agreement Package,ˮ Oice of the Prime Minister of the Republic of Kosovo, accessed February 15, 2016, http://www.kryeministri-ks.net/repository/docs/Brief_
summary_of_the_Brussels_Agreement_Package_270815.pdf, 1

4

Ibid., 5.

5

LDK is an acronym for the Democratic League of Kosovo, i.e. Lidhja Demokratike e Kosovës in

Albanian.
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Contrary to relatively positive views of Kosovo oicials, there is a wide opposition
to the Brussels Agreement in the political scene of Kosovo. The members of the oppositional party, the Self-Determination Movement (Albanian: Lëvizja Vetëvendosje!)
are amongst the greatest critics of the Brussels Agreement. In their opinion, neither
of the parties won too much nor lost too much during the process of the Brussels
Dialogue. They argue that the implementation of the Agreement caused creation of
two realities in Kosovo – the one in the North and the other one in the rest of Kosovo – which could cause institutional, territorial, administrative and ethnic divisions
within the Kosovo society. Self-Determination deems that the process is problematic
for two reasons: irstly, the issues discussed within the Brussels Dialogue do not aim
at the improvement of position of all citizens in Kosovo, but the main focus is put
on the interests of only one community; secondly, the Agreement enables Serbia
to inluence directly the political processes in Kosovo, and this pressure is the most
evident when the Association status is discussed, given that the intention of Serbia to
establish this body in such a way as to change the internal arrangement of Kosovo
is obvious. Self-Determination states that, as a party, it is not against the dialogue,
but it is opposed to the way the negotiations have been conducted so far. According
to its assessment, the Agreement does not bring up anything good, but contributes
to deepening of the ethnic divisions and diferences in Kosovo. Self-Determination
would like to set up the further process of dialogue and negotiations in such a way as
to respect the following principles: irstly, the negotiation and implementation processes have to be fully transparent since there are numerous uncertainties about the
previously agreed provisions and the manner of their implementation; secondly, the
Brussels Agreement is favouring only interests of one community which is discriminatory towards members of other minority communities in Kosovo (for instance, the
police station commander has to be a Serb or the pattern for appointment of judges
is organized according to ethnicity), so all further solutions must be in accordance
with human rights principals with respect of minority community interests; thirdly,
process of the dialogue should be done directly with Serbs in the North Kosovo to
identify their needs and interests, not with authorities in Belgrade. Its position regarding this issue is clear – Kosovo is a sovereign state and as such it represents interests
of all its citizens living there and when it comes to negotiations with Serbia, they have
to be conducted as between the two sovereign states.
Instead, Self-Determination proposes a form of co-operation through various
forms of economic and corporative activities, between diferent ethnicities in Kosovo
society (for instance, it is possible to connect the North and South Mitrovica through
Trepča/Trepça, which has capacity to employ 10,000 people). They remind that the
greatest level of the integration and multi-ethnic co-operation was at the time when
industry in Kosovo was developed (during the period from 1974 to 1992/93) and
when Kosovo was not so much under the inluence of Belgrade. The problem is
that the integration is nowadays seen only as integration into institutions; therefore,
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Self-Determination wants to have a diferent approach and it looks at the process
of integration from co-operation between national communities within Kosovo
point of view.
The Serbian oicials, on their part, point out that Serbia has done everything that was
requested, and that Kosovo is constantly failing in its duties whereas the EU keeps on
setting “new conditions” for Serbia.
Aleksandar Vulin, the Minister of Labour, Employment, Veteran and Social Policy in
the Serbian Government, made a statement back in 2014 that the topic of the negotiations in Brussels is not and neither will be the status issue of Kosovo6 since Serbia has
always been decisive not to recognize Kosovo independence.
Marko Đurić, the Director of the Government Oice for Kosovo and Metohija, points
out that Serbia wants to be untroubled when it comes to the collective rights of Serbs
in Kosovo. He indicates that even though Serbia still struggles against unilaterally declared independence of Kosovo, this does not prevent the Serbian Government or Kosovo Serbs to dialogue with Kosovo Albanians.7 Đurić expects full implementation of the
Brussels Agreement by Prishtina. He also indicates that the initiative for the assessment of
the constitutionality of part of the Agreement related to the Association of Serb-majority
Municipalities is a unilateral move of Prishtina and one step back in the negotiations.
The Serb representatives of local self-governance in Kosovo express their support
to the Serbian Government endeavours in the process of the Brussels Dialogue while
accusing Prishtina for obstructing the implementation of the agreed. Finally, they argue
that the implementation will mostly depend on the level of the international community’s
engagement – EU and the US – and its insistence on both of the parties to execute all
the articles of the Agreement.
On the other hand, majority of Serbs living in the North Kosovo feel that by signing the Brussels Agreement Serbia actually recognized the independence of Kosovo,
whereas everything that follows is in fact just an unpleasant process which will result
in realization of fully recognized independent Kosovo. According to them, the Brussels
Agreement is directed against Serbs and interests of Serbia, and that the implementation
of the Agreement strategically leads to the integration of the North Kosovo into the independent state of Kosovo.
6

Beta, “Status Kosova nije tema pregovora sa EU,“ Novi Magazin, January 23, 2014, accessed February 17
2016, http://www.novimagazin.rs/vesti/status-kosova-nije-tema-pregovora-sa-eu

7

Tanjug, “Đurić: S Srbija nastavlja borbu protiv nezavisnosti Kosova,ˮ Radio KiM, January 1, 2015, accessed
February 17, 2016, http://www.radiokim.net/vesti/politika/djuric-srbija-nastavlja-borbu-protiv-nezavisnosti-kosova.html
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Therefore, since the Brussels Agreement was signed, the attitude of Kosovo
Serbs has changed towards Serbian Government which they hold responsible
for their vague position. Now they believe that they have been “left” in some
way and redirected to Kosovo as independent state. In support of this argument
the informants reiterated that Kosovo Serbs now have to obtain ID and other documents from Kosovo institutions, and not from Serbian ones. Also, they
emphasize that the Republic of Serbia leaves the impression of support to the
integration of the North by not providing any instructions on how Kosovo Serbs
should act in certain situations. The lack of instructions from Belgrade appears
to be politically and psychologically very indicative. It seems that the practice of
so far Serb existence in Kosovo implied permanent instructions from Belgrade,
so when those instructions are lacked, Kosovo Serbs neither want nor are able
to express their own political stance.
To conclude, both of the conflicting parties perceive the Brussels Dialogue as
an important step forward towards normalization of relations between Belgrade
and Prishtina, although they disagree on the process of the implementation of
the previously signed agreements. Both the Serbian and Kosovo officials accuse
one another for obstructing the implementation process while simultaneously
are complaining about the pressure imposed by the international community to
solve hot issues. According to the Kosovo officials, the main result of the Brussels Dialogue would be the strengthening of Kosovo independence and sovereignty, whereas for the Serbian officials the key outcome would be achieving
collective rights and self-administration for Kosovo Serbs.
Kosovo Albanian opposition, on the other hand, points out that the Agreement deals with the interests of only one community (Kosovo Serbs) which it
deems unfair while at the same time it threatens the unity of Kosovo state.
Kosovo Serbs, from their side, find the Brussels Agreement as against the
Serbs’ interests and as a tool for the integration of the North into the institutional and legal framework of the independent Kosovo.
The establishment of the Association of Serb-majority Municipalities and its
vaguely defined competencies appear to be the main sticking point in the process of normalization, and so is becoming a highly politicized topic on both
sides. This has resulted in strained relations between Belgrade and Prishtina,
which in itself is neither a favourable framework for dialogue, nor promising for
the implementation of the agreed. Therefore, the delicate issue of the establishment of the Association of Serb-majority Municipalities will be discussed more
in details in the following section.
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3. The Association of Serb-majority Municipalities: A Step towards (dis)Integration8
The greatest obstacle in the process of the establishment of the Association/Community of Serb-majority Municipalities as a body for self-administration within Kosovo is a status of the North Kosovo which is dominantly inhabited by the Serbs. For
representatives of the Albanian nation, the implementation of the Brussels Agreement and the establishment of the Association are the inal steps in enforcing full
sovereignty on the entire territory of Kosovo, whereas for the representatives of the
Serb community, especially those living in the North Kosovo, the establishment of the
Association represents the last chance to preserve the institutions which will guarantee self-administration in areas important for the Serbs.
Six articles of the Brussels Agreement deal with the Association/Community of
Serb-majority Municipalities; however, they are interpreted diferently by the Serbian and Albanian side. Kosovo authorities claim that the Association, according
to the Agreement, cannot have any executive competencies, i.e. it cannot have
any kind of territorial or political autonomy. According to them, it is a voluntarily
and advisory mechanism of co-operation between municipalities since it is an
association of the local self-governments. Authorities in Serbia see the Association as a means of providing additional protection for Kosovo Serbs. The establishment of the Association is important for Belgrade, as it is a mechanism which
should enable the Serb community to exercise their own rights and will increase
chances for their stay in Kosovo. The Albanian side has accused the Serbian oicials of insisting on the Association to have executive competencies so to create
middle level of government, which will be under direct control of Belgrade.
During 2015, the authorities from Belgrade expressed dissatisfaction regarding the progress of the implementation of the agreed principles and underlined
three problems that make the establishment of the Association uncertain: 1)
disagreement on nature of the Association; 2) conditioning the establishment of
the Association by solving other issues of the dialogue; 3) a need for changing
the Kosovo legal framework in accordance with the Brussels Agreement and the
plan of implementation.9 Kosovo authorities, on the other hand, put the follow8

Attitudes of Kosovo Serb representatives obtained through focus groups conducted in Lesak and North
Mitrovica as part of the project “Challenges of the Serb community in the North Kosovo“ (January – December 2015) funded by the Kosovo Foundation for Open Society.
Attitudes of the representatives of the main Kosovo Albanian political parties obtained through in-depth
interviews conducted as part of the project “Visegrad plus: Belgrade – Prishtina dialogue” (March 2015)
funded by the Institute for Foreign Afairs and Trade, Budapest.

9

Dušan Janjić, Normalization Challenges: Analysis of the Negotiation Process and Implementation of the
Brussels Agreement, (Belgrade: Forum for Ethnic Relations, 2015), 39.
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ing conditions in order just to start discussion on the Association. Their conditions
were the following: dismantling all of the parallel structures of Serbia in Kosovo;
the implementation of the judiciary agreement; disbanding of the civil protection
and removal of barricades from the bridge in Mitrovica and of other barricades.10
According to LDK representatives, there is no agreement between the Serbian
and Albanian side on competencies, status as well as formulation, i.e. the name of
the Community of the Serb Municipalities (advocated by the Serbian side) or the
Association of Serb-majority Municipalities (as written in the Brussels Agreement
and advocated by Albanians). They claim that the Association may be established
according to the existing laws only as an association of municipalities, and that its
formation has been deined by Kosovo Law on local self-government and Law on
inter-municipal cooperation. The key issue is that the Association should be based
on voluntary principle and that this body should have a status of a non-governmental organization, since according to the Kosovo laws, there are two types of organizations: governmental and non-governmental. This party opposes to any kind of
transfer of competencies from municipalities to the Association. They deem it illegal,
since Kosovo does not have tertiary level of authorities – there are central and local
governments (municipalities). They are decisive not to support adoption of new laws
or amendments to the Constitution in order to enable the establishment of the Association. They argue that this is not necessary since municipalities enjoy high level of
independence and have 100% of competencies in areas of healthcare and education.
With regards to the Association’s competences, they argue that the Association can
neither have executive competences, nor delegated competences, and that it shall
only represent an organization aimed to facilitate co-operation between municipalities and co-ordinate their work.
Representatives of the governing coalition in Kosovo do not believe in honest
intentions of Belgrade to implement the Agreement properly since they perceive
constant insisting of Belgrade on having executive competencies for the Association as a pressure to introduce the middle level of government, which has not
been foreseen by the Kosovo laws, and which might lead towards segregation.
According to them, this could jeopardize the stability of the Kosovo society as
well as the integration of the Serb community into the Kosovo institutions. Also,
the triple inancing of the Association from the Kosovo budget, Serbian budget
and the international community is not an acceptable solution for Kosovo side.
Self-Determination shares the position of the governing coalition that the
Association has to be established in line with the Kosovo legal framework and
that no other solution is acceptable. They criticize Belgrade for using the As10 Ibid, 40.
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sociation status to sabotage Kosovo and they point out that the intention of
Belgrade is clear: to use the logic of events in Bosnia-Herzegovina so to create
new Republika Srpska out of the Association.
For Serbian oicials, establishing of the Association is “an absolute priority […], it
is the central point of the Brussels Agreement” and Serbia “will not be satisied until
the Community of Serb municipalities is established to the extent and in the manner
that will enable the Serbs to survive here in long term by having collective political,
cultural, economic and all other rights”.11
Marko Đurić perceives the Association as an efective political, social and infrastructural
service for the citizens of Serbia in Kosovo and Metohija12 and for this reason the Serbian Government will not give up the establishment of the Association. In order to ensure
that the Association carries out all the competencies that it is entitled to by the Brussels
Agreement and to participate in the life of Kosovo, it needs to be established not under the
current Kosovo laws, but those yet to be adopted. Therefore, the concept “in efect” is put
out of the Agreement, as the element of the implementation of the Brussels Agreement
is an “adjustment of legal framework” which both parties had previously committed to.
According to Đurić, the Association will have triple funding – from Belgrade, Prishtina and
the international community.13
Aleksandar Vulin sees the Association as a major turning point for Serbs in Kosovo and
Metohija as it gives extensive competencies to the Serb community and as an ability to put
an end to divisions between Serbs in southern and northern part of Kosovo.14 He clearly
stated that the Association must have executive competencies and control over the judiciary and the police, direct funding from Serbia and full control over the urban planning.15
11 Tanjug, “Đurić: ZSO inasiraju Beograd, Priština i međunarodna zajednica; Janjić: Promena Ustava,” Večernje
novosti, March 3, 2015, accessed February 17, 2016, http://www.novosti.rs/vesti/naslovna/politika/aktuelno.289.
html:536596-Djuric-ZSO-inasiraju-Beograd-Pristina-i-medjunarodna-zajednica-Janjic-Promena-Ustava
12 Beta, “Марко Ђурић: Формирање Заједнице српских општина биће једна од најважнијих активности наредне године.”
Nova srpska politička misao, December 30, 2015, accessed February 17, 2016, http://www.nspm.rs/hronika/marko-djuric-formiranje-zajednice-srpskih-opstina-bice-jedna-od-najvaznijih-aktivnosti-naredne-godine.html
13 Marko Đurić, “Decentralizacija i srpska zajednica na Kosovu i Metohiji”, (paper presented at the round table organized
by Forum for Ethnic Relations and the Kosovo Foundation for Open Society, Gračanica/ Graçanicë, March 3, 2015).
14 Tanjug, “Vulin: Sporazum o ZSO u korist srpske zajednice”, Večernje novosti, August 26, 2015, accessed
February 17, 2016, http://www.novosti.rs/vesti/naslovna/politika/aktuelno.289.html:564305-Vulin-Sporazum-o-ZSO-u-korist-srpske-zajednice
15 Tanjug, “Vulin: Zajednica srpski hopština mora imati izvršna ovlašćena”, Večernje novosti, March 18, 2013, accessed February 17, 2016, http://rtv.rs/sr_ci/politika/vulin-zajednica-srpskih-opstina-mora-imati-izvrsna-ovlascena_378545.html
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Vladeta Kostić, the mayor of Gračanica/Graçanicë, states that the Association
should facilitate the institutional protection of Serbs in the areas of education, economic and rural development, healthcare and urban planning over which it is supposed to have competencies.16 Aleksandar Jablanović, the former Minister of Communities and Returns in the Republic of Kosovo, highlights that the Association will
not be a non-governmental organization whereas the degree of its competencies
will depend on what has been agreed in Brussels and, above all, on the international community. He also argues that the negotiations are featured by the heavy
dose of distrust during which Belgrade obviously wants to reach an agreement
whereas Prishtina has a hidden agenda.17
When it comes to the position of Kosovo Serbs on the Association of Serb-majority Municipalities, the key inding is that they have no relevant information on
what kind of political entity this should be. They question what the Association
really is – whether it is some kind of relatively autonomous entity, or it is the integral part of Serbia or of the state of Kosovo.
All informants would be satisied with the Association having as many powers
as possible in favour of Kosovo Serbs or the Republic of Serbia, and at the expense
of Kosovo independence. However, a majority of them emphasize that the Association is the integral part of the Brussels Agreement, so it is understood that this
entity is in a way more likely to be at the expense of Serb interests, while in favour
of legitimation of Kosovo independence. They state as an argument the fact that
they neither have been consulted nor they had their own political representative
during the process of the Brussels Dialogue.
However, the informants would be happy to see the Association having more
competencies, providing authentic political representation of Serbs from the
North Kosovo by enabling direct and fair elections for individuals who politically
represent them, solving all the issues of vital interests for Serbs, and ensuring
peace and stability. The Serbs in the North Kosovo would be ready to a large degree to participate actively in strengthening this structure insofar as it responds to
their everyday problems and needs. Therefore, the Association has potential to be
accepted among Kosovo Serbs due to the fact that current everyday life situation
is diicult, so any improvement in this respect is likely to be supported. Nevertheless,
a majority of the Serbs in the North Kosovo believe that the international commu16 Tanjug, “Kostić: Zlonamerne izjave o ukidanju srpskih institucija”, Radio KiM, January 6, 2015, accessed February 17, 2016, http://www.radiokim.net/vesti/politika/kostic-zlonamerne-izjave-o-ukidanju-srpskih-institucija.html
17 Tanjug, “Jablanović: ZSO neće biti nevladina organizacija,ˮBlic, June 29, 2015, accessed February 17, 2016,
http://www.blic.rs/vesti/politika/jablanovic-zso-nece-biti-nevladina-organizacija/7c8xpx3
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nity will not allow the Association to become “state within the state” modelled on
the Republika Srpska. As mentioned above, they mainly believe that the Association
represents a political project of legitimation and legalization of the independence of
Kosovo, and that the Association itself has been created as a fake compromise on the
protection of Serb interests.
In general, the view of Serbs in North Kosovo on the Association is largely negative for two main reasons: 1) the Association is an integral part of the Brussels Agreement, and this Agreement is opposed to their interests; 2) the Association is supported by the international community which normally acts in interest of the independent
Kosovo.
According to abovementioned, it may be concluded that there are four main
points of dispute between Albanian and Serbian side stemming from the principles
on the establishment of the Association of Serb-majority Municipalities:
1.

Competences: Serbia is trying to grab as many competencies as possible, primarily executive competencies in order to create a sort of political-territorial entity in Kosovo thus strengthening the protection and the
position of Serbs in Kosovo and proceeding with its inluence on Kosovo
politics. Kosovo, on its part, has sought to give as little as possible, assuming that the Association is a non-governmental organization aimed
to facilitate co-operation between municipalities and co-ordinate their
work;

2.

Organizational structure: Serbia has sought to see the Association with
more institutions that resemble state institutions. On the contrary, Kosovo
works towards minimizing any resemblance between the Association and
state entity.

3.

Basis for the establishment of the Association: Serbia insists on Kosovo to
change its legal framework in line with the Brussels Agreement and plan of
implementation. Kosovo tries to make the establishment of the Association
happen within the framework of the existing constitution and laws of Kosovo by means of regulations.

4.

Financing of the Association: Serbia seeks to have the Association inanced
from its own resources as well as from those of Kosovo and the EU. Kosovo,
on its part, seeks to put the inancing under its control.

Belgrade and Prishtina, each in its own way, continued to impede the process of
the implementation of the Brussels Agreement. Besides, Prishtina had to cope with
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the strong pressure from the Albanian opposition, especially after the signing of the
25 August Agreement which stipulates the principles pertaining to the establishment
of the Association. Since anti-government protests led by the oppositional leaders as
well as violent interruptions of Kosovo Assembly sessions by means of throwing teargas cans became more frequent and provoked political blockade and thus threatened to jeopardize Kosovo’s social and political stability, President Atifete Jahjaga
had no other choice than sending a request to the Kosovo Constitutional Court for
reconsidering the compatibility of the 25 August Agreement, and especially its part
related to the establishment of the Association with the Constitution of Kosovo.

4. The Kosovo Constitutional Court’s decision: The issue of the basis for the
establishment of the Association
The request to review the compatibility of the Brussels Agreement principles was sent
to Kosovo Constitutional Court on 23 October 2015. Since the Agreement is not an
international agreement but an applicable legislation derived from an international
agreement (the First Agreement of 19 April 2013), it does not need to be ratiied by
the Assembly and cannot be formally submitted to the Constitutional Court.18 Thus
the President remains as the only authority to send it for review to the Constitutional
Court. The President Jahjaga demanded by this request that “each activity and efect
produced by the Principles of Association is suspended”19 until the inal decision of
the Court. This measure was probably undertaken in order to please the oppositional
parties20 and thus to avoid the further political blockade and possible escalation of
discontent and violence by giving institutional credibility to the request of the opposition. The reason for sending the request for reviewing the compatibility of the 25
August Agreement on the Association with the Constitution is that the Agreement
touches upon the spirit of the Constitution, particularly regarding the concept of the
multi-ethnic character of Kosovo, fundamental rights and freedoms and rights of
communities and their members.21
18 ECMI, “The Constitutional Court’s Decision on the Association/Community of Serb-majority Municipalities,”
Kosovo Communities Issues Monitor, January 28, 2016, accessed February 19, 2016, http://www.ecmikosovo.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Community-Association-Agreement-23-Decmber-ENG.pdf
19 Constitutional Court of the Republic of Kosovo, Decision on Interim Measure in Case No. K0130/15, November
10, 2015, accessed February 19, 2016, http://www.gjk-ks.org/repository/docs/gjk_ko_130_15_ang.pdf, 2.
20 Self-Determination, AAK and Nisma who are the iercest opponents of the Brussels Dialogue and the
establishment of the Association.
21 “The Constitutional Court’s Decision on the Association/Community of Serb-majority Municipalities”,
ECMI, accessed February 19, 2016, http://www.ecmikosovo.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Community-Association-Agreement-23-Decmber-ENG.pdf
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On 23 December 2015, The Constitutional Court of the Republic of Kosovo announced that the 25 August Agreement on the Association is not fully in line with the
spirit of the Constitution of Kosovo, especially with regards to Article 3. (equality before the law) paragraph 1, Chapter II (rights and fundamental freedoms) and Chapter
III (rights of communities and their members) of the Constitution of the Republic of
Kosovo. However, the Constitutional Court has given its approval to the procedure of
the establishment of the Association, while adducing that the “legal act” of the Kosovo Government (the Decree) and the Statute of the Association will have to be based
on principles that are consistent with the Constitution, not on the principles set out in
the 25 August Agreement, since the speciic principles which Belgrade and Prishtina
agreed upon in Brussels are found unconstitutional.22 The Kosovo Government is
of the opinion that the decision of the Constitutional Court removed all the doubts
regarding the process of the implementation of the Agreement and now it is possible
to move on to drafting the Statute of the Association with all its amendments.23
The Kosovo opposition parties welcomed the decision of the Constitutional
Court emphasizing that “this decision rejects the executive competencies and mono-ethnicity of the Association” and that “the Constitutional Court brings down the
Association to non-governmental organization that cannot be mono-ethnic.”24
The Kosovo Government argues that it is clear now that there are no legal obstacles for the establishment of the Association as long as it is implemented within the
Constitutional framework and with respect to all the Constitutional principles, and,
accordingly, there is no reason to keep staging protests in the streets.25 The Kosovo
opposition, on the other hand, announced that it will not stop the blockade of institutions, and will continue to organize protests against the Government and the
implementation of the Brussels Agreement.
The Serb political representatives, on their part, interpret positively the decision of the
Court and ignore the part of the decision indicating the inconsistency with the Constitution.
Anyhow, there are two conclusions that can be drawn from the decision of the
Constitutional Court: 1) Municipalities remain the basic units of a local self-govern22 Dragana Đukić, “Različita tumačenja odluke Ustavnog suda,ˮRTK2, December 24, 2015, accessed February 19, 2016, http://www.rtklive.com/rtk2/?id=2&r=4372
23 Ibid.
24 Beta, “Sud: ZSO nije potpuno u skladu sa Ustavom Kosova, ˮB92, December 12, 2015, accessed February 19, 2016, http://www.b92.net/info/vesti/index.php?yyyy=2015&mm=12&dd=23&nav_category=640&nav_id=1077977
25 Đukić, “Različita tumačenja odluke Ustavnog suda.”
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ment and they cannot transfer their rights and responsibilities to associations of municipalities, be it with regard to budget, execution of competences, or relations with
central authorities; 2) the Association should respect and relect the multi-ethnic
character of Kosovo.26
The question that arises from aforesaid is whether the aim of the Belgrade and
Prishtina authorities and Albanian and Serb political representatives in Kosovo is to
establish the Association as soon as possible so to respond to pressures from the
international community or the aim is to lay stable foundations for protection of
the Serb community? If the adoption of regulation (Decree) instead of the new law
appears to be enough basis for the establishment of the Association, this entails that
such legal act is more subject to change in the future so that through change of the
government and its oicial policy, the Association can likewise be abolished or its
competencies revised given that adoption of regulation does not require the ratiication by the Assembly. Insofar as the Association is established through adoption
of the new law, the change of this act will be more diicult as it would require the
majority in the Assembly in which also the representatives of the Serb community
occupy seats and thus will stand bigger chances to direct the process in favour of
their interests.

Conclusion
Both Serbian and Albanian political representatives argue that they are committed
to the continuation of the dialogue, but when it comes to the process of the establishment of the Association, the positions are opposed, which stems from diferent
interpretations of the regulation of the Brussels Agreement. The Serbian oicials believe that the implementation of the Brussels Agreement requires that the Association becomes a kind of a holder of collective rights of the Serbs within the Kosovo
system. The Albanian representatives deem that such interpretation of the Brussels
Agreement is not an authentic one and insist on the Association to represent above
all the association of the municipalities with Serb majority. The establishment of the
Association in line with Serbian demands is perceived by the authorities in Prishtina
as a threat to Kosovo Constitutional and legal framework and they consider that such
an approach will produce an efect opposite to the aim of the Brussels Agreement –
instead of the integration of the Serb community into the Kosovo system, the ethnic
divisions and diferences might deepen. The Albanian side is the most concerned
about that the Serbian side wishes to establish the Association modelled on the
Republika Srpska in Bosnia-Herzegovina. On the other hand, the representatives
26 ECMI, “The Constitutional Court’s Decision on the Association/Community of Serb-majority Municipalities”
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of the international community have clearly pointed out that the implementation
of the Brussels Agreement under no circumstance implies that the Association
will be established as an autonomous region, but as entity which will support the
co-operation between the existing municipalities.
Founding of the Association should represent a beginning of trust between the
Kosovo institutions and the Serb community in Kosovo. The process of the implementation of the Brussels Agreement implies co-operation and compromise
between the actors of interest on both sides, while the implementation should
not be interpreted neither as zero-sum game in which the winner takes it all nor
as building the walls between the two communities, but as a way of building trust.
Following the tensions that have interrupted the process of the implementation of the Agreement, is has become clear that, in order to achieve agreement,
both sides have to ease up, and ind the way how to live together and create
the institutional framework that would enable better development prospects to
all communities living in Kosovo. The reality is that the Serbs will continue to
live in territorial frame of Kosovo, and it is up to Albanians to accept Serbs having a particular form of self-administration. The present institutional system will
be changed by the establishment of the Association. In this respect, the North
Kosovo may become a mini European region. However, in order for full protection of Serbs to be provided, it is necessary to supplement the concept of the
Association with the improvement of rights and status of Kosovo Serbs within
the minority self-government taking into consideration the European Framework
Convention for the Protection of National Minorities. The realization of this concept thus remains primarily in the area of decentralization, that is, a speciic form
of autonomy or a new level of administration, supervision and co-ordination is
being created. The weakness is that insuicient attention has been paid to the
instruments of minority protection, preservation, development and protection of
national identity through providing cultural autonomy and self-administration to
the national communities in Kosovo.
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Annex 1
The Association/Community of Serb majority municipalities in Kosovo – General
principles/main elements
Legal framework
1) The Association/Community of Serb majority municipalities in Kosovo is established as an association/community of municipalities as foreseen by the First
Agreement, the Law on ratiication of the First Agreement and Kosovo law.
2) On the basis of the First Agreement which recognises its distinct character,
the Kosovo Government will adopt a decree directly applicable, which will be
reviewed by the Constitutional Court. The Community/Association will be a legal
entity deined by its Statute, which will comprise at least the elements set out
below.
3) The Statute will be adopted by a constituent assembly composed of the voted
members of the assemblies of the participating municipalities.
Objectives
4) In accordance with the First Agreement, the Association/Community will have
as its main objectives in delivering public functions and services to:
a) strengthen local democracy;
b) exercise full overview to develop local economy;
c) exercise full overview in the area of education;
d) exercise full overview to improve local primary and secondary health and
social care;
e) exercise full overview to coordinate urban and rural planning;
f) adopt measures to improve local living conditions for returnees to Kosovo;
g) conduct, coordinate and facilitate research and development activities;
h)promote, disseminate and advocate issues of common interest of its
members and represent them, including to the central authorities;
i) provide services to its members in accordance with Kosovo law;
j) assess the delivery of public services to its members and their residents
as to support the Community/Association in forming positions of common
interests for the participation to the work of the central authorities;
k) conduct monitoring as required for the implementation of its objectives;
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l) establish relations and enter into cooperation arrangements with other
associations of municipalities, domestic and international.
5) The Community/Association will exercise other additional competences as
may be delegated by the central authorities.
Organisational structure
6) The Association/Community will have the following organs:
a) an Assembly as a supreme body composed of representatives appointed
by each assembly of the participating municipalities, among their elected
members. The Assembly will have the right to adopt amendments to the
Statute, rules of procedure and all necessary regulations and administrative
decisions as per its Statute and related to its objectives.
All amendments to the Statute, rules of procedure and all necessary regulations and decisions adopted by the Assembly will be applicable to its members unless one of its members formally expresses a diferent decision.
b) a President, who will represent the Community/Association, including before the central authorities and outside Kosovo. The President will be assisted by a Vice-President. The President and the Vice-President will be elected
by the Assembly from among the members of the participating municipalities’ assemblies and their mayors.
c) a Council composed of a maximum of 30 members among residents
of the participating municipalities, including all mayors of the participating
municipalities; the Council is an advisory body which provides guidance to
the work of the Association/Community.
d) a Board composed of 7 members voted by the Assembly from among
the mayors and residents of the participating municipalities, the exact composition to be deined in the Statute, with the right to take the necessary
decisions for the daily management of the Community/Association. The
members of the Board will be supported in their work by professional collegia composed of experts, divided into and covering those areas falling
under the objectives and tasks of the Association/Community. The Statute
will deine the number of professional collegia and their assignment to the
members of the Board.
e) an administration, headed by a Chief of Administration appointed by and
reporting to the Board, supporting the work of the Community/Association,
in particular the Board and the President. The staf of the administration
will beneit from an employment status, in accordance with Kosovo Law,
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including the Law on Labour and the Law on Civil Service, enabling them to
perform their administrative duties. The members of the Association/Community may decide to use a number of employees to support the Community/Association in the execution of its objectives.
f) a complaints once with a mandate to examine complaints in relation to
its objectives.
7) The seat of the Community/Association will be determined in the Statute.
Relations with the central authorities
8) The Association/ Community will work with the central authorities on the basis
of mutual cooperation and information sharing.
9) The Association/Community will promote the interests of the Kosovo Serb
community in its relations with the central authorities.
10) The Association/Community will be entitled to propose, in accordance with
Kosovo law, amendments to the legislation and other regulations relevant for the
performance of its objectives.
11) The Association/Community will have the right to initiate or participate in proceedings before the competent Courts, including to the Constitutional Court,
against any acts or decisions from any institution acting the exercise by the Association/Community of its powers in accordance with its Statute.
12) The Association/Community will have the right to nominate representatives in
the competent organs/bodies of the central government, including the Consultative Community Council. In the pursuit of the monitoring function envisaged by
the First Agreement, the representative of the Association/ Community will have
right to have access and information from central authorities in accordance with
Kosovo law.
13) Acting on behalf of the Association/Community, the four mayors of the northern
municipalities will provide the Ministry of Interior a list of candidates for nomination
as regional Police Commander as speciied in Article 9 of the First Agreement.
Legal capacity
14) The Association/Community will be endowed with the legal capacity necessary under Kosovo law to perform its objectives, including the right to own
moveable and immoveable property, to co-own companies that provide local
services within the scope of the Association/Community and to conclude contracts, including employment contracts.
15) On the basis of the First Agreement, the Association/Community is considered
established, upon the adoption of the decree, for the purposes of its objectives.
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Budget and support
16) The Association/Community will have its own budget, which will be administered in accordance with the principles of transparency and accountability, and
the provisions of the law on public procurement.
Those principles will in particular apply to the channelling of funding, including
under 17.d
The expenditures shall be subject to audits by the competent authorities, including by the Auditor General.
17) The Association/Community will be funded from:
a) contributions from its members;
b) income and revenue from the services provided by the Association/ Community, its companies or drawn from its moveable or immoveable assets;
c) transfers from the central authorities;
d) contributions, grants, donations as well as inancial support from other
associations and organisations, domestic and international as well as from
the Republic of Serbia; the Community/Association will be exempt from duties and taxes in the pursuit of its objectives, on the same basis as the participating municipalities.
General and ﬁnal provisions
18) The Association/Community will be open to any other municipality provided
the members are in agreement.
19) The Association/Community can only be dissolved by decision of its Assembly
adopted by a 2/3 majority of its members.
20) The Association/Community will be entitled to have its own oicial symbols
(coat of arms and lag), in accordance with Kosovo law.
21) The statute of the Association/Community will be drafted by the Management
Team and presented to the High-level Dialogue within 4 months from the date of
agreement of these principles/elements, with facilitation if necessary, including
with the Ministry of Local Government. The Statute will be endorsed by decree
upon agreement in the Dialogue. Any amendments will be presented by the Association/Community, will be endorsed by decree and will be reviewed by the
Constitutional Court.
22) Within one year of the adoption of the Statute of the Association/Community,
a review of its implementation shall be conducted, including with regard to Article
5 of the First Agreement.
(http://www.kim.gov.rs)
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Elusive ‘normalisation’ and the brinkmanship which keeps
Kosovo hostage to public opinion outside its borders
Leon Malazogu*
Abstract
Erroneously perceived as an ethnic issue, the territorial dispute between Kosovo and Serbia remains unresolved. Both countries’ obligations to the other have
been enshrined in their EU roadmaps, hence becoming part of the states’ legal obligations. While Serbia would like to retain and regain inluence over Kosovo, it
is existentially vital to Kosovo to gain state recognition. Public discontent within
Kosovo has grown, as the people see the EU granting concessions to Serbia. Simultaneously, Kosovo must overcome great obstacles before it joins the EU. The
dispute also pertains to the issue of Serbs living in northern Kosovo. The Association/Community of Serb Majority Municipalities, though agreed to by the two sides
and approved by the Constitutional Court of Kosovo, has yet to be implemented.
Throughout this dispute, Kosovo has gained little, as Serbia gains EU concessions
and hopes for an institutional foothold inside Kosovo.
EU’s ambitions from the dialogue were lower than that of the parties, it showed
immense satisfaction with a modest agreement that has achieved little on the
ground. Moreover, as an entity which does not recognise Kosovo (it does recognise Serbia), it is diicult to prove its neutrality. Member states wield undue
inluence to tilt the dialogue in Serbia’s favour.
As in the past, the talks between Kosovo and Serbia have currently come to a halt,
only to resume later. Given the perception that Kosovo has gained relatively little
from the talks, there will be increased pressure to change the terms of the dialogue.
There is a prevalent view that the dealings so far have put the dialogue of-balance,
as the outcomes have been asymmetric. In one way or another, Kosovo will seek a
new internal consensus with signiicantly higher expectations from the dialogue.
Keywords: EU, Kosovo-Serbia relations, Kosovo Serbs, integration
1. Introduction
Despite the temptation to simplify, the conlict between Kosovo and Serbia is
not synonymous with one between Albanians and Serbs. Despite the presence
of a degree of hatred, this dispute has a territorial character and is not primordial
* Democracy for Development Institute, E-mail: leon.malazogu@d4d-ks.org
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based on irreconcilable identity traits. The very reason the conlict arose in the
irst place (political control over Kosovo) has largely been resolved, although it is
yet to be formally scotched either by recognition from Serbia, membership in the
United Nations, or accession to the EU. A Kosovo philosopher, Agon Hamza describes the premise of “the entire politics of multi-ethnicity, sponsored by the EU
and the UN, [as] blatantly false, insofar as it presupposes that Albanians and Serbs
are ‘natural’ enemies who have to be ‘taught’ how to live together,” adding that
the co-existence of the diferent nations in the Balkans has not been an issue; the
real problem is the hegemonic tendencies and aspirations of one country against
the other.1 None of the mediators have expressed in this manner, but numerous
academics and politicians from the region have interpreted the dispute in ethnic
terms.
Armed warfare in the region ended 17 years ago, which is roughly a quarter of
the time since France and Germany laid down their arms at the end of WWII. Unfortunately, Kosovo and Serbia have not accomplished nearly a quarter of the progress
in peace-building that France and Germany have achieved since then. This paper is
drafted with the conviction that if Kosovo and Serbia resolved their current diferences, the Western Balkans could rally around joint causes in the United Nations and act
in a block to defend their interests in a fast changing and increasingly competitive
world.
After years of informal exchanges and several stints of negotiations in Vienna,
Prishtina and Belgrade formally engaged in direct talks in 2011, on what was irst
termed technical dialogue. Since then, the dialogue has transformed into a political
one, including certain arrangements for Kosovo’s four northernmost municipalities.
The countries’ obligations toward one another were later enshrined in their respective EU roadmaps – in Serbia’s Chapter 35 (as well as other chapters), and in Kosovo’s Stabilization and Association Agreement (SAA).In this manner, the dialogue has
become fully intertwined with the EU accession process.
The prevalent view is that the dialogue is foreseen to culminate with a legally
binding document signed by both capitals. Such ‘normalisation’ is to regulate the
relations between the two as neighbouring countries, albeit possibly without Serbia’s formal recognition of Kosovo’s statehood. Serbia will have to remove references to Kosovo from its constitution and shut down Kosovo branches of its public
institutions.
The EU has acted as the main mediator, counting on its attraction as a future destination for Kosovo and Serbia. Despite its proclaimed withdrawn approach, the EU
1
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has drafted virtually all documents around which the two countries have converged,
although they often lacked capacity to do so. It employed a complex scheme of incentives to induce both sides to reach an agreement. Indicative of the dynamics of
the dialogue, the mediators have spoken to each side separately far more than the
two sides have spoken to each other. As a mediator efectively arbitrating the middle-ground, it is surprising that the EU has largely chosen not to explain the agreements (it has only done so in case of less controversial agreements). Nevertheless,
this seemingly withdrawn approach has efectively forced the two countries to claim
ownership of the negotiations, making possible withdrawal by either country more
diicult.
Forging the middle ground, the EU has used suiciently vague language to create the image of an accord, even when there was little approximation of positions.
This ‘constructive ambiguity’ has made it easier to sign an agreement, but may not
have made it easier to implement it. The distance between the two governments has
seemingly narrowed, but the resolution of practical problems has been much more
modest. The solutions developed were rarely based on best practices. They were very
innovative, matching and accommodating the diiculty of the situation.
Ambiguity can serve a purpose for a short while, but it has a short expiry date.
Unable to make a real diference on the ground, and being run largely in secrecy,
it is no surprise that the dialogue has won more enemies than friends. It is a classic
case where the winners are numerous, but they stand little to gain. Counter to classic fables, given the lingering territorial dispute, time may not heal all the wounds
and can give rise to new ones. With few tangible results to speak of, the on-going
dialogue continuously raises new doubts and fears. While inter-ethnic relations in
Kosovo steadily improved from 1999 until 2014, the political vocabulary has taken a
down-turn although there is no evidence that relations among people have followed
the same path.
The public has not been very enthusiastic about the dialogue between the two
states, but it has not been against it either. It would be supericial, and wrong, to
blame the public’s unenthusiastic attitude on prevalent nationalism. However, major
chunks of the public gave the Kosovar-Serbian dialogue the beneit of the doubt. The
public waited ive years before it joined protests en masse. This hesitance to protest
can only be seen as a hope among the public that the two states will indeed reach a
historic rapprochement, paving the way for a normal future.
For much of the past, and the present, the dialogue has been insincere. The two sides
engaged in what D4D previously termed “a beauty contest”, appealing primarily to the
major international powers. Most of the time, the two sides talk to EU oicials, and then
proclaim ‘victory over the other side’ in the media upon their return. Such an approach
raises hopes and gives false expectations to an already opinionated public opinion, pav-
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ing the way for deiance. The dialogue in many ways looks more like a “war with other
means” rather than a “joint construction of an interdependent future”. Such brinkmanship
is hardly a harbinger of a new paradigm that transforms conlicts into friendship.
The two states have achieved three signiicant mini-agreements. Each of these was
agreed upon only days before major EU membership milestones for Serbia. The mediator employed a careful sequencing of carrots and conditionality to incentivise delivery. Serbia relented to Kosovo’s participation in regional forums just before it won the
status of a candidate member to the EU. An agreement on integrated border (Serbia refers to it as boundary) management was struck in exchange for the start of Serbia’s EU
negotiations. Serbia’s justice oicials in northern Kosovo were integrated into Kosovo’s
judiciary just in time for Serbia to open the irst chapter for EU membership.2
The mini-agreements listed hardly qualify for a place in history, but posterity may
refer to this time as the beginning of a historic process, by which Kosovo and Serbia paved the way for a more cooperative future. The dialogue has not managed to
transform the conlict, but EU’s incentive scheme has partly instilled a sense that the
two formerly warring sides hold each other’s fate in their hands. In this manner, the
assumption was that inter-dependent relations would replace wrangling with cooperation, but this change is yet to occur.
Some progress has indeed been accomplished. The Serb community in northern
Kosovo is more closely aligned with Prishtina today than it was ten years ago, but the
progress is excruciatingly slow. Cars are allowed to drive between Kosovo and Serbia,
but it took three years to lower the hitherto usurious insurance rates. Holding two dozen rounds of high-level meetings in Brussels is of little value, considering they have not
translated into regular bilateral relations. Most physical barricades in the north have disappeared, but the most visible one was replaced by an equally segregationist and ironically named ‘Peace Park’. After years of legal wrangling, university diplomas are now
recognized mutually, but due to a failed initial process, very few graduates actually apply.

2. Pause for relection or calm before the storm?
The logjam in Kosovo’s Parliament and Serbia’s most recent elections have forced a
lull in the dialogue, which should be used for relection and fresh reassessment as to
where the dialogue stands. Devoid of a signiicant opposition, Serbia has not faced
any internal dissent, which has not stopped it from engaging in brinkmanship to obtain major concessions from Prishtina and from Brussels.
2
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The Government of Kosovo has faced an aggressive obstruction by the opposition, including teargas inside the Parliament and violent protests. The opposition
continues to boycott the Parliament, and it is unclear how they may be convinced
to return. Kosovo’s opposition argues that Serbia has successfully used its proximity
with Russia as a threat to the EU. To keep Russia at bay, the opposition argues that
the EU has agreed to allow Serbia to exercise renewed hegemony in the Western
Balkans, not the least over Kosovo. Such claims, as well as over 200,000 signatures
against the Association/Community of Serb majority municipalities, have narrowed
the government’s wriggle room. The splintering of the opposition and the likely outlook of visa-free travel may relieve some of the pressure overall, but will not make
it easier to make progress on the Association. Reportedly, the Kosovar side insists to
agree on three other issues as precondition to the agreement on the Association:
Kosovo’s country code, remove the barricade over Ibër/Ibar River and the control
over the Lake of Ujman/Gazivode.3 The preconditions is just one of the indicators that
a tougher stance on the dialogue will be the basis of a new modus operandi, and this
new stance is here to stay regardless of who is in power.
To consolidate its internal and external sovereignty, Kosovo engaged in a
dialogue with Serbia over a range of technical arrangements, including the legal
rights and political power of the Kosovo Serbs. Much to Kosovo’s frustration, the
dialogue has consolidated the Kosovo-Serb political representation, improved
technical cooperation with Belgrade, but has fallen short of meeting Kosovars’
expectation vis-à-vis sovereignty. Worse, Serbia used the understanding of a
never-ending dialogue as a deliberate policy to hobble Kosovo’s quest for recognition. Chapter 35 allows for a lengthy process, until the last stages of Serbia’s entry into the EU. Prishtina’s view is that such a format of dialogue could
undermine Kosovo’s statehood, hence the growing resistance to the dialogue.
During the next bout of dialogue, Prishtina will increasingly insist on reframing
some of Kosovo’s positions, in order to ensure that the dialogue serves Kosovo’s
interests.
Kosovo Serbs have long refused to engage with Prishtina, relying on Belgrade
instead for political representation and funding. This was a seemingly rational policy
for Kosovo Serbs, given the weakness of its political elite, the zero-sum perception of
possible outcomes, and the perceived adversarial nature of relations. As time passes, reliance on both capitals is becoming increasingly untenable for Kosovo Serbs,
and the coming months and years are a key time for them to decide what course to
pursue.
3
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3. Kosovo Serbs’ conlicting objectives
Kosovo Serbs irst relied on Serbia to represent them in the dialogue, as a way of pledging
fealty to the Serbian state. They relied on Belgrade, because the Kosovo Serb intellectual
and political elites had little courage to face the pending major compromises. Retrospectively, there is a growing sense among ordinary Serbs that Belgrade may have had
a diferent set of preferences compared to Kosovo Serbs, and it may have used the dialogue to obtain a faster route towards the EU. It is ironic that the Kosovo Serbs who hold
Serb passports did not win visa-free travel when residents of Serbia did. They may come
to covet the Kosovo passport if it grants visa-free travel to the Schengen zone this year.
Serbia has efectively used the Kosovo Serbs to pull the hand-brake on Kosovo’s state-building. The most notable example includes the xenophobic counter-campaign against Kosovo joining UNESCO. “Serbia’s current foreign minister,
Ivica Dacic, claimed that UNESCO membership for Kosovo was equivalent to “ISIS
being admitted to the United Nations,” a statement that prompted several analysts
to recall that Dacic was a former political ally of Slobodan Milosevic.”4
For years, Kosovo Serbs had adopted a maxim “assenting to the new reality”
which allowed them to maintain that they ‘do not recognize Kosovo’ but participate in its institutions and use its public services. This pretence vanished with
Srpska List, which adopted a more aggressive stance. By taking part in anti-Kosovo campaigns, the current Kosovo Serb coalition, Sprska, has made it more dificult to reconcile these paradoxical positions. With renewed vigour, Serbia asks
that Kosovo Serbs obstruct Kosovo’s statehood, just at the time when Kosovo
Serbs perceive they have few options but to integrate. Examples of the Kosovo
Serbs’ compliance abound – Kosovo Serb Ministers in the Kosovo Government
applauding ‘Kosovo is Serbia’ speeches, or arguing against Kosovo’s membership
in global sports federations.
As they actively lobby against Kosovo’s statehood, Kosovo Serbs ind it increasingly diicult to persuade the Kosovo-Albanian majority to meet their demands. The Kosovo Serb community has clearly not seen it in its own interest
to persuade Kosovo Albanians to consider the priorities of the Kosovo Serbs. Instead, the community has chosen to ask Brussels for wide autonomy. Relying
on confrontation to ight for greater rights has relied on a maximalist approach,
which has made Prishtina uneasy. Accommodating the interests of Kosovo Serbs
requires a high degree of consent by the majority, which has now become much
more diicult to secure.

4
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Some Kosovo Albanians recognize that Kosovo could have done more vis-à-vis
ethnic communities. An inluential commentator, Enver Robelli, said that “the Albanian side – if it was sincere – should accept that it has contributed to such a situation by an irresponsible behaviour towards its minorities after the war.”5 There is
widespread insecurity among opinion-makers in Prishtina that concessions are not
being made to a community that needs help, but rather to another capital relentlessly
pursuing any means of regaining its former inluence.
On a positive note, the northern Serb leadership has gradually come to see itself as
part of the Kosovo political community, albeit with a distinct personae. The Kosovo team
negotiating the Association insisted that the same arrangement be made for all Kosovo
Serbs, in order to decrease the likelihood of the north’s partition. However, as the north
grows closer to Prishtina, southern Serbs have drifted away from the new capital. The
integration of the Serb community has been punctuated with numerous question marks.
Disagreements abound over the speed of integration, and what integration means. The
Albanian majority complains that the Serb community is not willing to integrate, while
Kosovo Serbs argue that it is the Kosovo Albanian majority that is unwilling to integrate
them into the new state.
While complaints abound on both sides, a number of snags have prevented closer
integration. Kosovo Serbs are split between their desire to get the best results from both
Kosovo and Serbian institutions. This has been possible and could continue if Kosovo
does not view Serbia as a major security threat. But Serbia treats Kosovo as its main
security threat, views Kosovo as an occupied territory and has an express policy goal of
reversing ‘the attempted secession’6, efectively threatening to retake Kosovo if it could.
It is thus diicult for Serbia to assume the role of a mother state and peacefully express
concern for its brethren across the border, as is customary in international law. Unable
to act as a mother state, and using the Kosovo Serb leadership as a tool to undermine
Kosovo, is another sign of Serbia’s brinkmanship policy, detrimental for Kosovo Serbs
who seek to improve their wellbeing.
4. A future destination doubles as mediator
The only reason why the catch-22 situation described above is no longer a stalemate is the engagement of international mediators. The April 2013 agreement was
achieved because the mediators were highly focused and persistent, and the EU was
5
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able to ofer serious incentives to Serbia. There was good coordination among EU
member states as well as with the United States, and there were no competing agendas involved, such as Ukraine, terrorism or migration.
Alas, the EU is facing unprecedented challenges in its foreign relations, undermining its
internal fabric. The image of the Western Balkans has also deteriorated due to migration,
lirtation with Russia’s inluence, and foreign ighters. As a result, good governance is no longer on the EU’s list of top priorities vis-à-vis the Balkans, arguably replaced by geo-strategic
interests, which comes down to two key priorities, keeping Russia and ISIS at a distance.
The importance of keeping Russia at bay has gained new signiicance, boosting
Serbia’s geo-strategic importance. However, Serbia’s use of the Russian scarecrow
is not new. It was employed extensively even by the pro-Western government of
Boris Tadić. His key adviser cautioned the US Government against trying to integrate
the northern part of Kosovo into Prishtina’s remit, arguing that this “could result
in instability and thus become a national security concern for Serbia, threatening
the country’s democratization and pro-Western orientation”.7 The leading igure of
Kosovo’s opposition, Albin Kurti, has argued that Serbia’s geopolitical importance has
increased, saying that “Objectively, as a market with greater purchase power, in terms
of human resources and as industrial capacity, and as a traditional historic ally of
Russia, Serbia weighs signiicantly more than Kosovo in the eyes of super-powers.”8
Worse, some of the vocabulary raises fears that Serbia’s preferred policy is one of
frozen conlict, waiting for geo-strategic conditions to turn the tables against Kosovo. More nationalist leaders do not hide their hopes that the dialogue should fail,
providing new impetus for ideas of partition. Dwindling the US interests in the region,
perception of Vučić as the West’s best bet, and the possibility of the Brexit further
increase the appetites for a revision of everything that has been settled so far.
5. Europe’s leverage in Kosovo is dwindling as the latter has little to lose
EU’s widespread appeal across the Western Balkans ensured an added appeal for the
agreements that it facilitates. ‘The EU will never tolerate another Cyprus’ or import
unresolved problems, is a mantra that is often repeated. The EU can dangle future
membership as a carrot, and praise from EU oicials increases one’s electoral outlook. At the same time, while the EU can dangle integration, the bait is not so appealing, given that Kosovo’s EU outlook is seriously hamstrung.
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Kosovars are the most pro-European lot in the region (over 90% approve aligning
with the EU), but are also growingly suspicious that the EU’s treatment of wannabe
members is not meritocratic. EU’s promise to Kosovo has become palpable with the
entry into force of the SAA agreement (1 April 2016), and may gain salience once
Kosovars start to travel visa-free. But the next EU milestones may be very distant
for Kosovo, hobbled by the ive member states who have not recognised Kosovo’s
statehood. Despite their policy not to obstruct Kosovo (especially with regard to the
SAA and the visa liberalisation), EU’s impartiality is under question as non-recognition
is increasingly seen as a policy against Kosovo.
EU’s credibility has been saved in the eyes of Kosovars, to some degree, by the
insistence of Germany and the United Kingdom that conditionality towards Serbia
is codiied into its formal accession roadmap to the EU. The careful sequencing of
concessions that Serbia had to meet vis-à-vis Kosovo, in return for progress toward
EU membership, was formally enshrined in Chapter 35. As a contractual obligation
with the European Commission, Serbia’s obligations are safely beyond the inluence
of member states. Kosovo should now reasonably expect that Serbian authorities will
be suiciently motivated to seek a legally binding agreement with Kosovo, in order to
unlock Serbia’s path to the EU.
Kosovo is not on Serbia’s list of top ten priorities – it is a side issue to use tactically for speedier access to the EU. The reason it does not have to do only with one’s
possible loss of a political career and the wasting of potential leverage to obtain
shortcuts towards the EU. It may be concluded that the region is a hostage of politicians who are not suiciently courageous to do what is in everyone’s interest. In the
meantime, Serbia is buying time, efectively keeping Kosovo hostage, isolating it from
the world in the name of status neutrality, and isolating Kosovo Serbs from Prishtina,
all while getting EU concessions, and, in the long-run, gaining an institutional, economic foothold in Kosovo.
The stakes are much higher for Kosovo, for they pertain to the country’s very existence and functionality. Consolidating its statehood is an existential priority, Kosovo
will only feel it is making progress if it further consolidates its external and internal
sovereignty for three main reasons: (a) fear that its statehood is reversible, (b) Serbia
uses the dialogue to strengthen its inluence inside Kosovo, and (c) the dialogue has
to do with Kosovo’s state consolidation, which is a bottleneck for everything else.
A young state such as Kosovo has limited capacities and, considering the importance of the dialogue with Serbia, it invests a disproportionate share of its talent
to this priority. The longer the dialogue lasts, the longer Kosovo will shift resources
away from other important priorities. Except not treated as a high priority, economy also sufers from non-recognition. Examples of damage to Kosovo’s economy
from non-recognition are numerous. Whenever travelling abroad, Kosovo’s vehicles
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are subject to prohibitively high insurance costs, making it diicult for businesses to
compete. Similarly, Kosovo does not collect energy transit fees, or telecom fees from
international calls.
Having to fulil 96 criteria for visa liberalisation (twice as many criteria as applied to
other countries in the region), Kosovars feel they were unfairly singled out. Moreover,
Kosovo was the only country asked to resolve a border dispute (with Montenegro) in order to obtain visa-free travel. Ironically, Montenegro obtained visa-free travel years ago,
despite the existence of the same border dispute with Kosovo.
Except its unique pro-Western stance, no politicians in Kosovo threaten the EU with
alternative sources of alignment (the way various parties in Serbia, Macedonia, Montenegro and Bosnia use Russian political inluence or China’s investments). Kosovo has
whole-heartedly embraced a free market economy – it has a signiicantly smaller public
sector than most countries in the Western Balkans as well as lower taxes. By corollary, it
has fewer diicult decisions to make, compared to the down-sizing of other countries
with bloated public sectors. The SAA has come into efect, but it has met with little enthusiasm, and it may produce negative short-term efects. Kosovo cannot take advantage of
equal treatment, as the country is burdened by a negative starting position: considering
it cannot send its trucks to pick up goods in Salonica, its export certiicates and other
documents are often not recognized by other countries, its businessmen cannot travel
to many countries and need visas for many other additional obstacles, say certiicates
for meat or herb products which are not recognized by Serbia. In this aspect, Kosovo’s
ledgling private sector has not been able to create suicient jobs to signiicantly address
the country’s unemployment. The prospect of EU membership is seen by Belgrade as a
cure for the region’s ills,9 but Prishtina is yet to see a credible and viable EU path.

6. ‘Normalising’ relations: putting the main bottleneck on the backburner
EU’s conditionality scheme does provide for progress in general, but it does not
suiciently help Kosovo to consolidate its sovereignty. In the meantime, the EU will
continue to pressure Kosovo and Serbia to be more accountable to the EU and deliver on the dialogue. EU oicials often blame Kosovo’s reluctance regarding the Association on alleged lack of readiness to be welcoming to the Kosovo Serbs. In turn,
Kosovo is gradually awakening to the fact that it harboured almost naïve expectations
that the international community shares priorities identical with those of Kosovo.
When unable to accommodate Kosovo or blame its lack of performance, oicials in
Brussels often blame member states for failing to treat Kosovo equally.
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The EU is not the problem, but it is the potential remedy. The Serbia-Kosovo
dispute has been tackled under the assumption that the EU can avoid a zero-sum
outcome. EU’s possibility to inluence Kosovo will now be more dependent on EU’s
ability to deliver, which is hamstrung due to non-recognition of Kosovo by some
member states. After the dispute over Crimea, the ive non-recognisers await a more
profound agreement, which may not be forthcoming.
EU’s attraction primarily derives from its ability to ofer a roadmap for EU integration, and from the inancial stimulus that this entails. In conlict resolution terms, this
would be referred to as “expanding the pie” so that both sides get a piece they deem
fair, which would have been impossible to obtain otherwise. If the EU is unable to
expand the pie (due to non-recognition), it will not be able to change how the sides
perceive the cost-beneit calculus, and may not manage to essentially transform the
dynamics of the dialogue. The mediators have allowed the dialogue to proceed in
“war-with-other-means” mode, without an essential transformation or as is termed
in peace studies, ‘transcendence’. One may argue that this is a natural irst step of
any dialogue, and transformation remains a future milestone. For decades, numerous peace processes have failed to transform relations, but these failed processes
are labelled as frozen conlicts and not as historic breakthroughs. There is a major
mismatch of expectations. Prishtina’s expectations that the dialogue would clarify
Kosovo’s sovereignty are only met by a signiicantly less ambitious iction, as a discourse which reconciles two mutually exclusive positions. Over the next decade, this
iction will regulate the practical cooperation between the two capitals, despite their
diametrically opposed views on statehood.
The potential transformative power of the dialogue is primarily measured in its ability to bring about ‘normalisation’, which is understood very diferently by the two sides.
Serbia takes a minimalist understanding of the process, which does not preclude aggressive campaigns against Kosovo. At the very least, Kosovo understands normalisation as bilateral relations between the two states, with a passive non-recognition policy
by Serbia. To demonstrate what normalisation looks like, the mediators have often used
the example of a treaty between two Germanies. In Kosovo’s view, the dialogue must
go beyond technical cooperation, and resolve Kosovo’s membership in international
forums. Additionally, Kosovo’s northern municipalities must begin issuing Kosovo documents. However, given the current outcome of the dialogue which is not producing
the expected results coupled with Serbia’s campaign against Kosovo’s statehood, there
is a growing frustration in Kosovo and it will be more diicult to sell the current dialogue as a neutral format likely to produce a successful outcome.
There is prevalent public frustration in Kosovo that the country is making little
progress on statehood and that the Kosovo Serb integration has been framed exclusively within arrangements for an Association. There is little talk of further agreements
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building on the irst one, and the public discourse focuses largely on the implementation of what has already been agreed upon. Serbia is likely to delay implementation
of the irst agreement and persuade the EU that the implementation timeline must
last much longer. This will frustrate Kosovars, who may insist on revising the terms
of the dialogue, and persuade major powers to this efect. As Gashi and Morina, two
Kosovar analysts said, the process of normalisation of relations between the two
countries implies the abnormalization of Kosovo.10
“Many agreements have been signed but their efects have been far from dialogical. The Republic of Kosovo has become a political and judicial monstrosity. Today,
the relations between Kosovo and Serbia are tense, with a degree of antagonism not
seen since the end of the war in 1999. Furthermore, the division within the country
between the Albanian majority and the Serbian minority has deepened, but also the
Serbian minority itself is not ‘united’ in this regard: the antagonisms between Serbs
in the North and Serb communities in the rest of the country are also heightened.”11
The fear is that the iction which is supposed to reconcile the diferences may turn
into a nightmare given a major disagreement, which has been brewing for some time
in most of the agreements but may materialize due to the Association/Community of
Serb-majority municipalities.
As the dialogue between the two sides progresses, Serbia is likely to allow some
degree of progress on practical matters as long as it does not require recognition of
Kosovo by Serbia. While this limitation seemed surmountable at the outset, it may
turn out as the biggest obstacle to the next bout of the dialogue. The mediators
have long argued that resolving small problems brings the two sides closer to recognition, but this is now doubtful. Moreover, as the number of issues not touching
the question of status is shrinking, it is becoming more diicult for the mediators to
make progress and maintain a status-neutral approach at the same time. Adopting a
status-neutrality stance makes the EU non-neutral in the overall dialogue. Only entities which recognise both Serbia and Kosovo as states can facilitate in neutral fashion

7. Growing resistance to the Association and searching for a new internal consensus
One of the main sources of frustration and fear is the impending implementation
of the Association, which masks widely divergent views and fears of both sides. The
Association has given new meaning to integration, which Serbia sees as collective
integration of its institutions as a whole. The Association would insulate Kosovo Serbs
10 Gashi and Morina,“Normalization abnormalizes.”
11 Hamza, “Crisis and Consent in Kosovo Politics.”
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from Prishtina to prevent the type of interaction that is associated with belonging to
one polity. Starting with its very name, Prishtina calls it an Association while Belgrade
refers to it as a Community. The Kosovo Government initially agreed to the Association as a body with a largely political role, coordinating municipalities on policies
relevant for the Kosovo Serb community, without any administrative functions. The
wording of the agreement is not very ambiguous but creative interpretation has given
rise to widely divergent interpretations.
The practical situation for the Kosovo Serbs has not changed signiicantly, and it
was not supposed to. Kosovo has continuously assured the Kosovo Serbs that their
transition from Serbia’s jurisdiction to Kosovo should be smooth and that they will
not have to abandon their Serbian identity in any shape or form. The best example
of this were the guarantees Kosovo Serbs would continue to use the same textbooks
provided by Serbia. The tension lies at the symbolic level, e.g. the Association was
foreseen to have its own coat of arms and lag. While symbols for these types of
bodies are common elsewhere, they acquire a more ambitious meaning when they
represent a unifying body for an ethnic group that is a part of a country it does
not recognize.12 The longer the undeined status quo lasts it is traumatic for the
Kosovo Serb community, delays key developments in Kosovo and contributes to
creative interpretations of the Association by Belgrade.
The most controversial point will be the Association’s competence “to exercise overview”. Overview sounds innocuous until it is coupled with the verb ‘exercise,’ which risks equipping the Association with the type of competences that
clash with the central authority. This competence acquires explosive power due
to Serbia’s plans to treat the Association as a domestic institution regulated under
Serbia’s legal framework. Serbia justiies such plans by the need to avoid ‘international’ dealings with Prishtina, due to Serbia’s non-recognition of Kosovo. As a
result, this could pave the way for the much discussed dual sovereignty whereby
Serbia would efectively end up administering parts of Kosovo. This scenario may
be hard to fathom, but is one of the scenarios to warn the mediators against.
Serbs are primarily concerned with health and education, which they would prefer to remain under Serbia’s control. Prishtina argues that these can be exercised
by Serb-majority municipalities with little dependence on Prishtina, and there is no
practical argument why they should be exercised by the Association. Prishtina is
opposed to placingthese two competences under the Association which would (a)
remove competences from municipalities (efective centralisation), (b) risk allowing
Serbia to creep in to administer parts of Kosovo’s public services, and (c) create a third
level of governance with the resemblance of an autonomous province.

12 Gashi and Morina,“Normalization abnormalizes.”
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The Association is a victory for Serbia’s Prime Minister Vučić, but only in the
short term. In the long-run, the Association will damage the Kosovo Serb community and Kosovo overall, for it will ensure that communities will live separately,
from politics to culture.13At least two senior Kosovo Serb politicians have expressed
criticism to recent developments: Nenad Rašić, an MP in Kosovo’s Parliament, and
former deputy Speaker of the Parliament, Petar Miletić. Rašić even said: “the Association of Serb Municipalities will not meet the needs of the Kosovo Serbs but will
represent a major success story for Belgrade’s policy towards Kosovo.”14
An opinion maker, Hana Marku sent an open letter to the US Ambassador to
Kosovo, explaining that the strong reaction against the proposed Association is
not “only a knee-jerk nationalist response. It’s the result of being sprung with a
vaguely worded legal agreement that legitimizes Serbia’s continued presence in
Kosovo”.15Another analyst, Lumir Abdixhiku, argues that given that it has “full competences in economy, health, education, customs, police, judiciary, budget and a
territory – with civil servants, Assembly, President and separate identity – the Association has all the elements of an autonomous entity, hence a model of wide
autonomy.”16
Not all see the Association in such dark colours. Agon Maliqi argues that the
agreement managed to evade three risks: (1) the creation of a new executive layer;
(2) the legitimacy of the association to emanate from the direct vote of Kosovo
Serbs; (3) an Association for the north considering its contiguity with Serbia, which
could have been used to promote secessionist tendencies.17 Another analyst, Halil
Matoshi, also supports the Association, as a modern way to grant more powers

13 InfoGlobi, “Gorani: Asociacioni shkon në dëm të serbëve,” InfoGlobi, November 21, 2015, accessed April
4, 2016, http://infoglobi.info/gorani-asociacioni-shkon-ne-dem-te-serbeve/?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_
medium=twitter
14 Telegrai.com,“Rashiq: Asociacioni, sukses I madh I Beogradit karshi Kosovës,” Telegrai.com, February
2016, accessed April 4, 2016, http://www.telegrai.com/rashiq-asociacioni-sukses-i-madh-i-beograditkarshi-kosoves/
15 Hana Marku, “A few words from a Kosovo citizen,” Prishtina Insight, February 22, 2016, accessed April 4,
2016, ,http://prishtinainsight.com/a-few-words-from-a-kosovo-citizen/.
16 Lajmi.net, “Abdixhiku: Asociacioni i ka të gjitha elementet e një entiteti autonomy,”Lajmi.net, August 26,
2015, accessed April 4, 2016, http://lajmi.net/abdixhiku-asociacioni-ka-te-gjitha-elementet-e-nje-entiteti-autonom/.
17 Agon Maliqi, “Marrëveshja për asociacionin I eviton rreziqet e bosnjëzimit,”Sbunker, August 26, 2015,
accessed
April
4,
2016,
http://sbunker.net/s-tatus/35370/marreveshja-per-asociacionin-i-eviton-rreziqet-e-bosnjezimit/.
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to communities.18A local media outlet cites an assessment which compares the
Association to the arrangements enjoyed by the German community in Belgium.
This community also has an “Assembly of Cantons and an executive body. The representatives in the Assembly are elected by direct sufrage, while the Assembly then
elects its representatives in the executive body which exercises its competences in
education, culture and several other municipal duties”.19
The second agreement on the Association (struck on 25 August 2015) was eventually referred to the Constitutional Court by the President of Kosovo. Alongside
ruling that the agreement violated the Constitution in almost two dozen cases, the
Constitutional Court green lit the Association’s formation. Most analysts consider the
Constitutional Court to have pleased all sides, while Enver Robelli, argued it “was a
slap for the government, but the opposition does not have much reason to celebrate
either”20.
From the perspective of the EU, the Kosovo government’s delays are inexplicable.
Moreover, as an international agreement, the agreement of the 25th of August is legally binding and is of higher legal precedent than the Constitution. The only dissenting judge of the Constitutional Court argues that the Government’s decree cannot
revise articles of the Principles of the Association which are not in accordance with
the Constitution because the decree must be passed precisely based on the agreement of 25 August.21 As a dose of relieve, public statements from EU oicials insist
that Kosovo establish the Association within the limits set by the Constitutional Court.
It will not be easy to draft the government decree and the ensuing statute, as these
will need to tread inely between four documents− the irst agreement of principles
governing the normalization of relations (adopted on April 19, 2013), the agreement
on general principles on Association/Community of Serb majority municipalities in
Kosovo (adopted on August 25, 2015), the ruling of the Constitutional Court, and the

18 Gazeta Express,“Matoshi: Asociacioni nuk është autonomi, jemi shtet modern,” Telegrai.com, August 2015, accessed April 4, 2016, http://www.telegrai.com/matoshi-asociacioni-nuk-eshte-autonomi-jemi-shtet-modern/.
19 RTV Dukagjini,“Tri tema duhet të mbyllen në Bruksel para vizitës së Merkelit, Asociacioni do të bazohet në
modelin belg”.
20 Robelli, “Mbrati Salomo vendosi për Kosovën.”
21 Telegrai.com, “Flet gjyqtari i vetëm që votoi ndryshe nga aktgjykimi inal i kushtetueses për Asociacionin”,
Telegrai.com, December 2015,accessed April 4, 2016, http://www.telegrai.com/let-gjyqtari-i-vetemqe-votoi-ndryshe-nga-aktgjykimi-inal-i-kushtetueses-per-asociacionin-video/, and KohaVision, “ARTA_
ASOSACIONI_OPOZITA_QEVERI_24_12”, Vimeo, December 24, 2015, accessed April 4, 2016,,https://
vimeo.com/149973050.
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Constitution of Kosovo.22Moreover, the statute will be drafted by four northern Serb
oicials who may not heed some of the documents listed above. If Kosovo does not
make progress in drafting the statute, analysts predict sanctions against Kosovo, by
the EU.23 The situation may easily end up in another logjam, whereby Belgrade and
Kosovo Serbs insist on what was signed on 25 August 201524 while Prishtina can only
deliver a version which has been seriously watered down.
Enver Robelli argues that “all, the international community, the Kosovo Albanians,
fell on Belgrade’s trap which obtained wide-ranging privileges for the Serb community while Brussels, Washington and Prishtina were tolerant hoping that Serbia will
agree to Kosovo’s independence, which did not happen”.25 The President of Serbia’s
Academy of Arts and Sciences (SANU) argued that Serbia should recognise Kosovo
out of its own interest. He was heavily criticised in Serbia, for saying what is ultimately obvious to all. After all, SANU owes the region, and the Serbs, a contribution to
resolving the dispute it helped create in the irst place, through the infamous Memorandum in the eighties. Had the Serbian state advised Serbs in Croatia diferently,
there would have been more Serbs there today.
Kosovo has been so useful to the Serbian leadership that even if they identify a
moment to recognize Kosovo without a major political upheaval in Serbia, they may
be reluctant to drop the most powerful geo-strategic tool they have. Using Kosovo
as an ace to speed up the trajectory to the EU and gain less scrutiny in other ields is
thence more rational.

Conclusion
For a long time, the EU had only Serbia’s internal dissent to worry about. Despite the
entry of an anti-dialogue opposition into Serbia’s parliament, the country is irmly
under the control of one party and a charismatic leader. It is Kosovo’s internal resistance that has become a major obstacle and worry for the negotiators. Public resis22 Gazeta Blic,“Vigan Qorolli: Vendimi i Gjykatës– kënaqi të gjitha palët!,” Gazeta Blic, January 1, 2016, accessed April 4, 2016, http://gazetablic.com/vigan-qorolli-vendimi-i-gjykates-kushtetuese-kenaqi-tegjitha-palet/
23 Andrea Lorenzo Capussela, “Kosovo: a very political Court.” Osservatorio Balcani e Caucaso, November
18, 2015, accessed April 4, 2016, http://www.balcanicaucaso.org/eng/Regions-and-countries/Kosovo/
Kosovo-a-very-political-Court-165756/(from)/eng-newsletter and Gazeta Blic, “Vigan Qorolli: Vendimi i
Gjykatës– kënaqi të gjitha palët!”
24 Lajmi.net, “Serbia rejects changes of the Agreement on association,” UNMIK Media Monitoring, January
20, 2016, accessed April 4, 2016, http://media.unmikonline.org/?p=59462
25 Robelli, “Mbrati Salomo vendosi për Kosovën.”
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tance to the dialogue in Kosovo has mounted, and has been one of the main reasons
behind a governmental deadlock that has lasted for almost two years.26 The Kosovo
government will probably continue the dialogue, but is unlikely to pass anything in
Parliament or sign any new agreements in the foreseeable future. The country is in
election mode, regardless if early elections are organized ahead of the regular elections due in Fall 2018.
Having bargained too much, Kosovo Serbs ind themselves in a delicate situation, unable to implement the Community as they envision, and serving Belgrade
whole-heartedly while at the same time endearing themselves to Kosovo Albanians
to make the state of Kosovo work to their beneit. Dialogue may have served the Serbian leadership more than it served Kosovo Serbs or peace in the region. The Serbian
government has gained from the delay, but the Serbian public stands nothing to gain.
On a practical level, for the Kosovo Serbs it is no longer whether to integrate but how,
but the higher political level may keep them hostage and prevent their integration.
Prishtina cannot devote signiicant attention to its economic development, or other priorities until the fear that statehood is reversible is scotched. Non-recognition
is arguably the main bottleneck for Kosovo’s economy which would have grown
much faster. In a free-trade regime, Kosovo’s businesses are adversely afected by the
non-recognition and may lose ground even in its domestic market.

26 Koha.net,“Sondazh i Index Kosovës: Qytetarët s’e përkrahin Asociacionin dhe demarkacionin,” Koha.net,
November 27, 2015, accessed April 4, 2016, http://koha.net/?id=27&l=86371
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